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PARTT I: THEORETICA L INTRODUCTIO N 

Thiss dissertation examines situation monitoring in the context of complex man-machine 
environments.. Situation monitoring in these contexts requires the ability to synthesise 
informationn from numerous sources in order to develop an overview of the current situation. 
Performancee is based on this overview. Maintaining overview is of particular importance in 
ensuringg that tasks are performed when required. However, paradoxically, task performance 
mayy distract the operator from overview maintenance. When an operator focuses hard on one 
task,, his attention narrows, resulting in failing to monitor other information sources, in this 
wayy impairing the operator's overview. Attention narrowing can occur for lengthy time 
periods,, and may persist despite warning signals. Therefore, attention narrowing is a likely 
contributingg factor to many accidents within man-machine environments. 

Mostt research into human performance in complex man-machine environments has 
focusedd on performance in process control and aviation. Little is known about human 
behaviourr in shipping, and yet the results of failure to maintain an effective overview of the 
situationn can be disastrous. As a general introduction, chapter 1 discusses the setting of the 
ship'ss bridge, the job of the watch officer and the problems he1 may encounter. This 
informationn is important to understand the embedding of overview maintenance, and may help 
too understand the applied experiments of this dissertation. 

Afterr the general introduction of chapter 1, chapter 2 focuses in a theoretical way on the 
conceptt of 'having overview'. To make clear what this dissertation means by 'overview 
maintenance'' and 'loss of overview', these concepts are defined. Since 'having overview' is 
nott a commonly used term in literature, the definition of the concept is also useful in the 
searchh for links with research into related topics. Inspired by literature on related topics, three 
mainn factors are distinguished that may provoke loss of overview. They include: 1) the 
influencee of information characteristics on focus behaviour, 2) the nature and existence of 
structurall  individual differences in the ability to maintain overview, and 3) the effects of the 
operator'ss psychological state on maintenance of overview. In the context of the psychological 
state,, the effects of motivation and fatigue are discussed. These three factors are the basis for 
thee examination of overview loss in the empirical second part of this dissertation. 

'' In this dissertation, the male form is used to represent both sexes if this is undetermined. 





1.. SETTING THE SCENE: KEEPING WATCH ON A SHIP'S BRIDGE 

Overvieww maintenance is important in many different kinds of man-machine environments 
becausee operators in these environments have to monitor and synthesise information from 
manyy different sources in order to know what is going on. Each of these environments has 
particularr characteristics that influence the ability of an operator to maintain overview. These 
characteristicss consist of the a) working environment itself and b) the tasks an operator has to 
performm within this environment. 

Thiss dissertation focuses on keeping watch on a ship's bridge as an example of 
performancee in a man-machine environment in which overview maintenance is important. 
Althoughh the ship's bridge and he main task of operators on a ship's bridge may show 
similaritiess with more often discussed performance in a cockpit, there are a number of unique 
characteristics.. As a general introduction, this chapter outlines these characteristics of keeping 
watchh on a ship's bridge for two reasons: 1) to familiarise the nautical layman somewhat with 
keepingg watch on board ships, and 2) to indicate potential hazards for overview loss during 
watchh keeping on a ship's bridge. 

1.1.. THE WORKIN G ENVIRONMEN T OF THE WATCH KEEPER 

Inn order to discuss the tasks of the watch keeper and understand which characteristics may 
contributee to loss of overview, we need to have some knowledge of the working environment 
off  the watch keeper. This working environment can be divided into a) the hardware of the 
watchh keeping environment, that is the ship's bridge, and b) the equipment on the bridge that 
contributess to how watch keepers perform their tasks and maintain overview. 

1.1.1.. The ship's bridge 

Thee bridge is the highest part of a ship, from where one has the best overview of both the 
bodyy of the ship and the sailing area. On some ships, particularly naval vessels, the bridge 
mayy be the only place where one can look outside. To give as wide a view as possible, most 
bridgess have windows on all sides. Because of equipment placement, in some ships 360 
degreess of sight is only indirectly available by means of bridge wings, which are balconies on 
eitherr side of the bridge. The position and views afforded by the bridge, make it the best place 
forr keeping watch and maintain overview. 

1.1.2.. Watch keeping equipment 

Firstt of all, the bridge contains a helm and propulsion controls to navigate the ship. To collect 
informationn that is relevant for keeping watch, the bridge contains equipment that includes 
bothh traditional and modern devices. The most important traditional devices are: a chart table 
andd plotting aids, compasses, and binoculars. Modern devices include: radar with an 
electronicc plotting aid (ARPA), global positioning system (GPS), and automatic indicators for 
wind,, current, speed, headings, rudder direction, and under keel clearance (UKC). The bridge 
alsoo contains many communication devices, used to receive messages and contact other 
vesselss and traffic services {VHF, telephone, NavTex (a kind of fax) and signalling devices). 

3 3 



1.. Keeping watch on a ship's bridge 

Onn the one hand, watch keepers can use these visual and auditory devices actively to 
solvee problems or get particular information. On the other hand, watch keepers also have to 
monitorr them frequently when problems are absent since these devices may be potential 
sourcess of important information the operator is not actively looking for. Whatever the 
reasonss for collecting information with help of these devices, the watch keeper has to 
integrateintegrate the information in order to know exactly what is going on around him. Some 
modernn ships already contain advanced technology to help information integration, such as 
radarr screens with an electronic projection of the chart of the sailing area (Ecdis). 

Althoughh traditional navigation methods are used when automation fails, modern 
equipmentt has taken over many of the traditional tasks of the watch keeper. The increasing 
automationn has made the watch keeper more and more a system controller within the specific 
situationn of the ship's bridge. 

1.2.. THE TASKS OF THE WATCH KEEPER 

Accordingg to the 1VVKM2 (Regulation of the Royal Netherlands Navy, article 3600), the 
mainn tasks of the watch officer consist of a) navigation, b) seamanship and c) meteorology. 
Onn a cognitive level, these tasks and their components may however be rearranged into two 
mainn tasks: 1) navigation and 2) guarantee of safety. Besides those two tasks, the watch 
officerr has some additional responsibilities that may be termed general interactions. All these 
taskss will be discussed in the next section. Their contents are based on the relevant parts of the 
1VVKM2,, but with some additional remarks, and reorganised into a cognitive framework 
(Tablee 1). 

1.2.1.. Navigation 

Thee first main task of a watch keeper on a ship's bridge is to navigate the ship from a starting 
pointt to a particular destination. This navigation task does not only consist of 'vehicle 
manoeuvring',manoeuvring', as is the meaning of 'navigation' in a narrow sense, but also consists of a 
numberr of additional subtasks. Before a journey starts, the watch officer has to plan and 
prepareprepare the ship's route in order to know in what direction the ship is going to sail. This 
preparationn includes collection of relevant hydrographical and meteorological details the 
watchh officer has to reckon with during the journey. All this information determines the route 
thee watch officer has to follow and the speed the ship has to maintain. A good preparation is 
importantt since, opposite to car driving, travelling routes are more free, and boundaries of safe 
sailingg areas are not always clearly visible. Furthermore, the mass trough which ships sail is 
nott solid and changes continuously, which may account for misleading information. For these 
reasons,, watch officers need to check the position of the ship by applying the available 
navigationn devices. If there is a difference between the collected and expected information, the 
watchh officer has to find out what is going on, and eventually correct his position. 

4 4 
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1.. Keeping watch on a ship's bridge 

1.2.1.1.1.2.1.1. Journey preparation 

Planningg a journey starts with determining the destination of the ship. The destination consists 
off  information about position and time. This time and position information forms the basis for 
thee hydrographical and meteorological information the watch officer has to collect because 
theyy influence the route the ship can sail. Planning a journey is not simply an accumulation of 
alll  the information the watch officer can get beforehand, but involves combining information 
too make optimal navigation decisions. Navigation decisions can be determined by the 
handlingg quality of the ship in combination with the environmental characteristics. For 
example,, big vessels cannot sail in shallow water because of a phenomenon called 'squat': 
highh speed pushes the vessel deeper into the water and may cause it to ground. 

Otherr factors that influence planning are emotional, social, and economic factors. Long 
periodss away from home, living in a confined situation, and increasing sleep deprivation may 
takee their toll. Social and emotional well-being may be very important factors in these 
circumstancess to prevent unsafe actions and to optimise performance. Economic factors are 
particularlyy important for the merchant navy and may influence decision making to prefer the 
mostt economic over the safest route. 

Sincee information changes with time, a watch officer has to plan before and during his 
shift,, anticipating future events. Well-prepared journeys have the positive effect of lowering 
mentall  workload and increasing the level of confidence of the watch officer. There will be 
fewerr unexpected encounters, and more time available to review the current situation and 
eventuallyy adjust plans. This may facilitate maintenance of overview, especially when 
problemss arise. When a watch officer does not know what to expect, a poor overview may 
increasee the danger of bad decisions. 

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2. Maintenance of route and speed 

Too stand by agreements with external parties, the watch officer has to follow the charted 
voyagee as closely as possible, and maintain speed. Successful execution of these tasks has the 
advantagee that the watch officer does not need to adjust plans, saving additional work, which 
reducess the risk of overload. Overload may lead to a poor overview, since too littl e time is 
availablee to monitor and integrate all relevant information in the environment. This may cause 
thee watch officer 'running after the facts', which may result in dangerous situations. 

Too verify the ship's position, the watch officer has to check location information by 
meanss of the available navigation equipment. Position checking is important for ship 
navigationn because safe routes are not always clearly visible. Several position checking 
methodss exist, but all have advantages and disadvantages. A watch officer can check his 
positionn by dead reckoning, which involves frequent estimation of the ship's actual position 
basedd on the expected geographical heading and speed. However, this method is rather 
inaccuratee and is typically used only as a backup when equipment fails. In sight of landmarks, 
watchh officers can check the ship's position by measuring the relative bearing to clearly 
visible,, and widely different landmarks also located on the chart. The cross-point of these 
relativee bearings represents the approximate position of the ship. Although relative bearing is 
farr more accurate than is dead reckoning, the method is not free of error and is only applicable 
whenn the ship is in sight of land. Known landmarks are only useable when they are indicated 
onn the chart, are recognisable, and identifiable. Furthermore, the landmarks must have sharp 
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contourss in order to reduce measurement errors. The most advanced way of estimating 
positionn is by means of the Global Positioning System (GPS), which receives and combines 
earthh co-ordinates and time signals from orbital satellites to fix the position of the ship. 
Althoughh the GPS information is usually very accurate, slight errors are possible. These errors 
cann make the final displayed position somewhat inaccurate, but generally, GPS is the most 
preferredd position checking system. 

Ideally,, the watch officer should use several position checking methods simultaneously to 
double-checkk the information to prevent misreading or unawareness of equipment failure, 
whichh may result in the ship's position deviating. Double-checking of information also has the 
advantagee that the watch officer is more certain of his situation overview, and thus reduces the 
riskk of being taken by surprise. 

Ann additional task of the watch officer is the exact and frequent description of the 
estimatedestimated position in a logbook. In the event of an accident, investigators can check the ship's 
positionn information to reconstruct what occurred. 

1.2.2.. Guarantee of safety 

Mostt tasks described by the 1VVKM2 as 'seamanship' can be grouped under the term 
'guaranteee of safety'. First of all, the watch officer has to remain attentive for unexpected 
eventsevents by keeping a good lookout. In conjunction with the navigation tasks, the watch officer 
alsoo has to collect relevant information from the environment that may influence the progress 
andd safety of the ship. If he becomes too much preoccupied with one source of information 
andd does not monitor the other information sources in time, his overview of the situation and 
thee safe operation of the ship is endangered. Furthermore, safe operation in an environment 
withh other traffic is only possible when watch officers take appropriate measures if safety is 
endangered.. So, apart from knowing what is going on, a watch officer needs also to know how 
too solve eventual problems and decide which measure is appropriate. This requires that the 
watchh officer does not run after facts, but anticipates on events that may occur in the near 
future. . 

1.2,2.1.1.2,2.1. Remaining attentive for unexpected events 

Ass the word indicates, a 'watch keeper' has to remain alert throughout duty. This means that, 
ass well as for navigation, the watch keeper is responsible for keeping a good lookout, and is 
preparedd to cope with unexpected events. A watch officer can ensure maintenance of a good 
lookoutt by checking equipment and scanning the environment. In high mental workload 
situations,, the watch officer may delegate the lookout task to other bridge personnel and is 
thenn responsible for frequent checks of their alertness. 

Bothh demanding and calm conditions are hazardous for alertness and anticipation for 
unexpectedd events. High workload and inadequate delegation of the lookout task may result in 
thee watch officer failing to notice important equipment failures or developing dangers in the 
environment.. Demanding situations can attract the attention of the bridge personnel to the 
extentt that less salient events may be neglected, especially because the bridge is too large to 
makee all information available at a glance. Over a longer period, these neglected events may 
increasee the situation demands on the part of the watch officer because he has lost overview. 

7 7 



1.. Keeping watch on a ship's bridge 

Calmm conditions are hazardous for other reasons. Boredom and lack of external 
stimulationn lead the watch officer to become inattentive and drowsy, with dramatic 
consequencess for his ability to notice unexpected events. Good methods for preventing 
inattentivenesss is to post several people on the bridge, such as a helmsman or additional 
lookouts,, or to give the watch officer simple addition tasks. During night or early morning 
shifts,, a conversation or a simple task may prevent dozing and thus assist safe operation. 
Additionall  tasks may however only succeed in improving alertness if they do not occupy the 
watchh keeper too much. 

1.2.2.2.1.2.2.2. Collection of relevant information 

Besidess maintaining alertness, the watch officer also has to collect information actively from 
thee environment. This task consists particularly of monitoring changes in weather conditions, 
near-futuree encounters, and objects in the direct environment of the ship. If the weather is 
aboutt to worsen, maintaining route and speed may become lower priorities. Since big storms 
onn the open sea can capsize even huge vessels, sailing via a safer route is often preferred. 
Avoidancee of storm encounters is however not always possible. The only way to cope with 
suchh situations is to turn the ship into the wind and remain in this position until the storm is 
over.. Other weather-changes that the watch officer must monitor are a decrease of visibility 
duee to bad weather. By collecting weather information, the watch officer can anticipate 
importantt changes in the situation of the ship and prepare alternative plans to deal with this 
situation. . 

Otherr environmental information that may be important includes traffic that follows a 
collisionn course or objects, such as oil-platforms or buoys, in the vicinity of the ship. Although 
thee space per vessel on open sea may be very large in comparison to cars on a road, ships are 
oftenn difficult to manoeuvre. As a consequence, appropriate actions need to be initiated at an 
earlyy stage. 

Inn sum, the watch officer has to collect dynamic information from the environment, 
whichh is unpredictable, and which can form a potential danger to the ship and its crew. Early 
collectionn of this information anticipates events and minimises the need to 'run after the facts' 
andd lose overview. 

1.2.2.3.1.2.2.3. Application of appropriate measures 

Althoughh collection of information from the environment may result in a good overview of 
thee situation, this is no guarantee for safety if the watch officer does not react appropriately. In 
thee case of weather changes, for instance, the watch officer may adapt his speed and prepare 
thee crew of the ship for additional tasks, such as anchorage and signalling. When other vessels 
aree on a collision course, the watch officer may contact them or adjust his route. 

Thee watch officer has to apply appropriate measures in cases where danger is approaching 
thee ship. By complying with the rules, the watch officer can partially prevent the development 
off  dangerous situations. Rule compliance saves a large amount of effort in making 
appointmentss with other traffic and in coping with ambiguous situations. This prevents too 
highh mental workload and loss of overview. By following the rules, the watch officer clearly 
showss that he understands the situation, which enhances safe navigation and interaction with 
otherr traffic. Rules also have the advantage that behaviour of other traffic can more easily be 
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understoodd and extrapolated to the most likely movements in the near future. This reduces the 
numberr of possible actions the watch officer has to reckon with, which reduces mental 
workloadd and the danger of overview loss. Expectations about rule compliance of other traffic 
mayy however also become hazardous if, once in a time, such expectations are wrong and the 
watchh officer fails to monitor the situation in time. 

1.2.3.. General interaction 

Apartt from navigation and guarantee of safety, the watch officer has other responsibilities that 
mayy be termed 'general interaction'. General interaction consists of two main tasks: first the 
delegationdelegation of tasks to others when the watch officer is unable to manage them by himself. It is 
importantt that the watch officer monitors the situation critically and decides in time that he 
needss others to help him managing the situation to prevent the mental workload becoming too 
high.. This may endanger his situation overview. Secondly, the watch officer is the pivot for 
informationinformation exchanging, receiving input from the crew about the ship, and giving information 
too the captain in case of important changes. Furthermore, he is responsible for appropriate 
communicationn with the outside world. Communication is important to provide clarity about 
intentionss of the parties involved. This may prevent the development of ambiguous situations 
andd misunderstandings. 

1.2.3.1.1.2.3.1. Situation dependent allocation of tasks 

Differentt situations require different tasks to be performed, determining in large part the 
mentall  workload of the ship's crew. During calm conditions, the watch officer can easily 
managee his tasks solo, although a helmsman may remain available to perform rudder 
adjustmentss and double-check actions. In demanding conditions, such as harbour approaches, 
navigationn in confined waters, sailing in areas of dense shipping traffic, or emergencies, there 
iss often more information than one or two persons can manage. In this case, the watch officer 
iss responsible for delegation of tasks to other crew members to prevent mental workload to 
increasee so much that errors may occur and the watch officers loses his situation overview. If 
thee watch officer decides to delegate tasks, he must first make an assessment of the situation 
andd the urgency of particular tasks. Then, he must allocate the tasks to qualified and available 
creww members. Even the captain may come to the bridge to assist the watch officer to make 
thee best decisions. It is important that the watch officer delegates tasks at an early stage of a 
demandingg situation, to prevent that reorganisation of tasks on the bridge increases the 
situationall  demands on the watch officer even more with the result of overview loss. 

Iff  the watch officer has delegated most of his tasks, his role is to manage the crew on the 
bridge,, and combine the information they provide, in order to maintain overview and 
eventuallyy make decisions. If he decides that an action should be taken, the watch officer 
communicatess this to the right person. Although the captain is the main person responsible for 
thee ship, the watch officer functions as the captain delegate concerning everything that has to 
doo with the movements of the ship. Therefore, the main base of good watch officer 
performancee is maintenance of overview. 
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1.. Keeping watch on a ship's bridge 

1.23.2.1.23.2. Information exchange 

Besidess being the main place for navigation, the bridge also forms the central information 
point,point, with the watch officer as manager of this information. The information consists of an 
internalinternal and an external flow. The internal flow concerns information exchange within the 
ship'ss crew. One of the sources inside the ship that is in close communication with the bridge, 
iss the machine centre. Personnel in the machine centre will inform the watch officer when he 
hass to reckon with technical limitations. These can handicap the manoeuvrability of the ship. 
Thee watch officer informs the machine centre when planned manoeuvres may have negative 
resultss for the engines, or when he suspects improper system functioning. Timely repair of 
systemm problems is indispensable since an immanoeuvrable ship is dangerous for both the ship 
andd other vessels. Correct exchange of information can prevent this, or can at least make that 
thee watch officer reckons with incidental limitations of the ship. 

Inn naval vessels, another important information source is the command and control 
centre,centre, in which other ship officers watch a backup radar-screen and warn the watch officer on 
thee bridge about possible undetected contacts. During wartime operations, the operations 
officerr also provides tactical information that may influence the decisions of the watch officer. 

Anotherr important internal information flow concerns the information exchange with the 
captain.captain. Although the watch officer is the first responsible person for actions taken, the 
captainn has the final responsibility and therefore, the watch officer is obliged to report all 
importantt information to the captain. This information may concern deviations from planning 
orr difficult situations requiring extraordinary actions. The captain, in his turn, may ask 
spontaneouslyy for situation information (situation report or SitRep). This practice keeps the 
watchh officer alert. Such a chain of command motivates the watch officer to perform well and 
enabless him to maintain a good overview. 

Thee external flow of information concerns communication with the external world such 
ass other shipping traffic and port authorities. This includes the exchange of emergency calls as 
welll  as appointments to resolve any ambiguity. Although this flow of communication can be 
veryy crucial for the operator's anticipation of near future events, such exchanges contribute to 
thee continuous flow of mostly irrelevant background noise on VHF in stand-by mode, 
originatingg from information exchange between other shipping traffic. A watch officer has 
howeverr to remain alert for information that may be important for him. 

1.3.. SITUATIONS THAT MAY PROVOKE LOSS OF OVERVIEW ON THE BIRDGE 

Inn conclusion, watch keepers on a ship's bridge may encounter many different situations that 
mayy result in loss of overview of the large amount of information they have to monitor. 
Althoughh littl e research has been performed in revealing knowledge of particular situations on 
aa ship's bridge that may endanger guarantee of safety, a number of factors are supposed to 
contributee to hazards. Situations that put high mental workload on the part of the watch officer 
may,, in general, increase the risk of human errors. More in particular in relation to 
maintenancee of overview, ambiguous or complex situations may easily result in the watch 
keeperr to lose overview. These factors will , among others, be investigated in this dissertation. 
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2.. MAINTENANC E AND LOSS OF OVERVIEW : THEORETICA L BACKGROUN D 

Havingg an overview of the situation is crucial for good performance in man-machine 
environments,, such as a ship's bridge. Although, on a common sense level, 'having overview' 
means:: 'knowing what is going on around you', we need an elaborated definition of the 
conceptt for at least two reasons. First, an elaborated definition provides clarity about what is 
meantt by 'overview maintenance' and 'loss of overview' in this dissertation. Secondly, since 
'havingg overview' is not a commonly used term in literature, a clear definition of the concept 
allowss for a possible linking-up with literature on topics that are closely related to 'having 
overview'overview' or 'loss of overview'. 

Thiss dissertation examines three main factors that may cause loss of overview. They are 
classifiedd as factors concerning: 1) information characteristics, and 2) stable as well as 3) 
variablee operator characteristics that may increase the risk overview loss. This chapter 
discussess relevant literature on these topics as a general introduction to the empirical part of 
thiss dissertation. 

2.1.. DEFINITION S AND LINK S TO OTHER LITERATUR E 

Particularlyy concerning 'higher' cognitive process, such as 'having overview', definitions of 
thesee cognitive processes (if they exist) vary widely because of their complexity. If researchers 
doo not make their definitions clear, or fail to look carefully at the definitions of others when 
theyy refer to related literature, this creates opportunities for misunderstandings. To prevent 
suchh misunderstandings, and make clear what is meant by 'having overview' in this 
dissertation,, the concept is defined. Since this dissertation examines factors that may provoke 
lossloss of overview, the definition of 'having overview' is also a basis for making clear what is 
meantt by 'overview loss' in this dissertation. 

Beforee examining factors that may cause loss of overview, we need to have knowledge of 
thee research already performed in this field. 'Having overview' and 'loss of overview' are, 
however,, not discussed in research literature as such. Closely related topics, which are 
discussedd in literature, may provide starting points for research into factors that can provoke 
overvieww loss. 

2.1.1.. 'Overview maintenance' and 'loss of overview' defined 

Operatorss of complex man-machine systems need to know what is going on around them to be 
ablee to take appropriate actions in time. 'Knowing what is going on around you' is, however, 
tooo vague a definition of 'having overview' to be a useful starting point for research. 
Therefore,, a definition of the concept is elaborated. 'Having overview' is defined as: 'an 
understandingunderstanding of the integrated state of all relevant information sources in the environment'. 

Thiss dissertation particularly discusses factors that may be a hazard for good operator 
performancee and good overview maintenance. Operators may suffer from overview loss in a 
numberr of different ways. This dissertation examines overview loss that is caused by a 
phenomenonn called 'attention narrowing', which is defined as 'overattending some 
informationinformation sources at the expense of others'. 
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2.. Maintenance and loss of overview 

2.1.1.1.2.1.1.1. A definition of 'having overview' 

Inn the achievement of situation overview, a number of cognitive processes may be 
distinguished.. Since most information is not available at a glance, first, an operator needs to 
scann his environment and monitor frequently all relevant information sources in order to have 
thee most actual knowledge of the system as possible. If he fails to scan the whole environment 
inn time, he may not notice important information changes. Secondly, an operator needs to 
integrateintegrate all the information he perceives to know the state of the whole system. In complex 
systems,, operators may interpret data differently if particular additional information of other 
sourcess is available (e.g. Wickens, 1992). Lastly, the operator has to understand correctly 

whatt the state of the system means and what actions are required. This understanding process 
occurss in working memory, and consists of a matching process between perceived information 
andd relevant abstract knowledge frameworks2, which are stored in long-term memory (Figure 
1).. This matching process is mediated by attention. 

Takingg these three cognitive processes into account, 'having an overview of the situation' 
mayy be defined as an 'understanding of the integrated state of all relevant information 

sourcessources in the environment'. 

informationn understanding 
inn working memory 

beamm of 
attention n 

available e 
information n 

relevantt knowledge from 
long-termm memory 

FigureFigure 1: Integrated understanding. Perceived information is matched with relevant knowledge 
availableavailable in long-term memory, a process that takes place in working memory. Operators 
havehave overview when they have an integrated understanding of all the relevant information. 

2.1.1.2.2.1.1.2. Loss of overview by attention narrowing 

Ann operator of a complex system has overview if he perceives and integrates all relevant 

informationn in time, and understands the state of the whole system. An operator may lose 

overvieww when he fails to monitor all information sources in time. Particularly in complex 

systemss that do not have all information available at a glance, operators may be at risk of 

losingg overview due to neglect of information sources. In such systems, operators have to 

Somee researchers call these frameworks 'mental models' (e.g. Bainbridge et al., 1974; Kieras & Bovair, 1984). 
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monitorr al information sources serially which increases the tendency to focus on details, while 
neglectingg information or postponing action upon important changes in the environment. This 
phenomenonn of focusing on some information sources while neglecting others is also 
describedd as 'attention narrowing', which is the main cause of overview loss that is examined 
inn this dissertation. Attention narrowing is defined as 'overattending some information 
sourcessources at the expense of others', which results in overview loss when an operator loses 
understandingg of the integrated state of all relevant information sources in his environment. 
Thiss can lead to dangerous situations, especially in circumstances with a narrow safety range. 

2.1.2.. Link s to more common terms and research in literatur e 

Sincee 'having overview' is not a generally used phrase in literature, one has to rely on related 
topicss to get a better understanding and find a link to previous performed research. Searching 
forr related terms, one finds phrases such as 'mental picture' and 'situation awareness' to be 
moree common. However, a 'mental picture' may not exactly be the same as an 'overview of 
thee situation', and 'situation awareness' does not explicitly emphasise the 'overview' 
componentt of situation understanding. 

Besidess these differences, literature of 'mental pictures' or 'situation awareness' does not 
providee many starting points for research into loss of overview. Literature on factors that have 
beenn found to cause attention narrowing provides the most useful information for the 
examinationn of factors that may provoke overview loss as defined in this dissertation. 

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1. The concept of a 'mental picture' 

Inn common sense, 'having overview' may be defined as 'knowing what is going on around 
you'.. In the field of man-machine interaction, an understanding of what is going on is often 
phrasedd as 'having a mental picture of a situation'. Bainbridge (1978) for instance, defines a 
mentall  picture as the internal combination of the present states of all the variables the operator 
hass to monitor. 

Althoughh this definition is similar to the concept of 'having overview', the term 'mental 
picture'' is not always used as such. For instance, a 'mental pictures' may refer to a mental 
simulationn of reality (Johnson-Laird, 1983), or to activated knowledge in the mind of the 
operatorr (Bainbridge, 1974), and not particularly to an overview of the situation. This means 
thatt the information whereof the 'mental picture' is formed does not necessarily include the 
wholewhole situation. To illustrate this point, an operator may have a good mental picture of the 
statee of a particular part of the system in front of him. In this case, the mental picture of the 
operatorr does not include the states of other relevant information sources. This means that the 
operatorr does not have an overview of the situation. 

Besidess these different definitions of a 'mental picture', which are not all similar to 
'havingg overview', the concept of a 'mental picture' in the sense of 'having overview' is not 
examinedd in literature as such. Researchers who have used the concept of a 'mental picture' to 
describee the operator's overview of the situation (e.g. Bainbridge, 1978), have used the term 
inn a descriptive way and have not examined factors that may cause the mental picture or the 
overvieww to get lost. For this reason, the concept of 'mental picture' does not offer starting 
pointss for an examination of factors that have been found to increase the risk of overview loss. 
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2.. Maintenance and loss of overview 

2.1.2.2.2.1.2.2. The concept of 'situation awareness' 

Moree recently, 'situation awareness' (SA) has become a popular substitute for 'knowing what 
iss going on around you'. The term derived from the field of aviation and has later been very 
influentiall  on views of, and research into general complex man-machine functioning. For 
thesee reasons, SA literature may offer the most recent and useful starting points for an 
examinationn of factors that may influence overview loss. Since SA currently is a more 
commonlyy used term than 'having overview' and has a similar meaning, it may even be a 
goodd option to substitute 'having overview' with 'SA' in order to link up with previous fields 
off  research. 

However,, the broad application of SA in research as well as in operational fields has 
resultedd in many different higher-order mental processes being labelled 'SA'. Some 
researcherss even have called SA, sceptically, 'the buzzword of the '90's' (Pew, 1994; Wiener, 
1993).. Although there may be agreement about the meaning of SA on a common-sense level 
ass 'knowing what is going on', closer examination reveals that there is no consensus about the 
meaningg of the concept on a more elaborated level. This lack of consensus about the exact 
meaningg of SA consists of three main points: 

First,, there is no consensus about the exact definition of SA. The best-known and most 
commonlyy used definition of SA has been formulated by Mica Endsley as: "the perception of 
thethe elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of 
theirtheir meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future. " (Endsley, 1988, p. 792). 
However,, since the concept of 'SA' has received most attention from the field of aviation, in 
whichh visuo-spatial knowledge is particularly important, a large amount of SA literature deals 
withh the concept as just visuo-spatial awareness (Pew, 2000). In the view of Sarter and Woods 
(1995),, 'SA' is even simply a label for a variety of cognitive processing activities that are 
criticall  when operating in dynamic, event-driven, and multiple-task fields. They state that it is 
pointlesss to define SA more exactly. These views of SA are just a few examples of the many 
differentt definitions that exist (see for instance Human Factors no. 37, 1995). 

Withinn the group of researchers that use elaborated definitions of 'SA' another point of 
discussionn is whether SA is a product or a process (e.g. Adams, Tenney & Pew, 1995). 
Endsley,, for instance, explicitly states that SA is "a state of knowledge" (i.e.: a product); she 
separatelyy defines 'situation assessment' as "the process to achieve SA" (1995a, p. 36). 
Althoughh Wickens (1995) uses an SA definition3 that is similar to the definition of Endsley, 
hee presents SA as a process. Adams and colleagues suggest that the product versus process 
naturee of SA reflects two sides of the same coin. They argue that the 'process-view' of SA is 
indispensablee to developing and updating the 'product-SA', and vice versa. This argument 
howeverr cannot alter the lack of consensus among researchers about the nature of SA. 

AA third point of disagreement in SA literature, is whether SA is a separate construct or 
justt a combination of several constructs (Flach, 1995). According to Wickens (1995) for 
instance,, SA consists of several psychological components, such as attention, perception, and 
workingg memory. Endsley (1995a) however, sees SA as a separate construct. Several 

33 Wickens (1995) uses the following SA definition (after Dominguez, 1994): "the continuous extraction of 
environmentalenvironmental information about a system or environment, the integration of this information with previous-
knowledgeknowledge to form a coherent mental picture, and the use of that picture in directing further perception, 
anticipatinganticipating and responding to future events " (p. K2-1). 
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researcherss who have examined SA, have mentioned the context-dependency of the concept 
(e.g.. Endsley, 1995a; Salter & Woods, 1995). This context-dependency strongly suggests that 
SAA is not a separate concept, but rather a higher-order combination of several basic 
psychologicall  constructs. The characteristics of the operation environment determine which 
constructss are required. According to Sarter and Woods (1995), this context-dependency may 
evenn be the reason why abundant research on SA has not produced wide-ranging and crucial 
results. . 

Althoughh the large amount of SA literature may offer many starting points for an 
examinationn of 'having overview', the lack of consensus about the meaning of SA is a serious 
problemm for linking up with this field of research. Besides the lack of agreement about the 
exactt meaning and nature of SA, there is another point why 'having overview' may not just be 
substitutedd by 'SA'. Although SA may have a similar meaning as 'having overview', the 
conceptt does not explicitly emphasise the overview-component in it. This may also be the 
reasonn why no SA literature explicitly examines factors that may cause overview as defined in 
thiss dissertation. 

Inn order to provide clarity about the aspects of SA that is in focus of this dissertation (i.e. 
maintenancee and loss of overview), and avoid another contribution to the numerous 
definitionss of SA, the term 'having overview' is preserved. 

2.1.2.3.2.1.2.3. The phenomenon of 'attention narrowing' 

Sincee literature on concepts related to 'having overview' does not (explicitly) examine factors 
thatt provoke loss of overview, concepts related to 'overview loss' as defined in this 
dissertationn may offer some starting points. For this reason, literature on attention narrowing 
iss examined. 

Inn early research into attention narrowing, the phenomenon was particularly found in 
relationn to high activation levels. In order to establish the effects of high activation levels on 
thee range of the attentional focus, participants in experiments generally had to perform a 
centrall  task and were additionally exposed to peripheral stimuli. Most studies showed that 
highh activation of the participants reduced the sensitivity to peripheral stimuli while 
performancee of the central task was not affected. Researchers discovered that attention 
narrowingg did occur as a result of high activation levels due to stress and anxiety (e.g. 
Baddeley,, 1972; Callaway & Dembo, 1958; Wachtel, 1968). However, also high (biological) 
interestinterest in a particular stimulus could cause intense focusing of attention (e.g. Hernandez-
Peón,, 1964). 

Althoughh these early findings particularly concerned attention narrowing caused by low-
level,level, physical factors, attention narrowing may also be provoked by similar high-level, 
cognitivecognitive factors. That is, attention narrowing may not only be the result of high activation 
becausee of information that causes anxiety, but also because of information that provokes high 
cognitivecognitive activation, for instance due to involvement with complex, difficult, or unfamiliar 
information. . 

Thiss hypothesis may, however, be in contradiction to more recent conclusions of Boer. 
Hee supposed that waiting for system information could cause attention narrowing because the 
cognitivee capacity was probably concentrated in an unproductive way. He developed a test in 
whichh operators had to perform a primary task, which was sometimes accompanied by a, not 
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2.. Maintenance and loss of overview 

simultaneouslyy visible, secondary problem-solving task. The operator had to divide his 
attentionn between both tasks by switching between them in time. Boer (e.g. 1997; 1998) found 
mentall  workload during his test to be only 'moderate', but he did not investigate the 
relationshipp between mental workload ratings and the level of attention narrowing. Whether 
attentionn narrowing can occur independent of mental workload remains therefore unclear. 

Anotherr interesting finding in relation to attention narrowing was that operators who 
becamee tired during task-performance started to neglect side instruments (Drew, 1940). They 
oftenn even failed to notice the experimenter putting his head into the testing cabin. These 
observationss suggest that situation-dependent or variable psychological states of an operator, 
suchh as tiredness, may influence the risk to lose overview. A possible psychological state that 
mayy increase ability to maintain overview, is general motivation to perform well and monitor 
alll  information sources in time. 

Laterr research into attention narrowing examined the phenomenon particularly in relation 
too the, at that time, developing knowledge about process control and man-machine interaction. 
Inn this field of man-machine interaction, attention narrowing was supposed to occur 
particularlyy during system malfunctioning (e.g. Moray, 1981; Sheridan, 1981). System 
malfunctionss induced stress or high mental workload upon the operator, since operators were 
extremelyy motivated to get the system properly working again. Problems during failure 
diagnosiss became a new subject under investigation. Some researchers discovered that 
operators,, while managing machine failures, showed the tendency to fixate on one hypothesis 
aboutt a fault (e.g. Moray & Rotenberg, 1989). This cognitive fixation, a kind of attention 
narrowingg that was termed 'cognitive narrowing' (Sheridan, 1981), 'cognitive tunnel vision' 
(Moray,, 1981), or 'cognitive lock-up' (Moray & Rotenberg, 1989), resulted in neglect of 
informationn in the environment. Eye-measurements showed that participants often observed a 
secondd fault, but postponed action upon it (Moray & Rotenberg, 1989). 

Thiss finding of cognitive fixation has inspired a number of researchers more recently to 
examinee factors that may provoke attention narrowing in operators of man-machine systems 
(e.g.. Boer, 1995a; De Keyser & Woods, 1990; Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000). One of the 
interestingg ideas that a number of these researchers have mentioned is that some individuals 
mayy be better able to maintain overview than others (e.g. Boer & Van Schie, 2000; Kerstholt & 
Passenier,, 2000). There have, however, not been many attempts to investigate this point further. 

Inn conclusion, literature on and related to 'attention narrowing' offers some useful starting 
pointss for an examination of factors that may influence the ability to maintain overview. 

2.3.. A CLASSIFICATIO N OF FACTORS THAT MAY PROVOKE OVERVIE W LOSS 

Fromm the studies on or related to attention narrowing, this dissertation distils three interesting 
factorss that may provoke loss of overview. First, we may distinguish information 
characteristicscharacteristics that provoke attention narrowing, which results in overview loss. The second 
andd third factor concern operator characteristics that are respectively stable and variable. 
IndividualIndividual differences are stable operator characteristics that may influence the ability to 
maintainn overview. Psychological states, such as motivation and tiredness, are variable 
operatorr characteristics that may influence the risk of suffering from overview loss. 
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2.3.1.. Informatio n characteristics and the risk of attention narrowin g 

Thee first potential hazard to overview maintenance that is distinguished in this dissertation 

concernss the characteristics of the information the operator processes. Inspired by findings of 

earlyy research into attention narrowing, this dissertation hypothesises that information 

provokingg intense processing increases the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss. 

Informationn may provoke intense processing when it is complex, difficult or unfamiliar. A 

spott or zoom-lens metaphor illustrates how intense information processing may provoke 

attentionn narrowing. 

2.3.1.1.2.3.1.1. Intense processing as a hazard for overview maintenance 

Onee of the earliest studies which showed that intense focusing on a stimulus can provoke 
attentionn narrowing is of Hernandez-Peón (1964). In his study, Hernandez-Peón exposed a cat 
too clicking sounds and measured the electrical brain potential that was elicited by the sound at 
thee first synapse of the auditory system. The brain potentials showed to be stable over time if 
thee cat was relaxed. However, when mice were shown to the cat, which had his intense 
interest,, the brain potentials elicited by the clicks vanished nearly completely. This finding 
showedd that sensitivity to peripheral stimuli decreased while looking intensely at an 
interestingg stimulus. Hernandez-Peón proposed a spotlight metaphor for this observation. This 
metaphorr represented the centre or focus of attention as a bright middle section surrounded by 
aa dimmer area, which represented the peripheral attention zone. The greater the focus of 
attention,, the narrower the zone of attention, and the greater the neglect of peripheral 
information. . 

Moree recently, also other spotlight and zoom lens metaphors have been used to describe 
thee range of attention (e.g. Eriksen & St. James, 1986; McCormick & Klein, 1990). In these 
metaphors,, the focus of attention can be imaged as the beam of the spotlight, or the focus 
factorr of the lens. The information on which the beam is directed or on which the lens is 
focused,, represents the information in working memory (see also Figure 1, § 2.1.1.1.). 

attentionn range 

working g 
memory y 

FigureFigure 2a: Representation of a wide attention 
rangerange or situation overview. With a wide 
rangerange of attention, information can only be 
processedprocessed broadly (grey area). 

FigureFigure 2b: Representation of a narrow 
attentionattention range, which is a result of intense 
processingprocessing (dark area). This situation 
representsrepresents overview loss by attention 
narrowing. narrowing. 
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2.. Maintenance and loss of overview 

Sincee working memory capacity is limited (e.g. Miller, 1956; Shaw & Shaw, 1977), 
humanss are limited in the amount of information they are able to process within a particular 
amountt of time. This limited capacity has the consequence that, if the range of attention (i.e. 
thee beam of the spotlight) is wide, the information in working memory (i.e. the illuminated 
surface)) is only processed shallowly (i.e. diffusely lit; Figure 2a). In other words: with a wide 
focuss of attention, humans can survey a large amount of information, but only shallowly. This 
surveyy process is enhanced when the information is integrated and familiar, since shallow 
processingg enables sufficient understanding of the information. 

Iff  information is complex, difficult or unfamiliar, intense processing is required to 
understandd what the information means. In this situation, intense processing (i.e. intense 
illumination)) of the information requires a narrower range of attention (i.e. narrowed spotlight 
beam;; Figure 2b). This represent the situation when overview is lost since no attention is 
directedd on other relevant information sources. 

2.3.2.. Individua l differences in abilit y to maintain overview 

Besidee characteristics of the information the operator processes, the operator also has 
characteristicss that influence the way he reacts on information from the environment. Such 
characteristicss may either be stable or variable. Stable operator characteristic may become 
apparentt in individual differences in ability to maintain overview. Notwithstanding very littl e 
empiricall  evidence, these individual differences in a general ability to maintain overview are 
commonlyy supposed to exist. However, this ability to maintain overview may, instead, rely on 
individuall  abilities in processing and managing particular information. This would imply that 
abilityy to maintain overview might be dependent on specific characteristics of a task or 
informationn sources, or on the context of performance. 

2.3.2.1.2.3.2.1. Overview maintenance as a general ability? 

Studiess on concepts related to 'having overview' offer some evidence that individuals may 
differr in ability to maintain overview. In her observations of operator performance in man-
machinee systems, Bainbridge (1974) noticed differences in the effectiveness of performance 
strategiess to maintain overview (or 'mental picture' as she named it). Operators who had an 
increasedd tendency to focus on details were more prone to lose overview. 

Muchh later, Kerstholt & Passenier (2000) found similar results in post-hoc analyses of 
behaviourr of operators managing multiple system faults. The researchers found that good 
operatorss switched more often among different information sources, while poor operators 
showedd various strategies. These observations suggest that some individuals are generally able 
too maintain overview better than others. 

However,, from the literature on situation awareness, we know that awareness of the situation 
stronglyy depends on the underlying task characteristics (e.g. Sarter & Woods, 1991). If the same 
appliess to 'having overview', it is likely that maintenance of overview is not a general ability on 
whichh individuals differ structurally, but depends on task- or information characteristics. 

Literaturee on time-sharing provides some starting points for the discussion of consistent 
individuall  differences in higher-order performance (Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Wickens, 
Mountfordd & Scheiner, 1981). Since time-sharing concerns simultaneous processing of 
information,, we may view this concept as a form of a wide attention range. Jennings and 
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Chiless (1977) investigated whether performance of different time-sharing tasks would load on 
onee general factor. They found that the most complex tasks loaded on one factor, but closer 
examinationn revealed that this finding only applied to complex monitoring tasks. Wickens and 
colleaguess (1981) also investigated whether time-sharing would be a general ability, 
independentt of the context and modality of the tasks. They used several combinations of tasks 
thatt called on different stimulus and response modalities. Wickens and his colleagues did not 
findd individual differences on general time-sharing performance, but they did identify 
individuall  differences in processing of sensory modalities. 

Too abstract from the results of these studies, they may provide evidence that individuals 
doo not differ structurally on performance of general higher-order tasks. Rather individual 
differencess in higher-order performance may be due to differences in the underlying 
characteristicss of the task. More evidence for this supposition comes from a study by 
Hawkins,, Rodriguez and Reicher (1979, in Wickens et al., 1981). Hawkins and his colleagues 
foundd that performance of dual tasks only showed a relationship when both tasks were very 
similarr on dimensions such as difficulty and modality. 

2.3.3.. Psychological states that may affect overview maintenance 

Besidess possible structural differences, maintenance of overview may also be influenced by 
variablevariable human factors. These variable factors are situation-dependent psychological states, 
suchh as motivation and tiredness4. Motivation to attend all information sources in an equal 
wayy is hypothesised to have a positive effect on overview maintenance since this may increase 
thee ability and willingness to put effort in switching the focus of attention among all relevant 
informationn sources in time. Since tiredness reduces the range of attention and the will to invest 
effortt into task-performance, tiredness is hypothesised to increase the risk of overview loss. 

2.3.3.1.2.3.3.1. Motivation and maintenance of overview 

Sincee humans have the tendency to put a minimum of effort into task performance (e.g. Johnston 
&&  Heinz, 1978), motivation to meet the requirements of the job may normally not be very high. 
Motivatingg factors may improve performance since more effort is mobilised for task performance. 
Thiss may imply that operators who are generally motivated, that is: motivated to maintain 
overvieww by attending all relevant information sources in an equal way, may be better able too do so. 

Literaturee on motivation, however, concentrates on discussing effects of motivation to 
performm well on separate tasks that are each based on different information sources. In 
contrastt to the supposed effects of general motivation, task-specific motivation has been found 
too increase the focus of attention. Bahrick, Fitts and Rankin (1952), for instance, found that 
incentivess for a task related to a central information source improved performance on this task 
butt also increased attention narrowing. Participants were so much focused on the central task, 
thatt the motivation to perform this task well reduced sensitivity to peripheral information. 

Inn conclusion, the effects of motivation on overview maintenance may depend on the 
scopee of information sources or tasks for which an operators is motivated. 

44 The term 'tiredness' is used to indicate all possible causes that may result in decreased psychological energy to 
perform.. Tiredness may, for instance, be due to fatigue, which is tiredness caused by time on task, or due to 
sleepiness,, which is particularly affected by deprivation of sleep and fluctuations in the circadian rhythm. 
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2.. Maintenance and loss of overview 

2.3.3.2.2.3.3.2. Tiredness and maintenance of overview 

Tirednesss has been found to reduce the willingness to invest effort into performance (in 
Krueger,, 1991). This implies that tiredness first influences performance of those actions that 
requiree the largest amount of effort. Attention switching among different information sources, 
whichh is needed to maintain overview, is such an action that requires a large amount of effort. 
Thiss may imply that tired operators are less willing to shift their attention among all relevant 
informationn sources in order to monitor them in time. In a cockpit simulator study by Drew 
(1940)) for instance, tired pilots showed a reduced ability to integrate information and to 
diagnosee problems broadly. Drew also noted that tired pilots showed an increased tendency to 
forgett to monitor side-instruments. These findings are evidence that tiredness reduces the 
attentionn range, which may result in overview loss. 

2.3.. IN SUM: THEORETICAL POINTS CONCERNING 'MAINTENANCE AND LOSS OF OVERVIEW' 

Thiss dissertation defines 'having overview' as 'an understanding of the integrated state of all 
relevantrelevant information sources in the environment', and 'overview loss' as the lack of this 
understanding.. The main cause of overview loss that is examined in this dissertation is also 
calledd 'attention narrowing', which is defined as 'overattending some information sources at 
thethe expense of others'. 

Sincee there is no literature on 'having overview' as such, literature on related topics is 
discussedd in order to find starting points for research into factors that can cause overview loss 
ass defined in this dissertation. 'Mental pictures' and 'situation awareness' are concepts in 
literaturee that are closely related to 'having overview', but research into these concepts has not 
examinedd factors that may cause overview loss as defined in this dissertation. 

Att last, literature on 'attention narrowing' is the basis for a number of factors that are 
hypothesisedd to increase the risk of overview loss. These factors are classified into three main 
groupss that are examined in this dissertation. 

Thee first group consists of information characteristics that may increase the risk of 
attentionn narrowing. Using the metaphor of a spotlight or lens, information that requires or 
provokess intense processing, such as complex, difficult or unfamiliar information, is identified 
ass a potential hazard to overview maintenance. 

Thee second group consists of stable operator characteristics or individual differences in 
abilityy to maintain overview. Previous research into individual differences in ability to 
performm higher mental processes similar to overview maintenance, has not made clear whether 
suchh an ability is independent of context and task or information characteristics. 

Thee third group consists of variable operator characteristics or psychological states, such 
ass motivation and tiredness, that may influence the risk of losing overview. Psychological 
statess act on the will to invest effort into action performance. Since switching attention among 
manyy information sources costs effort, these factors are hypothesised to affect ability to 
maintainn overview. In more detail, motivation to attend all relevant information sources 
equallyy is hypothesised to increase the will to invest effort in performance, which increases 
thee ability to maintain overview. Tiredness has been found to reduce the will to invest effort 
andd increase attention narrowing. Based on these findings, tiredness is hypothesised to 
increasee the risk of losing overview. 
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PARTT II : THE EXPERIMENTS 

Thee second part of this dissertation discusses the experiments performed to analyse factors 
thatt are hypothesised to influence the risk of overview loss (see Chapter 2). Some experiments 
examinedd attention narrowing in general man-machine systems, while others focused on loss 
off  overview in the specific setting of a ship's bridge. 

Thee main test paradigm that was used in most experiments of this dissertation, consisted 
off  a primary information source that was always available, and secondary information sources 
thatt had the potential to distract the operator's attention from the primary source. In order to 
measuree the range of attention and other behaviour in a simpler way than by means of eye-
measurements,, the information sources were linked to a particular task. This link between 
taskss and information sources was also made in order to give the operators a purpose to attend 
themm in time. For this reason, in the next chapters, 'information source' and 'task' are used 
interchangeably.. At least, in an operational environment, an information source has no 
meaningg if the state of a relevant information source is not linked to a particular task. 

Informationn characteristics that provoke intense processing or a high level of engagement, 
suchh as complex, difficult, or unfamiliar information, were the first group of factors that were 
hypothesisedd to increase the risk of losing overview by attention narrowing. Chapter 3 and 4 
describee a number of experiments that were performed in order to find empirical evidence for 
thee hypothesis that engaging information provokes attention narrowing and overview loss. 
Thee experiments in chapter 3 use a computerised test to measure attention narrowing. The 
centrall  paradigm of this test is that participants have to perform a continuous primary task 
relatedd to one source of information, and also pay attention to a secondary task that is based 
onn another source of information. By manipulating the engaging character of the information 
onn which the secondary task is based, its potential to distract the participant's attention from 
thee primary information source is varied. The experiments in chapter 4 examine the engaging-
informationn hypothesis in the applied setting of a (simulated) ship's bridge. Most of these 
experimentss have a similar task paradigm as the computerised tests in chapter 3, based on a 
primaryy information source and distracting secondary information sources. 

Inn the pursuit of ensuring safer man-machine operation, research efforts have been made 
inn the areas of ergonomics, or technical support of operators, or on selection of superior 
personnel.. Inspired by some evidence that individuals differ in their tendency to experience 
attentionn narrowing and thus lose overview, the experiments in chapter 5 investigate whether 
individualss exhibit a consistent tendency to overview loss in different situations and contexts. 

AA third, more general but situational factor that may affect ability to maintain overview is 
thee transient psychological state of the operator, such as motivation to perform a particular 
task.. Chapter 6 examines one experiment in which motivation is manipulated by means of 
behaviourall  and financial incentives. Another transient psychological state that is particularly 
relevantt to a discussion of performance on a ship's bridge is tiredness, which may be caused 
byy factors such as time on task, sleep deprivation or circadian fluctuations. Two further 
experimentss are discussed in chapter 6 in which the development and the hazards of tiredness 
onn the ability to maintain overview are investigated. 
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3.. INTENSIV E INFORMATIO N PROCESSING AND OVERVIE W LOSS 

Ass was outlined in chapter 2, this dissertation distinguishes three main factors that are 
hypothesisedd to influence the range of attention and overview maintenance. The first main 
factorr within this classification consists of characteristics of the information source in the 
focuss of attention. Based on early research into attention narrowing (e.g. Baddeley, 1972; 
Callawayy & Dembo, 1958; Hernandez-Peón, 1964; Wachtel, 1968), this dissertation 
hypothesisess that engaging information, for instance due to difficulty or unfamiliarity, 
increasess the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss because of the general tendency to 
bee too much preoccupied with this information. 

Too examine this hypothesis, the first series of experiments in this dissertation 
(Experimentss I and II) focused on the effect of engaging and difficult information on the range 
off  attention in a generalised man-machine setting. 

3.1.. EXPERIMENT I: MANAGING (UNEXPECTED) PROBLEMS 

Ass early research showed, high activation causes preoccupation with a stimulus, and narrows 
thee range of attention (e.g. Callaway & Dembo, 1958; Wachtel, 1968). However, these studies 
particularlyy examined the effect of high activation due to stress, which also causes a number 
off  physiological reactions. A study of Hernandez-Peón (1964) showed that attention 
narrowingg also occurs as a cause of intense interest in a particular stimulus. This finding may 
indicatee that attention narrowing also occurs due to high cognitive activation. High cognitive 
activationn is achieved when individuals are very much engaged in processing information, for 
instancee when operators encounter problems and they are motivated to find a solution. 

Somee decades ago, a number of aviation accidents (e.g. Boer, 1995a; b; Wiener, 1977) 
showedd that preoccupation with equipment malfunction could be a serious problem for the 
rangee of attention and overview maintenance. The crews who were involved in these accidents 
weree so much focused on one particular equipment malfunction that they failed to notice and 
actt upon the information that the aircraft was going to crash. 

Inspiredd by these findings, the objective of this first experiment was to examine whether 
diagnosingg problems, and in particular while dealing with unexpected malfunctions, increased 
thee incidence of attention narrowing and overview loss. High mental workload ratings, 
combinedd with problems in finding a solution for a machine failure were hypothesised to 
correspondd with high levels of focusing on a particular information source and thus with 
increasedd attention narrowing. 

3.1.1.. The experiment 

Thee experiment used the Space Station test (Boer, 1995a), which consisted of a primary 
informationn window linked to a primary task, and an incidental secondary information 
windoww linked to a secondary task. The primary task was controlling the temperature of fuel 
tankss to prevent explosion; the secondary task was diagnosing and repairing a defect in the 
productionn machines of the station. Operators could not simultaneously view the information 
windowss linked to these two tasks. Since operators had to perform both tasks as well as 
possiblee in order to maintain overview, they had to switch frequently between the task 
windows.. The character of the secondary task, however, hindered frequent switching between 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

bothh information windows: this problem-solving task had the potential to preoccupy the 
operator,, causing his attention to narrow with the result of failing to attend the primary 
informationn source in time. Operators were trained to find and repair the defect, so that they 
couldd manage the secondary problem-solving task more or less at a rule-based level (cf. 
Rasmussen,, 1983). 

Inn order to examine the effect of managing difficult information on the range of attention 
andd ability to maintain overview, the engaging character of the problem-solving task was 
manipulated.. Normal defect finding consisted of two diagnosis phases that differed in 
character:: the lowest level of engagement was at the broad diagnosis phase, requiring littl e 
actionn from the operator. The detailed diagnosis phase was more engaging because it required 
thee operator to be more active. A third engagement manipulation was the occurrence of an 
unexpectedd controls malfunction in the detailed diagnosis phase of one of the machine defect 
findingg tasks (dual defect). Operators were not trained to cope with this malfunction so they 
hadd to manage the problem at a knowledge-based level (cf. Rasmussen, 1983). 

Concerningg strategic differences between operators, the expectation was that better 
performingg operators would alternate more frequently between the two task windows and 
eventuallyy spent less time attending the problem-solving window than would be the case with 
poorlyy performing operators (cf. Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000). 

Problemss that were more engaging and thus required more intensive processing were 
hypothesisedd to result in higher mental workload ratings and an increased risk of attention 
narrowingg and overview loss. 

3.1.2.. Method 

3.1.2.1.3.1.2.1. Participants 

Participantss were 64 experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy (53 males and 
111 females). They were between 23 and 34 years of age. They participated voluntarily. 

3.1.2.2.3.1.2.2. Test: Space Station 

Participantss imagined they were an operator in the Russian Space Station, Mir. The station 
hadd four fuel tanks around its body, which were shown in the primary information window 
(Appendixx la). One of the tanks was increasing in temperature due to exposure to sun 
radiation.. The other three tanks were in the shade of the station and their temperature 
decreasedd to 0°C. If the upper tank reached a temperature of 100°C, it would explode and 
causee a dramatic loss of fuel. To prevent this from happening, the task linked to the primary 
informationn source was to rotate the tanks in time so that the heated tank cooled down. The 
increasee and decrease in temperature from 0° to 100°C and vice versa took Wi minute. Before 
thee operator could rotate the fuel tanks, he had to check the temperature of the tanks. By 
clickingg the 'temperature' button, the temperature of all four tanks became visible and the 
operatorr had five seconds to rotate the tanks by clicking the 'rotate' button. There were no 
externall  costs associated with inspections and rotations other than time spent, and the operator 
couldd inspect and rotate as frequently as he wished. 

Eachh time a failure occurred in the production machines of the station, an error message 
appearedd at the bottom of the primary task window. The operator could then switch to the 
machinee window (Appendix lb), which was linked to the secondary task of the operator and 
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whichh was not simultaneously visible with the primary task window. The secondary task 
windoww showed an abstract representation of two machines with two production lines each 
(onee line on the left, and one line on the right side of the machine). The production lines 
consistedd of a queue of littl e square segments. The secondary task of the operator was to find 
outt which of these segments was defective. The operator could diagnose the problem by 
startingg an object running through one of the production lines. He could start an object (one at 
aa time) by clicking on the entrance of a production line. The object moved with a speed of 1.2 
secondss per segment and followed a fixed trail. This trial was as follows: if the object was 
startedd in the left production line, the normal trial of the object was to follow the left side of 
thee production line. That is: when the object encountered a turn or a junction on its way, it 
alwayss had to turn to the left (viewed from the object). If the object was started in the right 
productionn line, it had to follow the right side of the line and thus always turned to the right. 
Deviationn from the trail (i.e. turning left where the object would have turned to the right or 
vicee versa) indicated that the object had passed a faulty segment on its previous path. 
However,, an object only deviated in 50% of the cases after it passed a faulty segment. This 
madee that operators had to check production lines more than once to reassure themselves 
aboutt a defect in the production line. 

Thee problem-solving or defect-finding task consisted of two phases. First, the operator 
foundd out which of the machines contained the failure by testing all production lines and 
waitingg until the object deviated from its trail {broad diagnosis). Secondly, the operator traced 
thee defect segment of the machine by deductive reasoning and deactivating suspicious segment 
areass (detailed diagnosis). The operator could deactivate segments by clicking on each 
segmentt with the mouse, which caused them to change colour. If the object still deviated from 
itss route after travelling over deactivated segments, this indicated that the faulty segment was 
stilll  active. If the object did not deviate, no conclusions could be drawn since an object only 
deviatedd in 50% of cases after it passed a faulty segment. When the operator had focused in on 
thee suspected area of segments and identified the faulty segment, he could repair it by marking 
thee defective segment and click a 'repair' button of the machine window. Then, the operator 
restartedd the production process, which took about one minute and did not require any 
attentionn or action of the operator. If the operator repaired a non-defective segment, he 
automaticallyy returned to the detailed diagnosis phase after the machine start-up was finished. 
Inn order to motivate the operator to find defects quickly and accurately, fuel consumption was 
twicee as high during machine failure then normal, which had to be prevented. 

Inn order to balance defect-finding duration for different participants, machine failures 
occurredd at predefined moments (unknown to the participant). If the participant failed to detect 
andd correctly repair the defect segment within 20 minutes after the start of a machine failure, 
thee machine failure ended spontaneously to prevent scenario overlap. 

Too increase the distracting potential of the secondary problem-solving task, an unexpected 
controlss malfunction occurred in the machine window once during the test. During this 
controlss malfunction, the operator could still switch between the temperature and problem-
solvingg window, but did not get useful information from the moving object in the production 
linee (e.g. the object stopped moving or moved to the next segment if the operator tried to 
eliminatee the object). During this controls malfunction, the operator in fact coped with a 
'double'double failure': normal detailed defect finding, and managing the unexpected controls 
malfunction.. The controls malfunction spontaneously disappeared after three minutes. 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

Thee operator could switch between task windows at any moment. Ideally, an operator 
shouldd switch frequently between both task windows in order to perform both tasks well and 
maintainn overview of the state of the information sources to which the tasks were linked. No 
externall  time indicators were available to assist the operator with task switching in order to 
challengee his own initiative of maintaining a wide range of attention. 

Iff  the upper fuel tank reached the temperature limit while the operator was attending the 
machinee window, the explosion of the tank was delayed until the operator switched to the 
temperaturee window. This delay eliminated any time indication of the duration of problem-
solvingg window inspection. 

3.1.2.3.3.1.2.3. Design 

Thee placement of the defect segment in the machines and the occurrence of the controls 
malfunctionn in the first or second machine defect was counterbalanced over participants. 

3.1.2.4.3.1.2.4. Apparatus 

Spacee Station was administered in a classroom equipped with PCs. Since participants had to 
performm the test individually, they wore ear protectors and were separated from their 
colleaguess by partition screens. All actions were performed with the mouse of the PC. 

3.1.2.5.3.1.2.5. Procedure 

Afterr reading the instructions, a practice session followed to enable the participant to become 
familiarr with diagnosing machine failures. During the practice session, the test leader coached 
thee participant and answered questions. Participants had 15 minutes to solve a problem after 
whichh the real test started. Immediately after correct repair of a machine defect during the test, 
operatorss rated their mental workload (time load, effort load, and stress load) in the different 
defectt diagnosis phases by means of (a Dutch translation of) the Subjective Workload 
Assessmentt Technique (SWAT; Reid & Nygren, 1988). Space Station finished after one hour, 
andd participants rated their mental workload during periods without machine defect. The 
participantt was not permitted to use external time indicators, such as watches, but had to rely 
onn his own timing sense to switch between tasks windows. During the test, the test leader 
remainedd in the administration room to answer any urgent questions. 

3.1.2.6.3.1.2.6. Dependent measures 

Thee number of fuel tank explosions was an indication for primary task performance: the more 
fuell  tank explosions, the poorer task performance. The number of correctly repaired machine 
defectsdefects was a measure for success in problem solving. 

Sincee the (secondary) problem-solving task was engaging and had the potential to 
preoccupyy the participant, overview loss due to attention narrowing was most likely to appear 
inn failure to attend the (primary) temperature window in time. For this reason, the number of 
fuelfuel tank explosions in relation to problem solving phase was one measure for overview loss. 
TheThe frequency of task window alternation, the uninterrupted duration of problem-solving task 
inspectioninspection (that is: the time period between two inspections of the temperature window), and 
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thee percentage of time one of the task windows was selected were additional data sources on 

strategiess of overview performance. 

Thee SWAT data provided information of experienced mental workload, and consisted of 

ratingss on a 3-point scale (no load, moderate load, and high load). 

3.1.3.. Results 

3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1. Primary task performance: temperature controlling 

Inn Space Station, 25 out of the 64 participants (39%) failed to perform the primary task in 

time,, which resulted in fuel tank explosion; four of these participants even caused an 

explosionn twice. Three explosions caused by three participants were not counted since the 

participantss had misunderstood the instructions at the beginning of the test, or were not 

performingg seriously at the end. 

3.1.3.2.3.1.3.2. Secondary task performance: problem solving 

Twelvee participants (19%) did not manage to solve any machine problem, 33 participants 

solvedd only one problem and 19 (30%) participants managed to solve both problems. 

3.1.3.3.3.1.3.3. Overview maintenance and attention narrowing 

Too examine the overall risk to experience overview loss in different engaging problem-solving 

situations,, interrelated task performance was analysed. Since problem solving was engaging 

andd had the potential to occupy the participant so much that he would fail to attend the 

temperaturee window in time, the fuel tank explosion rate in different problem-solving phases 

wass an important indication of overview loss. As the duration of the test phases (i.e. the level 

off  engaging problem solving) differed, the numbers of fuel tank explosions were corrected for 

thee duration of phases. This resulted in explosion rates for the phases with single primary task 

performanceperformance (temperature task only), dual task performance (both temperature and problem-

solvingg task) with 1) broad problem diagnosis, 2) detailed problem diagnosis, and 3) controls 

malfunctionmalfunction (dual defect)5 (Table 2a). 

TableTable 2a: Duration per test phase (in order of accumulating engagement level), the number of 
explosionsexplosions per test phase (n = 64), the general time-corrected incidence (risk) of fuel tank 
explosionexplosion per man-hour for each test phase. In the last colon, the SD is between brackets 

SpaceSpace Station 

Testt  phase 
Primar yy task only 

Broadd diagnosis phase 
Detailedd diagnosis phase 

Controlss malfunction 
Totall  dual task performance 

Phase e 
duration n 
19.66 min. 

8.77 min. 
27.88 min. 
3.99 min. 
40.44 min. 

Participants s 
withh explosion 

00 (0%) 

55 (8%) 
14(22%) ) 
8(13%) ) 

255 (39%) 

Numberr  of 
explosions s 

0 0 
5 5 
16 6 
8 8 

29 9 

Explosions/ / 
man-hour r 

0(0) 0(0) 

.54(1.87) .54(1.87) 

.54(1.09) .54(1.09) 
7.92(5.13) ) 

.677 (.91) 

Thee machine defect with controls malfunction (dual defect) lasted 3.9 minutes on average. This period was 
longerr than the 3 minutes that were programmed because a few participants had the dual defect twice due to 
incorrectt repair of a machine segment. 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

AA repeated-measures ANOVA analysis with repeated contrasts over the four test phases 

(engagementt levels) showed an increased number of explosions between single task 

performancee and broad problem diagnosis (F(i , 63) - 5.339, p < .05), and between detailed 

problemm diagnosing and managing a controls malfunction (F(i . 63) = 4.293, p < .05). No 

differencee was observed between the broad and detailed diagnosing phases (F(i 63> < 1). 

Off  the three phases with dual task performance, the frequency of task window alternation, 

thee mean duration of problem-solving task inspection, and the percentage of time participants 

hadd one of the task windows selected were also calculated (Table 2b). A repeated-measures 

ANOVAA analysis over the three dual task phases (engagement levels) showed that the 

frequencyy of task alternation decreased between the broad and detailed problem diagnosing 

phasess (F<i.63) = 27.683, p < .001), but increased between the detailed diagnosis phase and the 

duall  defect phase (F(i , 63) = 7.861, p < .01). 

TableTable 2b: Frequency of task window alternation, mean duration of uninterrupted problem 
solvingsolving (continuous problem solving), and percentage of time participants had the problem-
solvingsolving window selected during the three different dual task test phases (n = 64). The SD is 
placedplaced between brackets. Note that the last colon also (indirectly) shows the percentage of 
timetime participants had the primary task window selected, which is 100% minus the indicated 
percentage. percentage. 

SpaceSpace Station 

Testt  phase 
Broadd diagnosis phase 

Detailedd diagnosis phase 
Controlss malfunction 

Total l 

Alternatio nn Duration of continuous Time % of problem-
frequencyy problem solving solving selection 

5.40/min.5.40/min. (3.34) 25.24 sec. (10.96) 86.8% (7.2) 
3.72/min.3.72/min. (1.85) 26.13 sec. (10.54) 68.4% (10.3) 
4.32/min.4.32/min. (1.97) 28.56 sec. (12.41) 86.6% (8.4) 
3.96min.(\.U)3.96min.(\.U) 26.77sec. (10.13) 72.5% (8.7) 

AA similar analysis of the duration of uninterrupted problem-solving window selection 

(Tablee 2b) showed that the uninterrupted inspection duration of the problem-solving task 

increasedd when participants managed more engaging problems (F(i , 63> - 6.105, p < .05). 

AA similar analysis of the time percentage of secondary task selection for the three 

differentt dual-task test phases (Table 2b) showed that participants attended the problem-

solvingg window proportionally more during the broad diagnosis phases than during the 

detailedd diagnosis phase (F(] , 63) = 182.430, p < .001). During the controls malfunction, 

participantss attended the problem-solving window more than during the detailed diagnosis 

phasee (F(i , 63. = 206.255, p < .001). 

3.1.3.4.3.1.3.4. Overview maintenance and performance strategies 

Too examine whether poorly and well performing participants differed in particular 

performancee strategies, two groups of participants were formed. Poorly performing 

participantss (n = 25) had at least one crash; well performing participants (n = 17) had no crash 

andd solved both machine problems. 

Theree was no difference in the frequency of task window alternation, mean duration of 

uninterruptedd problem-solving window selection, and the percentage of time the problem-
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solvingg window was selected between poorly and well performing participants (F(i, 40) < 1 for 
alll  analyses; Table 3) 

TableTable 3: Frequency of task window alternation, mean duration of uninterrupted problem 
solvingsolving (continuous problem solving), and percentage of time participants had the problem-
solvingsolving window selected for participants who performed poorly (at least one explosion, n = 
25),25), and participants who performed well (no explosion and all problems solved, n = 17). 
TheThe SD is placed between brackets. 

SpaceSpace Station 

Performancee quality 
Poorr  performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

Alternatio nn Duration of continuous Time % of problem-
frequencyy problem solving solving selection 

3.69/min.(\AS)3.69/min.(\AS) 27.89sec. (10.19) 70.7% (8.7) 
4.26/min.4.26/min. (2.72) 26.94 sec. (10.67) 72.8% (9.8) 
3.923.92 min. (2.07) 27.50 sec. (10.26) 71.6% (9.1) 

3.1.3.5.3.1.3.5. Mental workload 

Thee overall mental workload ratings during the Space Station test were 'moderate' to 'low'. 
However,, a repeated-measures ANOVA of explosion rates during single and dual task 
performancee with mental workload ratings as cofactor showed an coincidence of an increased 
numberr of explosions and high mental workload ratings (F(i, 62i = 14.574, p < .001). This 
analysiss showed no increase in explosions over test phases (F(i, 62) < 1)- Pearson correlations 
revealedd that the relation between mental workload and explosions rates was mainly due to 
strongg relations between explosion rates and effort, and explosion rates and time-load ratings 
(effort:: r{M) = .446 p < .001; time-load: r{M) = All p < .001). There was no relation between 
explosionn rates and reported frustration (r(64) = 163, p > .10). Participants who were 
successfull  in problem-solving, gave lower mental workload ratings (r<64) ~ -.359, p < .01), and 
causedd fewer explosions (r(64> = -.304, p < .01) than participants who were less successful in 
problemm solving. 

3.1.4.. Discussion 

Inn Space Station, 39% of the experienced watch officers lost overview and failed, at least 
once,, to inspect the primary task window in time due to preoccupation with a secondary 
problem-solvingg task. The detailed diagnosis phase in the problem-solving process was 
theoreticallyy more engaging than the broad diagnosis phase: during the broad diagnosis phase, 
operatorss had to wait for system information about the defective machine, while during the 
detailedd diagnosis phase, operators had to find the defect segment in the machine by active 
searching. . 

However,, the overall risk of overview loss due to preoccupation with problem solving 
wass equally high in both problem-solving phases. When operators had to cope with 
unexpectedd problems (i.e. during an unexpected controls malfunction), which they could only 
managee at a knowledge-based level (i.e. by trial and error; cf. Rasmussen, 1983), the risk of 
overvieww loss was about three-and-a-halve times higher in comparison to situations where 
operatorss could manage problems at rule-based level (i.e. by applying previously learned 
rules).. This finding supports the hypothesis that more engaging information increases the 
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generall  risk of attention narrowing and overview loss due to preoccupation with this 
information.. The finding is also in accordance with another Space Station study, in which a 
differencee was found in the incidence of attention narrowing during trained problem solving 
andd managing an unexpected controls malfunction (Boer and Van Schie, 2000). 

Concerningg task performance strategies, not only inspection differences were observed 
betweenn situations in which operators solved normal problems and situations in which they 
managedd an unexpected malfunction. There were also differences between managing normal 
problemss at a broad level and a detailed level, despite the fact that the risk of overview loss 
didd not differ between these conditions. Although operators spent relatively least time with the 
problem-solvingg window during detailed diagnosis, they inspected the problem-solving 
windoww for a longer time and alternated less frequently between the two task windows than 
duringg broad diagnosis. More in general, uninterrupted problem-solving task window 
selectionn increased when the problem to manage was more engaging. However, since 
operatorss showed no decrease in attention alternation frequency when problem solving was 
moree engaging, it appears that, particularly during managing the unexpected problem, 
operatorss followed less rational strategies compared to managing normal problems. Although 
operatorss attended the problem-solving window for a longer time during the unexpected 
problem,, their attention alternation frequency was very high. These observations may indicate 
thatt operators had periods that they were preoccupied with the unexpected malfunction, but 
alsoo periods that they did not know how to manage the problem and switched in confusion 
veryy frequently between the task windows. The risk of overview loss during the unexpected 
malfunctionn may have increased due to irrational switching behaviour, which may have 
causedd loss of control and loss of feeling for task dynamics. An increased risk of overview 
losss during more detailed and engaging normal problem solving may particularly have been 
causedd by preoccupation with problem solving. 

Althoughh the expectation was that well performing operators switched their attention 
moree frequently between the task windows and inspected the problem-solving window for 
shorterr uninterrupted periods than poorly performing operators, this was not the case. In a 
recentt study of Kerstholt & Passenier (2000), such differences were found between well and 
poorlyy performing participants in a similar computerised complex man-machine environment 
withh multiple information sources to monitor. 

Operatorss generally rated their mental workload during the test as 'moderate' to 'low'. 
Accordingg to Boer (1998), such low mental workload ratings showed that the risk of 
preoccupationn with details and failure to attend other tasks in time not only increased during 
highh workload situations, but also during low workload situations. Closer examination of the 
workloadd ratings in the present experiment, however, revealed that operators who experienced 
moree attention narrowing and overview loss gave higher ratings for effort and time-pressure 
thann operators who experienced less attention narrowing or did not experience overview loss. 
Thee lower workload experienced by those who were successful in problem solving may 
indicatee subjective task difficulty to be a causal factor of attention narrowing. The issue of task 
difficultyy is examined in the next experiment. 
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3.2.. EXPERIMENT II : TASK DIFFICULTY AND COPING MODE 

Thee previous experiment showed that managing problems at a knowledge-based level (cf. 
Rasmussen,, 1983) increases preoccupation with the engaging information, which causes 
overvieww loss. To further investigate the effects of active information processing on overview 
loss,, the present experiment examined whether managing difficult problems increases the risk 
off  attention narrowing and overview loss. 

Besidee the difficulty level of a problem as a factor that may increase the risk of attention 
narrowingg and overview loss, operators may be able to choose between active engagement or 
passivepassive coping with a problem. Information difficulty as an objectively determined 
characteristicc may not always guarantee that operators are really involved in managing the 
difficultt information. To investigate this issue, the present experiment examined whether 
spontaneouss active behaviour in order to manage an unexpected problem causes more 
attentionn narrowing than spontaneous passive behaviour. 

3.2.1.. The experiment 

Thiss experiment used the Master Mines test, which is a revision of the Space Station test in 
orderr to make the tasks more relevant for naval participants (who participated in other 
experimentss with this test) and to provoke more active engagement. In Master Mines, the 
primaryy information window contained a radar screen that showed the ship of the operator and 
aa mine field. The task linked to this primary information window was to prevent mines from 
exploding.. The secondary information window was linked to a problem-solving task (i.e. 
discoveringg a colour pattern), which was based on the game of Master Mind®. Operators did 
nott have to wait for information, and had to be more actively involved in task performance to 
succeedd in problem solving than was the case in the Space Station version of the test. As in 
Spacee Station, the primary and secondary task window could not be viewed simultaneously 
andd required frequent switching in order to perform both tasks well. 

Too investigate the effect of problem-solving difficulty on the risk of attention narrowing, 
thee number of pegs comprising the colour pattern varied. The expectation was that more 
difficultt problems would lead to increased attention narrowing and a higher risk of overview 
loss.. Very difficult problems, however, were expected to result in disengagement with 
problemm solving because the task was too difficult to manage. Operators who became 
disengagedd with problem solving would deliberately shift their attention to the primary task 
windoww and neglect the problem-solving window. As a result, they would manage their tasks 
inn the right order of priority and cause fewer mine explosions, but they would fail to maintain 
aa broad range of attention and perform all the relevant tasks. Since operators who are familiar 
withh Master Mind may benefit from this experience during problem solving and task 
management,, also prior Master Mind experience was taken into account. 

Althoughh the previous experiment failed to find evidence that well performing operators 
showedd different performance strategies than poor performers, this issue was examined again. 
Conformm findings of Kerstholt and Passenier (2000), the expectation was that good 
performingg operators alternated more frequently between the two information windows and 
inspectedd the problem-solving window for a shorter time period than poor performers. 

Thee effect of active versus passive engagement with a problem on the range of attention 
wass examined by confronting operators with an unexpected malfunction for which they had 
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twoo coping options: 1) they could continue to solve the problem (discover the colour pattern) 
withh the handicap of the malfunction, or 2) they could leave problem-solving to the computer 
whilee they waited. The expectation was that active coping would result in more attention 
narrowingg than passive coping. Active coping would engage operators more than passive 
copingg and increase in this way the risk of overview loss due to preoccupation. 

3.2.2.. Method 

3.2.2.1.3.2.2.1. Participants 

Participantss were 72 undergraduate psychology students of the University of Amsterdam (16 
males,, 56 females). They were between 17 and 35 years of age. Ten participants did not know 
Masterr Mind. The other 62 participants had played the game before. Participants received 
coursee credits for participation. 

3.2.2.2.3.2.2.2. Test: Master Mines 

Inn Master Mines, participants imagined that they were sailing a minehunter, which was 
representedd in the centre of a radar screen in the primary task window (Appendix Ha). The 
vessell  sailed through a minefield. The radar screen also showed mines, which entered the 
scenee with an interval of 40 to 80 seconds. The closer the ship approached a mine, the higher 
thee probability that the mine would explode and damage the ship. The task that was linked to 
thee radar screen was to prevent mines from exploding. Operators could realise this by clicking 
thee mine with the mouse, which was an action that represented 'torpedoing'. If an operator 
failedd to prevent a mine from exploding, the time passed since the explosion was visible on a 
counterr that replaced the exploded mine and remained in the place of the explosion. The 
operatorr had to stop the counter as quickly as possible. If several explosions had occurred 
whilee the operator was attending other information sources, he could only eliminated the 
counterss in order of first-last. To help the operator with this order of elimination, the oldest 
visiblee counter had a different colour from the other counters. To motivate the participant, he 
couldd win and lose game points (Table 4). When a mine exploded, the operator was penalised 
10000 points plus the explosion duration in seconds until he eliminated the counter by clicking it. 

Thee secondary task window showed a problem-solving display that consisted of an 
adaptedd version of the 'Master Mind' game. In Master Mind, the operator discovered colour 
patternss of a fixed number of pegs as quickly as possible, one pattern at a time. The pattern 
lengthh (difficulty level) was adaptable and was either a pattern of 3 pegs (easy condition), a 
patternn of 4 pegs (moderately difficult), or a pattern of 7 pegs (difficult condition). The number 
off  possible colours within the pattern was always equal to the number of pegs, but any colour 
couldd appear more than once in a pattern. To discover the unknown colour pattern, the 
operatorr dragged coloured pegs from a peg box to the empty slot in the input frame (Appendix 
lib).. When the operator had filled one row of slots, he evaluated the trial by clicking the 
'evaluate'' button, at which the computer compared the trial pattern with the pattern that had to 
bee discovered. The computer provided feedback about: (a) the number of colours in the trial 
thatt were in the right place (indicated by a white cipher), and (b) the number of colours that 
weree in the pattern to discover but were not in the right place in the operator's attempt 
(indicatedd by a black cipher) (Table 4). To encourage quick pattern discovery and prevent 
randomm trial input, operators received two points for each colour they placed in the right place, 
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andd one point for each colour that was in the pattern to discover, but which was not placed in 
thee right place. When operators succeeded in discovering the pattern sequence, they received 
100 times the number of pegs in bonus points (Table 4). The quicker the operator discovered a 
pattern,, the more bonus points he could win. A reset button was available if the operator 
wantedd to start another game without discovering the pattern first. 

Too perform both tasks well, participants had to alternate their attention between both tasks 
inn time. Attention alternation was always possible by means of clicking a switch-button in one 
orr the other task window. However, to encourage active alternation behaviour management, 
preliminaryy switching from the problem-solving to the mine-hunting window was punished. 
Thatt is: if the participant switched to the primary task while he had not finished and evaluated 
hiss current input trial (i.e. one complete row of slots), the unfinished trial was deleted 
automatically.. The other trials remained until the operator discovered the pattern. 

Duringg the one-hour test, the secondary Master Mind window was available in three 
periodss of 15 minutes. Outside these time periods, the problem-solving window and the 
switch-buttonn were not available. Within each problem-solving period, the difficulty level 
(thatt is: number of pegs) remained the same, but differed between periods. 

Duringg one of the problem-solving periods, a 5-minutes lasting controls malfunction 
occurred.. During this malfunction, dragged colour pegs moved to the next slot in the trial row 
off  slots. Participants were informed about two options to cope with the malfunction: a) 
continuee pattern discovery with the handicap of the malfunction, or b) take-over of the 
problem-solvingg by the computer (which used an optimal, systematic human heuristic to 
discoverr the colour pattern) with the consequence that no switch to the mine-hunting window 
wass possible during each trial of pattern discovery, unless the participant used the 'reset' 
button.. During the malfunction, operators could switch between those coping options. 

TableTable 4: Gains and losses (taskpoints) related to particular actions in Master Mines. 

Action n 

Min ee explosion 

Rightt  colour  in right place 
Rightt  colour  in pattern but wrong place 
Patternn identification 

Gamee points 

--

numberr x 2 
numberr x 1 

patternn length x 10 

Penaltyy points 

10000 + number of sec. 
untill  detection 

--

3.2.2.3.3.2.2.3. Design 

Thee fixed difficulty order of the Master Mind problem-solving task (4-3-7 pegs) was 
counterbalancedd over participants by starting the range on another point in the array. The 
malfunctionn was counterbalanced over difficulty levels and occurred either in the first or last 
problem-solvingg period. 

3.2.2.4.3.2.2.4. Apparatus 

Thee test was administrated on a PC. All actions were performed with the mouse. 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

3.2.2.5.3.2.2.5. Procedure 

Participantss first read the test instructions after which the test leader explained the test in a 
practice-testt session. The test leader emphasised that the participant had to attend and perform 
thee primary and secondary task as well as possible, but that the most important task was to 
preventt mines from exploding. In the practice session, the participant became familiar with 
mine-huntingg and the principles of Master Mind. The test leader demonstrated participants 
whatt happened when a mine exploded, and also showed the consequences of preliminary 
switchingg from the Master Mind window to the primary task window (that is: without 
finishingg the current trial first). When the participant understood all details of the test and had 
noo more questions, the real test was started. Participants performed the test without the help of 
externall  time indicators, such as a watch. 

3.2.2.6.3.2.2.6. Dependent measures 

Thee number of exploded mines was a measure of mine-hunting performance, which was the 
primaryy task. The more mines exploded, the poorer primary task performance. The number of 
discovereddiscovered colour patterns was a measure of success in problem solving, which was a 
secondaryy task. 

Thee combination of performance and the state of the primary and secondary task were an 
indicationn for the range of attention of the participant. Since the problem-solving task was 
engaging,, preoccupation with this task resulted in attention narrowing and failure to attend the 
primaryy mine-hunting task in time. For this reason, the mine explosion rate during different 
problem-solvingproblem-solving difficulty levels was one measure for overview loss due to preoccupation with 
problem-solving.. More detailed information on preoccupation behaviour and overview 
strategiess derived from the frequency of alternation between the task windows, the mean 
uninterrupteduninterrupted duration of problem-solving window selection, and the percentage of time one 
ofof the task windows was selected. 

Sincee the mouse-actions of the participants were recorded, the absolute and relative 
durationn of a particular coping mode could be traced and calculated. 

3.2.3.. Results 

3.2.3.1.3.2.3.1. Primary task performance: mine hunting 

Twenty-onee participants managed to prevent mines from exploding. The other 51 participants 
(71%)) caused at least one explosion, with the maximum number of explosions equal to 11. All 
explosionss occurred when also the secondary task window was present. 

3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2. Secondary task performance: Master Mind problem solving 

Thee participants managed to solve at least 6 and at most 38 of the easy problems. Except for 
onee participant, all other participants solved at least one and at most 17 moderately difficult 
problems.. Forty-eight participants (67%) did not solve any difficult problem; the other 24 
participantss solved at most 3 difficult problems. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that 
participantss solved more easy than moderately difficult problems (F(l i 7]) = 219.627, p < .001), 
andd more moderately difficult than difficult problems (F<i, 7i }  = 281, 912, p < .001; Table 5). 
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TableTable 5: Mean number of problems solved and SD during the three different problem-solving 
difficultydifficulty levels. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Mean n 
SD D 

Problemm solving difficulty 

Easy y 
(33 pegs) 

18.76 18.76 
7.53 3 

Moderate e 
(44 pegs) 

6.18 6.18 
3.24 4 

level l 

Difficul t t 
(77 pegs) 

.47 .47 

.75 5 

Total l 

25.42 25.42 
9.48 9.48 

3.2.3.3.3.2.3.3. Attention narrowing 

Regressionn analysis was performed on 1) the number of exploded mines, 2) the uninterrupted 
durationn of problem-solving window inspection, 3) the frequency of task window alternation, 
andd 4) the percentage of time one task window was selected. Problem-solving difficulty and 
priorr Master Mind experience were taken as independent factors. 

Thee number of explosions (Figure 3a) appeared to increase in a linear fashion as problem 
difficult yy increased (F(i, 214) = 14.827, p < .001) and did not show a decrease in explosions 
duringg very difficult problem-solving. Problem-solving difficulty caused 6.5% of the 
explosionn variance. Prior experience with Master Mind reduced the effect of problem-solving 
difficult yy on the number of explosions (F(i,2i3> = 11.110, p < .001), and caused, together with 
problem-solvingg difficulty 9.4% of variance in the explosion rates. 
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60 0 FigureFigure 3a: Number of explosions (n = 72) and 
SDSD as a result of problem-solving difficulty 
andand prior experience with the Master Mind 
problem-solvingproblem-solving task. 

FigureFigure 3b: Uninterrupted inspection duration 
(n(n = 72) and SD of the problem-solving 
windowwindow as a result of problem-solving 
difficultydifficulty and prior Master Mind 
experience. experience. 

Thee uninterrupted inspection duration of the secondary task (Figure 3b) increased with 

problem-solvingg task difficulty (F(i i2i4) = 14.829, p < .001). Problem-solving difficulty caused 

6.5%% of the inspection duration variance, which was 9.6% when prior Master Mind 

experiencee was also taken into account. Experience with the Master Mind problem-solving 

taskk reduced inspection duration of the problem-solving task, and reduced the increase in 

inspectionn time during more difficult problems (F(i_2i3) = 11.371, p < .001). 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

Thee frequency of task window alternation (Figure 3c) decreased with increasing problem-

solvingg difficulty (F(i, 214, = 23.889, p < .001). Problem-solving difficulty caused 10.0% of the 

variancee in alternation frequency. Prior Master Mind experience did not cause differences in 

taskk window alternation frequency when problem-solving difficulty was already taken into 

accountt (F(i.2i3) < 1). 
Problemm solving difficulty 

 With prior experience Easy Moderate Difficult 12 2 

10 0 

44 -

HH 0 

5.95 5 

6.12 2 4.93 3 
II  No prior experience 

5.26'" " 

4.22 2 

]] TT 3.39 

JÏ Ï Easyy Moderate Difficult 
Problemm solving difficulty 

FigureFigure 3c: Frequency of task window 
alternationalternation (n = 72) and SD during different 
levelslevels of problem-solving difficulty and 
priorprior  Master Mind experience. 
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FigureFigure 3d: Percentage of time that the 
problem-solvingproblem-solving task window was selected 
(n(n = 72) and SD during different levels of 
problem-solvingproblem-solving difficulty and prior Master 
MindMind experience. 

Thee percentage of time one of the task windows were selected (Figure 3d) did not change 

duringg more difficul t problems (F<i, 214) < 1). Also prior Master Mind experience did not affect 

thee percentage of time that one of the task windows was selected (F(i.2i3) < 1). 

3.2.3.4.3.2.3.4. Performance strategies and the range of attention 

Too examine behavioural differences between participants who succeeded in maintaining 
overvieww versus participants who failed, two groups were formed. The group of poorly 
performingg participants (n = 21) caused more than two explosions; the group of well 
performerss (n = 21) had no explosion during the test and solved many problems (as an 
indicationn that they did not only attend the primary information window and failed to attend 
bothh windows). There was no difference between the groups in the total number of problems 
solvedd (F(i,40) = 1.104, p > .10; Table 6). 

Welll  performing participants showed a tendency to switch more frequently between the 
twoo task windows than poorly performing participants (F(i , 49) = 3.671, p < .075; Table 6). 
Theyy showed shorter uninterrupted problem-solving window inspections (F(i 49) = 9.764, p < 
.01;; Table 6) and also attended the problem-solving window for a lower percentage of time 
thann poorly performing participants (F(i,4j)= 9.163, p < .01; Table 6). 
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TableTable 6: Number of problems solved, the frequency of task window alternation, the duration of 
uninterrupteduninterrupted problem-solving, and percentage of time participants had the problem-solving 
windowwindow selected for poorly performing participants (more than two explosions, n = 21), and 
wellwell performing participants (no explosion and at least one problem solved, n = 21). The SD 
isis placed between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Participant t 
performance e 

Poorr  performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

Numberr  of 
problems s 

solved d 
22.57(8.43) ) 
25.77(10.81) ) 
24.14(9.70) 24.14(9.70) 

Alternatio n n 
frequency y 

3.12/min.3.12/min. (1.36) 
4.04/min.4.04/min. (1.74) 
3.583.58 min. (1.61) 

Durationn of 
continuous s 

problemm solving 
30.3830.38 sec. (11.81) 
20.4820.48 sec. (8.44) 
25.4325.43 sec. (11.31) 

Timee % of 
problem-solving g 

selection n 
86.5%86.5% (6.1) 
75.2%75.2% (16.0) 
80.8%80.8% (13.3) 

3.2.3.5.3.2.3.5. Problem coping mode and attention narrowing 

Off  the 132 mine explosions, 20 explosions occurred during the unexpected malfunction. 

Correctedd for the difference in duration of the malfunction versus normal problem solving, the 

ratee of explosions during the controls malfunction was not higher than the explosion rate 

duringg normal problem-solving (paired-samples t(7i)= 1.267, p > .10; Table 7). There was also 

noo difference in the task-window alternation frequency, the uninterrupted duration of problem-

solvingg window selection, and percentage of time one of the task-windows was selected 

betweenn the periods of normal problem solving versus problem solving with a malfunction 

(paired-sampless t(56) < 1 for all analyses; Table 7). 

TableTable 7: Explosions per man-hour, task-window alternation frequency, uninterrupted duration 
ofof problem-solving window inspection, and percentage of time the problem-solving window 
waswas selected during periods of normal problem solving versus periods of problem solving 
hinderedhindered by a malfunction (n = 72). The SD is between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Testt  phase 
Normall  problem solving 
Managingg malfunction 

Total l 

Explosions// Alternation Duration of Time % of 
man-hourr  frequency continuous problem-solving 

problemm solving selection 

2.332.33 (.05) 5.50/min. (2.80) 21.54sec. (9.18) 82.6%{\\2) 
3.333 (.03) 5.50/min. (2.66) 21.22sec. (9.51) 82.5%{\A2) 
2.44(M)2.44(M) 5.50/min. (2.76) 21.48sec. (9.34) 82.6%(\\.0) 

Preferencee for one of the malfunction coping modes was established by computing the 

percentagee of time each participant chose for one of the two modes. Thirty-seven participants 

(51%)) never tried the option of passive coping behaviour by leaving pattern discovery to the 

computerr while they waited. The other 35 participants chose for passive coping during 36% of 

thee malfunction duration. Corrected for the duration of a particular coping mode, the 

explosionn rate during active coping (m = 3.64) was higher than during passive coping (m = 

1.89;; paired-samples t(7n = 3.700, p < .001). 
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3.2.4.. Discussion 

Thiss experiment showed that the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss increased with 
moree difficult problem-solving and decreased with experience in managing a particular 
problem.. This finding supported the hypothesis that more engaging information processing 
narrowss the range of attention and increases the risk of overview loss. 

Operatorss inspected the problem-solving window for longer periods and alternated less 
frequentlyy between task windows when they solved more difficult problems. This finding may 
bee evidence that managing difficult problems increases preoccupation behaviour. 
Preoccupationn behaviour results in failure to attend other information sources in time, which 
mayy have serious consequences. However, the percentage of time one of the task windows 
wass selected did not increase when operators managed more difficult problems. This finding 
mayy be an indication that operators tried to compensate the longer uninterrupted inspection of 
thee problem solving task during managing more difficult problems by attending the primary 
informationn window for a longer time period (i.e. until a mine appeared). This compensation 
behaviourr could, however, not prevent that operators were more often preoccupied with 
problemm solving when they attended the problem-solving window during more difficult 
problems. . 

Thee benefit of prior experience with the problem-solving task was apparent in shorter 
uninterruptedd inspection of the problem-solving window. Operators who knew the problem-
solvingg task, needed less time to manage the problem. Apparently, the problem-solving task 
wass less engaging for them. We may conclude from this finding that operators who are well 
trainedd in managing particular problems or incidents, may have a lower risk to experience 
overvieww loss. Knowing how to manage a problem decreases the risk of preoccupation with 
information. . 

Operatorss did not disengage from problem-solving when the problem was very difficult, 
whichh would have resulted in less preoccupation with secondary problem solving and fewer 
failuress to attend the primary information window in time. Although only a few operators 
managedd to solve problems at the highest difficulty level, the problems may not have been 
difficultt enough to result in disengagement. A prior Master Mines pilot study did not provide 
evidencee for a disengagement effect during pattern identification with 9 pegs, which was rated 
ass extremely difficult. Another conclusion may be that a disengagement-effect is not very 
likelyy to occur. 

Problem-solvingg difficulty and familiarity with the problem-solving task caused only a 
smalll  percentage of the attention narrowing variance. This may indicate that other factors also 
influencedd attention narrowing, such as individual differences in the tendency to attention 
narrowing,, or differences in motivation to perform the tasks well. In contrast to the previous 
experiment,, this experiment showed differences in task performance strategies between well 
andd poorly performing participants. Participants who managed to maintain overview did not 
solvee a different amount of problems than poor operators. They however showed a tendency to 
alternatee more frequently between the task windows (cf. findings of ÏCerstholt & Passenier, 
2000),, attended the problem-solving window for a shorter time period, and attended the 
problem-solvingg task window for a shorter percentage of time than poorly performing 
operators.. These findings may show that operators who managed to maintain overview had 
moree successful strategies to interact with the dynamics of the task. 
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Ann unexpected problem that required knowledge-based processing did not increase 
attentionn narrowing and preoccupation behaviour in comparison to problems that could be 
solvedd at a skill-based level. However, when taking the selected coping mode into account, the 
riskk of overview loss was nearly two times higher during active coping with the malfunction 
thann during passive coping behaviour. During active coping behaviour, operators had to 
managee an unexpected malfunction by themselves, while during the passive coping option, 
operatorss could only watch the problem-solving actions of the computer and wait until the 
systemm gave feedback about the state of problem-solving. The finding that active coping with 
ann unexpected problem increases the risk of overview loss is in agreement with the hypothesis 
thatt engagement with information narrows attention. 

Operatorss however did not use the passive coping option very often but preferred to 
maintainmaintain control. Although people have the general tendency to invest not too much effort in 
actionn performance, in this case the passive coping option was apparently not attractive 
enough.. We may conclude that action-control is very important and determines the 
attractivenesss of a task. Waiting for information during the passive coping option may have 
beenn a reason that this mode was not very attractive for operators. The effects of coping mode 
andd waiting for information on attention narrowing have, however, to be further investigated. 

3.3.. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT INFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS PROVOKING OVERVIEW LOSS 

Thee experiments in the present chapter provided evidence that engaging activities, such as 
activeactive problem solving, managing difficult information, and managing unexpected and 
unfamiliarunfamiliar problems result in an increased risk of attention narrowing. Attention narrowing 
resultedd in longer inspections of the information and failure of the operator to monitor other 
relevantt and important information sources in time. 

Earlyy studies into attention narrowing always found the phenomenon in relation to 
increasedd physical activation caused by anxiety or stress (e.g. Baddeley, 1972; Callaway & 
Dembo,, 1958; Wachtel, 1968). As Hernandez-Peón (1964) showed in one of his experiments, 
alsoo strong cognitive activation, for instance due to strong interest in a particular information 
source,, could increase the focus of attention. As an extension of the findings of Hernandez-
Peón,, the experiments in the present chapter found evidence that strong cognitive activation, 
duee to engagement with particular information, could increase attention narrowing with the 
resultt that operators failed to monitor other information sources in time and lost overview. 

Inn addition, although participating operators generally rated their mental workload as not 
veryy high, operators who rated their workload higher than others had an increased risk to 
experiencee overview loss. This finding shows that attention narrowing and overview loss are 
alwayss related to increased workload, even though the general workload seems not very high. 
Basedd on similar findings with a similar test, Boer (1998) concluded that preoccupation and 
failuree to attend other information sources in time could also occur during low-workload 
situations.. The present finding however shows that the situation is more complex. 

Thee finding that operators could benefit from prior experience with managing a particular 
problemm may be additional evidence that more engagement with information increases the risk 
off  overview loss. Operators who were familiar with the problem, could rely on more skills and 
ruless to manage it. In contrast, inexperienced operators first had to find out how to manage the 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

problem,, which was a process that increased focus of attention and increased the risk of 
overvieww loss. 

Whenn looking closer at task performance strategies, it appeared that operators who 
managedd to maintain overview, generally alternated more frequently between information 
sourcess and also attended engaging information sources for a shorter period of time than 
operatorss who experienced attention narrowing and overview loss. This finding was consistent 
withh findings of Kerstholt & Passenier (2000) in a related man-machine performance study. 
Theyy also found better performing operators to have a more systematic way of managing 
problems,, while poor operators showed more random task performance strategies. In the 
presentt chapter, there was evidence of more random task performance or overview 
maintenancee strategies during managing an unexpected problem. Operators were so much 
takenn by surprise that they sometimes focused for a very long time on the problem, while at 
otherr times, they alternated in confusion very frequently between the information sources, not 
knowingg how to manage the problem. As a result, the risk of overview loss increased. 

Too establish the results of the present chapter in a more realistic man-machine 
environment,, the next chapter examines task characteristics that provoke intensive 
informationn processing, which may result in overview loss, on a (simulated) ships bridge. 
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4.. TASK FACTORS PROVOKIN G OVERVIE W LOSS ON A SHIP'S BRIDGE 

Ass the experiments in the previous chapter provided evidence that engaging information 
increasess the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss in a generalised and simple man-
machinee environment, the subsequent step was to examine whether similar evidence could be 
foundd in an applied man-machine setting. Since the focus of this dissertation is the setting of 
thee ship's bridge, the present chapter examines information characteristics that provoke 
overvieww loss during keeping watch on a ship's bridge. 

Thee series of experiments in this chapter (Experiments II I  to V) were all conducted on a 
high-fidelityy bridge simulator and examined the effect of a number of engaging information 
characteristicss on the range of attention and the risk of overview loss. 

4.1.. EXPERIMENT III : DISTRACTING INCIDENTS ON A SHIP'S BRIDGE 

Inn a realistic environment, rare events or incidents are most likely to distract the operator and 
disturbb task performance. The operator has to assess the situation and plan how to manage the 
event.. Too much preoccupation with such an event decreases his attention range, which may 
increasee the risk of overview loss since the operator may fail to attend other information 
sourcess in time. 

Thee risk of failing to attend other relevant information sources in time may particularly 
increasee when distracting information or events are engaging due to their difficulty. Evidence 
forr this issue in a generalised man-machine setting was found in the experiments of the 
previouss chapter. In combination with continuous (background) tasks, such as navigation, 
situationss can become very complex and difficult to manage. In order to examine whether 
engagingg situations increased the risk of overview loss at a ship's bridge also, this experiment 
examinedd whether managing complex situations increased the risk of overview loss in the 
realisticc setting of a simulated ship's bridge. 

4.1.1.. The experiment 

Thee experiment was performed by means of a specially developed test (SIM I) on a high-
fidelityfidelity  bridge simulator. SIM I consisted of a continuous primary navigation task, which was 
incidentallyy accompanied by incidents that had to be managed. Since the ship sailed in a 
curvedd fairway, which increases the risk of grounding, good navigation required frequent 
monitoringg of the ship position and steering. As would be the case in real-life, the incidents 
thatt occurred differed on a large number of characteristics. What they had in common was the 
potentiall  to distract the attention of the operator from his primary navigation task and thus 
increasee the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss. The expectation was that operators 
wouldd more frequently fail to check the position of the ship in time when they had to manage 
distractingg incidents in comparison to situations without such incidents. On a detailed 
performancee level, failure to check the position of the ship in time was expected to result in a 
lowerr steering frequency, which would be accompanied by bigger rudder deflections due to 
moree crude correction behaviour when the steering task was performed. On a broad and more 
far-reachingg performance level, failure to attend the position of the ship in time was expected to 
resultt in sailing outside the safe water limits, which were marked by the buoyage of the fairway. 
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4.. Overview loss on a ship's bridge 

Onee of the main characteristics in which the incidents differed was situation complexity. 
Duee to the engaging character of the more difficult and complex situations, the expectation 
wass that they would increase preoccupation with the incident and increase the risk of overview 
loss.. Since preoccupation with more complex incidents was expected to distract the attention 
off  the operator from his primary navigation task, a serious consequence of overview loss 
wouldd be sailing outside the indicated fairway. However, since behaviour in realistic situations 
mayy be more diverse than in a generalised and computerised setting, the complexity of the 
incidentss could also cause several other kinds of errors that reflected quality of performance. 

Too check for differences in performance strategies and shifts of task performance priority, 
thiss experiment also examined the difference in incident managing between operators that 
performedd the primary navigation task well and operators who did not navigate well. 

4.1.2.. Method 

4.1.2.1.4.1.2.1. Participants 

Thirty-twoo experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy (27 males, 5 females) 
participatedd in the experiment. They were between 23 and 33 years of age. They also 
participatedd in experiment I. Eighteen participants were watch officer on board frigates, 
minehunterss or provision vessels. The other 14 participants had a higher function such as 
operationss officer or air defence officer. Of these participants, 12 were trainees. All operators 
participatedd voluntarily. 

4.1.2.2.4.1.2.2. Test: SIM I 

SIMM  I was a bridge simulator test, located in the Humber (UK). Participants 'sailed' on their 
ownn with a huge naval provision vessel (the 'HNLMS Amsterdam') in the Hawk and Sunk 
Channel,, in the direction of the harbour of Hull (Appendix IVa). No helmsman was available 
andd the participants had to navigate the vessel between the buoyage of a curved fairway to 
preventt grounding. 

Too enforce continuous steering, participants steered in the manual 'non follow-up' mode. 
Inn this mode, a port and starboard push button are available for steering. Pushing one of these 
buttonss causes the ship to turn in the desired direction. As long as the rudder is not returned to 
itss neutral middle position, the ship increases its rate of turn. As a result, this steering mode 
requiress frequent alertness regarding the positionn and heading of the ship. 

Becausee a pilot was waiting at the Immingham oil station, the ship had to arrive on time 
andd thus required maintaining a speed of 15 knots. Participants navigated visually on the buoys. 

Duringg SIM I, eight incidents occurred that were divided into four categories of situation 
complexityy (see Appendix IVb for details). The 'very low complexity' category contained 
incidentss that were related visually and performancewise to the main navigation task 
(managingg near-by traffic). Both tasks were easy to perform and incidents were unambiguous. 
Thee 'low complexity' category contained incidents that required other actions besides 
navigation,, but with both tasks easy to perform. The 'moderate complexity' condition contained 
incidentss that required several different actions, but the navigation task was easy to perform. The 
finalfinal 'high complexity' category contained the most difficult and complex situations in which the 
navigationn task was difficult to perform and the incident was difficult to assess. 
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4.1.2.3.4.1.2.3. Apparatus 

SIMM I was administrated on the primary bridge simulator of the Royal Netherlands Naval 
Collegee (Appendix III) . This high-fidelity fixed-base naval bridge simulator has an outside 
vieww of 280°, projected on a round screen outside the bridge. For SIM I, the bridge contained 
alll  navigation equipment except for radar. The simulated starting time was 5.00 PM. Visibilit y 
wass good and the illumination did not change over time. 

4.1.2.4.4.1.2.4. Design 

Sincee SIM I was a realistic test, variation in the order of the incidents was impossible without 
alteringg their content. Some of the incidents were even bound to a particular location. 
Therefore,, the order of incidents in SIM I was equal for all participants. 

4.1.2.5.4.1.2.5. Procedure 

Beforee SEM I was started, the participant read the instructions of the test and oriented himself 
usingg a chart of the area in which he was going to sail (Appendix IVa). The test leader 
answeredd any remaining questions and emphasised that the main task was to remain between 
thee buoys and ensure the safety of the ship. The test leader made clear that the participant was 
supposedd to behave as a watch officer would on board a ship. After a few minutes of 
preparation,, the test started. SIM I lasted for 45 minutes. Afterwards, the test leader discussed 
testt observations per incident with the participant, in order to get a better idea of the 
participant'ss experiences. 

4.1.2.6.4.1.2.6. Dependent measures 

Thee most important measures for (primary) navigation task performance were the steering 
frequencyfrequency and rudder deflection, and the number of times participants steered outside the 
buoyagee {buoyage crossing). To determine the rudder deflection, the rudder angle was divided 
intoo four ranges: 0 = no deflection, 1 = deflection between 1 and 10°, 2 = deflection between 
100 and 20°, 3 = deflection beyond 20°. Measures for (secondary) incident managing were the 
meann number of incident-related errors per incident category. 

Failuree to perform the navigation task in time due to preoccupation with an incident was 
measuredd by the steering frequency and the rudder deflection in periods with versus without 
ann incident. Per incident or period without an incident, the most extreme deflection was taken. 
Sincee crossing the buoyage, as a serious result of overview loss, could not be determined for 
periodss with and without an incident due to a delay of the effect to become apparent, the rate 
off  buoyage crossing was only compared among different incident categories. Per incident 
category,, the risk of overview loss was computed by counting the number of buoyage 
crossingss per incident category and correcting this rate for the total number of participants (n = 
32)) and the number of incidents per category (n = 2). In order to take a view of the overall task 
performancee during the different incident categories as a second measure for overview 
maintenance,, the number of incident-related errors were added to the number of buoyage 
crossingss per incident category and formed the overall performance errors. 
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4.1.3.. Results 

4.1.3.1.4.1.3.1. Primary task performance: steering and navigating the ship between the buoyage 

Thee mean steering frequency was 12.9 steering actions per minute (SD = 7.0) with a mean of 
mostt extreme rudder deflections of 14.3° (SD = 4.3). 

Nineteenn of the 32 participants managed to remain within the fairway. Of the other 
participantss (41%), nine steered outside the buoyage once, two twice, and another two steered 
threee times outside the buoyage. 

4.1.3.2.4.1.3.2. Secondary task performance: managing incidents 

Incident-relatedd errors consisted of small mistakes in communication or execution of 
procedures,, or close passage of objects such as other ships. Al l participants made errors during 
att least one of the incidents in SIM I (Table 8). A repeated-measures ANOVA of the errors per 
incidentt category showed that participants made more errors in more complex or ambiguous 
incidentss (F(1,3i) = 29.136, p>.001). 

TableTable 8: The number (and percentage) of participants (n = 32) who made incident-related 
errors,errors, the total number of incident-related errors, and the mean number of errors in each 
situationsituation complexity condition (2 incidents per category). In the bottom row, the SD is 
betweenbetween brackets. 

SIMSIM  I 
Measures s 

Situationn complexity 
Veryy low Low Moderate High Total l 

Participantss with error 
Numberr of errors 
Meann per incident 

55 (47%) 
15 5 

2323 (.28) 

244 (75%) 
32 2 

.48.48 (.43) 

26(81%) ) 
34 4 

.52.52 (.43) 

300 (94%) 
59 9 

.86.86 (.51) 

32(100% % 
140 0 

.522 (.23) 

4.1.3.3.4.1.3.3. Steering performance 

Duee to the turning delay of the ship, the behaviour of the participants could only roughly be 
dividedd into periods with and without incidents. Steering frequency and rudder deflection 
duringg periods with and without incidents were analysed with repeated-measures ANOVA. 

255 n 
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100 -

33 5 
55 5 

12.9 9 

Navigationn task only 

ll  Navigation and incident 
managing g 

Situation n 

^ ^ 

Situation n 

FigureFigure 4a: Steering frequency (n = 32) and SD 
duringduring periods with and without incidents. 

FigureFigure 4b: Maximal rudder deflections (n = 
32)32) and SD during periods with and without 
incidents. incidents. 
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Inn contrast to what was expected, steering frequency during incident managing was higher 
thann during periods when participants had only the navigation task to perform (F(i , 3i) = 
14.982,, p < .01; Figure 4a). Rudder deflection also showed the reverse effect of what was 
expectedd and was larger during periods in which participants only had to perform the 
navigationn task than in periods in which an incident occurred (F(i,3i) = 28.234, p < .001; Figure 
4b).. The relationship between large rudder deflections and infrequent steering was as expected. 

4.1.3.4.4.1.3.4. Overview loss 

Thee effect of incident difficulty on the incidence of buoyage crossing was analysed by 

repeated-measuress ANOVA with repeated contrasts. The three incident categories with low 

complexityy showed no increase in the incidence of buoyage crossing (difference between all 

subsequentt incident categories: F,,. 31) < 1). However, when the situation was most complex, 

participantss crossed the buoyage more frequently than in other conditions (F(i . 31, = 10.622, p 

<< .01; Figure 5a). 

Situationn complexity Situationn complexity 
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.24 4 Veryy low 
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FigureFigure 5a: Buoyage crossing rate and SD per 
incidentincident complexity category, corrected for 
thethe number of operators (n= 32) and the 
numbernumber of incidents per category (n = 2). 

FigureFigure 5b: Rate of total overall performance 
errorserrors and SD per incident complexity 
category,category, corrected for the number of 
operatorsoperators (n= 32) and the number of 
incidentsincidents per category (n = 2). 

Inn order to examine the total performance of the participants, the incident-related errors 

weree added to the buoyage crossing as a failure of navigation task performance. This resulted 

inn the total overall error rate during the different situation complexity categories (Figure 5b). 

AA repeated-measures ANOVA of the overall error rate during the four different incident 

categoriess showed that the more complex or ambiguous the situation, the more overall errors 

weree made (F(i,3i ) = 44.501, p < .001). 

4.1.3.5.4.1.3.5. Performance priority 

Too check for differences in task performance priority and shifts in task performance, the total 

numberr of incident-related errors was compared between participants who managed to 

maintainn within the fairway (n = 19) and participants who failed to do so (n = 13). ANOVA 

showedd that the number of incident-related errors did not differ between participants who 

sailedd outside the buoyage and participants who navigated well (F(i,3i) < 1; Table 9). 
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TableTable 9: Incident-related errors of participants who managed to navigate between the buovage 
(n(n = 19) and participants who sailed outside the buoyage (n = 13). 

SIMSIM I 

Navigationn performance 

Poorr  performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

Incident-relatedd errors 
Meann SD 

.55.55 .23 

.51.51 .24 

.522 .23 

4.1.4.. Discussion 

Duee to the complexity of high-fidelity simulation experiments, behaviour in the present 

experimentt was more ambiguous and therefore harder to interpret than behaviour in the more 

simplee and clear-cut computerised tests. 

Althoughh less frequent steering and larger rudder deflections seemed a logical 

consequencee of occupation with incident managing, steering behaviour did not show this 

relationship.. The rudder deviation was indeed larger when the operators steered less 

frequently,, but these rudder actions appeared in the opposite situations as was expected. That 

is:: operators steered less frequently and with larger rudder deviations in periods without 

incidents.. A possible explanation for lower steering frequencies during navigation-only 

situationss may be that, after the occurrence of an incident, participants used the calm situation 

too reorient themselves and check information, resulting in fewer navigation activities. This 

behaviourr was indeed frequently observed. Furthermore, the interpretation of the steering 

behaviourr did not take into account experience and navigation ability. Thus, steering 

behaviourr did not appear to be a good measure for overview loss during incidents. Therefore, 

onlyy buoyage crossing and the total number of errors were taken as measures for overview loss. 

Forty-onee percent of the participants did not pay enough attention to the primary 

navigationn task and steered outside the buoyage at least once. The risk of buoyage crossing 

duee to overview loss increased during very complex situations. This supports the hypothesis 

thatt complex situations cause more attention narrowing since they are so engaging that 

operatorss become easily preoccupied with one information source or task and fail to attend 

otherr information sources in time. However, the incidence of failure to attend the primary task 

inn time increased only when both the navigation task and the incident to manage were 

difficult ,, so creating a complex situation that required very active performance management of 

thee operator. It may have been the case that in the less complex situations, failure to perform 

thee primary task in time did not very frequently result in buoyage crossing due to the lack of a 

sufficientt amount of precursors in the navigation situation (see also Wagenaar, Hudson & 

Reason,, 1990). That is, the navigation situation may not have offered sufficient 

'opportunities'' in less complex conditions for failure of primary task performance to have 

severee consequences such as buoyage crossing. Another possibility is that incidents during 

lesss complex situations did not engage the operators so much that they failed to perform the 

primaryy task in time. Since the navigation situation differed between situations due to natural 

variationss in the simulated sailing environment, the first option seems most likely. 

Sincee buoyage crossing reflected serious consequences of overview loss due to 

preoccupationn with managing an incident, additional incident-related errors gave more 
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detailedd information of total operator performance and situation management. Incident-related 
errorss were not so serious and occurred more frequently than buoyage crossing. Overall 
performance,, as a second measure of overview maintenance, showed the expected 
deteriorationn with increasing situation complexity, also during less complex situations. 

Operatorss who managed to perform the primary navigation task in time, did manage 
incidentss as well as operators who failed to perform the navigation task in time. This indicates 
thatt well performing operators had overview of the situation and did not focus on the 
navigationn task at the expense of incident managing. This finding might also be an indication 
thatt some individuals are better at maintenance of overview than others when they are 
exposedd to complex situations. 

Inn conclusion, it may be stated that situation complexity increases the risk of overview 
loss,, but this will only have dangerous consequences if other precursors are available as well. 

4.2.. EXPERIMENT IV: SITUATION FAMILIARIT Y AND ATTENTION RANGE 

Nott only complex situations may provoke overview loss, also situations that are unfamiliar 
andd do not consist of engaging incidents may narrow the range of attention. Unfamiliar 
situationss require attention of the operator in order to interpret the situation and determine 
whatt actions are eventually required. Operators may not be able to rely on previously learned 
rules,, or automatic performance structures (i.e. the rule-based level of performance, cf. 
Rasmussen,, 1983). Since such unfamiliar situations may engage the operator and distract his 
attentionn from other relevant information sources, unfamiliar situations may be a potential 
hazardd to maintenance of overview. 

Thee present experiment examined whether subtle changes in situation familiarity affected 
thee range of attention in the realistic setting of a ship's bridge simulator. 

4.2.1.. The experiment6 

Forr the present experiment, a specially developed test (SIM II) on a high-fidelity bridge 
simulatorr was used. Operators had the task to sail safely along an indicated route of three 
tracks7.. To measure the state of overview in a way that was less dependent on a-priori 
determinedd behavioural measures and clear-defined tasks, this experiment used a knowledge-
elicitationn method based on the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) 
off  Endsley (1988, 1995b). Using this method, task performance was interrupted during which 
thee operator had to answer a list of questions about aspects of the environment relevant for 
taskk performance. An operator was supposed to have a wider range of attention if he had 
roughh knowledge of many information sources in contrast to detailed knowledge of only a few 
informationn sources. 

Situationn familiarity was manipulated. The expectation was that less familiar situations 
wouldd increase the risk of attention narrowing in comparison to familiar situations since in the 
former,, operators would be more engaged with collecting relevant information about the 
situation.. To examine the general extension of the attention range, two additional hypotheses 
weree tested. First, the expectation was that operators would be more aware of information that 

66 This experiment was performed with the help of naval academy student Wim Talma. 
AA 'track' is nautical jargon for the path the ship has to sail. 
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mightt be currently important than of information relating to the recent past or near future since 
operatorss would particularly be engaged with information concerning the actual situation. 
Secondly,, the expectation was that operators would be especially aware of information in their 
vicinityy (e.g. self-performed actions and knowledge of the state of the own ship), and less 
awaree of more distant information since performed actions and information in the vicinity 
wouldd be more relevant from the view of the operator. 

4.2.2.. Method 

4.2.2.1.4.2.2.1. Participants 

Thirty-twoo experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy participated in this 
experimentt (27 males, 5 females). They were between 23 and 34 years of age. They had not 
participatedd in the previous experiment, but thirty of them also participated in experiment I. 
Twentyy participants were watch officer on a frigate or mine-hunting vessel, 2 were navigation 
officer,, and the other 10 trained for air defence officer or operations officer. 

4.2.2.2.4.2.2.2. Test: SIM II 

Inn SIM II, participants sailed on their own along a route of three tracks. The route took them 
alongg the Belgian-French coast in the direction of the harbour of Dunkirk (Appendix Va). The 
frigatee sailed on automatic pilot mode and the task of participants was to change course when 
theyy approached the subsequent track. Although it was totally dark outside, participants 
navigatedd visually using lighted buoys. Participants were instructed that there was no need to 
contactt other ships or inform the captain. 

Onn two fixed moments during each track, the test leader entered the simulator with a list 
off  10 questions about objects, events, actions, and planning aspects in relation to the 
environmentt of the participant (Appendix Vb). The participant answered as many questions 
onn the list as possible within one minute, and had to write each answer (or part of an answer) 
inn the answer box behind the question on the list. 

Thee first questionnaire about each track was administered at the beginning of the track, 
whenn the participant sailed a steady course. These lists were called the 'new orientation' (NO) 
lists.. The second question list about each track, called the 'familiar orientation'' (FO) list, was 
administeredd after approximately 10 minutes sailing on the track. 

4.2.2.3.4.2.2.3. Apparatus 

Forr SIM II the same simulator with similar equipment was used as in the previous experiment. 
Althoughh the simulated starting time was 2.00 AM (total darkness outside), radar was not 
allowedd because participants could orient themselves by means of lighted buoys. 

4.2.2.4.4.2.2.4. Design 

Sincee the questions on the lists were linked to sailing location, their administration was not 
counterbalancedd over time. The order of the questions within each list was mixed over 
participantss in order to prevent some questions being answered more frequently than others 
duee to their placement on the list. 
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4.2.2.5.4.2.2.5. Procedure 

Afterr the participant had read the instructions, 5 minutes were available for studying the chart 
off  the sailing area (Appendix Va). Participants could ask remaining questions and then 
enteredd the simulator to adapt to the dark and orientate. Before the test started, the test leader 
repeatedd the instructions and emphasised that only one minute was available for answering as 
manyy questions as possible when the test leader presented the questionnaire. Participants were 
instructedd to estimate the answer if they were unsure. Furthermore, participants had to behave 
ass they normally would on a real bridge, except for contacting other vessels and port 
authorities,, or informing the captain. 

Duringg the test, the test leader presented an NO question-list after changing orientation. 
Afterr approximately 10 minutes of sailing on a track, the test leader presented an FO question-
list.. Participants had to interrupt their current activity and write down the answers to as many 
questionss on the list as possible. The test leader removed the list when one minute had passed. 
Inn the meantime, a nautical expert noted the correct answers to the questions. After answering 
thee last FO list (F03), SIM II was finished. Participants did not receive feedback about the 
resultt of each questionnaire. 

4.2.2.6.4.2.2.6. Dependent measures 

Thee main data from SIM II were the answers on the 6 question-lists (NOl up to F03), which 
weree scored on their accuracy by comparing them with the expert answers. The more accurate 
thee answer, the higher the score, with a maximum of 1 point per question. Within certain 
limits,, the score decreased gradually with increasing inaccuracy (Appendix Vb). Answers that 
weree outside the permitted area of inaccuracy were scored with 0. 

Sincee the overall range of attention was the main interest of the experiment, the total 
scoree of each question-list was multiplied by the percentage of answers that were given a 
scoree greater then 0 points. This correction meant that participants who knew a lot, but only 
approximatelyy (and thus had a wider attention range), were rewarded more than those who 
kneww a few things precisely (and thus had a narrow attention range). 

Eachh question related to a particular time range (past, present or future) and closeness to 
thethe participant (self-performed action, state of own ship, interacting objects, and non-
interactingg objects in the environment). 

4.2.3.. Results 

4.2.3.1.4.2.3.1. Attention range 

Thee answer ratings on the questions in SIM II discriminated sufficiently between participants, 
withh the exception of one question in the second FO-list. All participants scored 0 on this 
question,, so it was omitted from the analyses. 

Thee scores, number of answered questions and the number of answers with a score higher 
thann 0 during NO and FO situations were analysed by repeated-measures ANOVA. During 
NOO situations, participants had lower questionnaire scores than during FO situations (F(i, 3i , = 
37.022,, p < .001; Table 10). During NO situations, participants could answer fewer questions 
andd did not have correct or partly correct knowledge of as many issues as compared to FO 
situationss (respective analyses: F<i,3ii = 47.495, p < .001; F(i i3i , = 29.418, p < .001; Table 10). 
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TableTable 10: Attention range scores in SIM II (n = 32) during new orientation (NO) and familiar 
orientationorientation (FO) situations. The marked cells in list F02 indicate that the results are based 
onon only 9 of the 10 questions in the list (see text). 

SIMSIM II 

Questionn list 
NOl l 
N02 2 
N03 3 

NOO total 

FOl l 
F02 2 
F03 3 

FOO total 

Meann attention 
rangee score 

.232 2 

.322 2 

.179 9 

.244 .244 

.251 1 
.386* * 
.401 1 
.346 .346 

SD D 

.109 9 

.128 8 

.091 1 

.085 .085 

.137 7 
.184* * 
.194 4 
.128 .128 

Numberr  of 
questionss answered 

7.14 4 
8.06 6 
7.47 7 
7.56 7.56 

8.09 9 
8.72 2 
8.25 5 
8.35 8.35 

Percentagee of 
scoress > 0 

56% % 
64% % 
48% % 
56% 56% 

54% % 
68%* * 
70% % 
64% 64% 

4.2.3.2.4.2.3.2. The range of attention in relation to time and space 

Thee scores of questions referring to the recent past, the present, or the near future were 

analysedd by repeated-measures ANOVA with repeated contrasts. No difference was found 

betweenn the scores for knowledge of topics related to the near-past or the present (F(i . 3n < 1). 

Thee scores for knowledge of topics related to the near-future was lower than the scores for 

topicss related to the present (F(i i31) = 17.122, p < .001; Table 11). 

TableTable 11: Attention range scores within the categories of two different question divisions (note: 
eacheach division contains all 59 questions). 

SIMSIM II 

Division n 
Time e 

Environment t 

Topic c 

Recentt past 
Present t 
Near-future e 
Ownn actions 
Statee of the own ship 
Interactingg objects 
Non-interactingg objects 

Attentionn SD 
rangee score 

.311.311 .169 

.307.307 .094 

.259.259 .115 

.508.508 .118 

.344.344 .118 

.275.275 .119 

.214.214 .099 

Numberr  of 
questions s 

5 5 
37 7 
17 7 
8 8 
11 1 
15 5 
25 5 

Thee questionnaire scores in relation to four levels of environment at different distances of 

thee participant were analysed by repeated-measures ANOVA. As was expected, participants 

hadd higher scores for information in their near environment than for more distant information 

(F(i ,, 3i) = 280.312, p< .001; Table 11). 

4.2.4.. Discussion 

Thee narrowing attention range of watch officers during reorientation after changing course 

showss that relatively unfamiliar situations or orientations engage the operator to re-establish 

hiss knowledge of what is going on. The reduced attention range during new orientations may 
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alsoo be interpreted as poor anticipation of the future and postponement of information 
collectionn until the operator encounters a situation in which he notices that he does not have 
knowledgee of all relevant information. The finding that operators indeed had less knowledge of 
future-relatedd information in comparison to information related to the recent past or the present, 
supportss this conclusion. Apparently, operators were to much engaged with current activities and 
actuall  information and did not use their time (or had no time available) to look ahead. 

Inn relation to their environment, operators had less knowledge of more distant 
information.. It is likely that, particularly for those information sources that are less frequently 
inn the focus of attention, information changes are unnoticed and thus form a potential danger. 

AA suggestion for training may be to make watch officers more aware of the importance of 
shiftingg their information collection to the future and also to more distant information. In this 
context,, over-learning of skills may help to reduce the mental load of task performance, giving 
thee operator more time to enlarge his attention range. 

4.3.. EXPERIMENT V: MANAGING UNEXPECTED EVENTS ON A SHIP'S BRIDGE 

Iff  operators fail to attend information that is more distant or that will become relevant in the 
nearr future, events may appear unexpectedly and take the operator by surprise. The 
confrontationn with unexpected information may cause preoccupation with managing the 
incidentt before it is too late and so increases the risk of overview loss due to failure to attend 
otherr relevant information sources in time. 

Thee present experiment examined systematically the distraction effect of events that 
differedd in the level of unexpectedness. As the previous experiments, also this experiment 
usedd a realistic ship's bridge simulator to simulate natural complexity of man-machine 
operationn in real-life. 

4.3.1.. The experiment 

Inn the present experiment, again a specially developed bridge-simulator test was used (SIM 
III) ,, which consisted of four subtests. In each subtest, the operator had to sail an indicated 
trackk and manage incidents. All subtest were situated in the same location and had a similar 
backgroundd in order to increase the comparability among subtest. An additional effect was 
thatt operators would become increasingly familiar with the navigation environment. As 
operatorss would become familiar with the environment, they would more easily assess (part 
of)) the situation, making the information collection process less engaging and time 
consuming.. Supported by evidence of the previous experiment that familiarity with a 
particularr situation reduced the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss, the expectation 
wass that operators would experience overview loss less frequently when they became familiar 
withh the environment. 

Too examine the effects of unexpected and unfamiliar information on overview loss in a 
systematicc way, the events that occurred in the subtests differed in expectedness and general 
familiarityy among subtests. Some subtests contained events that could be anticipated a long 
timee before they became relevant or were in general familiar to the operators; others contained 
eventss that were hard to anticipate or ambiguous and provoked preoccupation with event 
managing.. The expectation was that managing unexpected and complex events increased the 
riskrisk of losing overview. 
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4.. Overview loss on a ship's bridge 

Too check for differences in task performance priority or task performance shifts, the 
errorss related to incident managing were compared between operators who managed to 
performm the primary navigation task in time and participants who failed to do so. 

4.3.2.. Method 

4.3.2.1.4.3.2.1. Participants 

Thirty-twoo experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy participated in the 
experimentt (30 males, 2 females). They were between 22 and 45 years of age. Twenty-two 
participantss were watch officer on board frigates or minehunters; eight participants were 
operationss officer or air defence officer on board frigates, one participant was captain of a 
ship,, and one participant was a colonel who was recently placed on a shore-function. 

4.3.2.2.4.3.2.2. Test: SIM III 

SIMM III consisted of four subtests that all had the following background situation in common: 
participantss sailed along an indicated track on the Westerschelde in the Channel of Terneuzen 
(Thee Netherlands), heading to Antwerp, The track was drawn in the chart of the sailing area 
(Appendixx Via). Besides keeping watch, the participant steered the ship using the steer wheel 
andd had no automatic pilot available. A South Western current of 3 knots pushed the ship to 
thee starboard side of the channel and required the participant to correct his heading 
sufficientlyy to port. A moderate North Eastern wind enlarged the current-effect. A basic speed 
off  16 knots was required. 

Thee four runs differed in the occurrence of distracting events, which were as follows 
(Appendixx VIb): 

1.1. Control/current: basic run with current and wind, without events. Some non-important 
shipss on a parallel lane were used as visual noise. 

2.. Traffic: run with three distracting traffic incidents. Background factors were as in the 
'control/current'' subtest. 

3.. Verbal/ambiguous: run with three verbal and/or ambiguous incidents. Background 
factorss were as in the 'control/current' subtest with VHF noise added. 

4.. Combined: combined run with current and wind. Distractions consisted of three verbal 
and/orr ambiguous incidents, and three traffic incidents. Background factors were as in 
thee 'verbal/ambiguous' subtest. 

Participantss were instructed not to initiate any contact with other parties inside or outside 
thee ship, but reaction on a call was allowed. In case of dangerous traffic situations, the 
instructionn was to avoid an accident by reducing or increasing speed. Speed adaptations were 
allowedd to a minimum of 6 and a maximum of 20 knots, and were only allowed for as long 
thee hazard was present. Participants thought aloud and reported their observations, hazard 
assessments,, and comments on token actions to the test leader. 

4.3.2.3.4.3.2.3. Apparatus 

SIMM III was administrated in the same bridge simulator as the previous two experiments. All 
equipmentt was available, except for radar. The simulated starting time of each subtest was 
3.000 PM. 
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4.3.2.4.4.3.2.4. Procedure 

Thee procedure of all SIM III sessions was as follows: first, participants read the general test 
instructionss outside the simulator. Before the start of each subtest, participants had 2 minutes 
forr orientation using a chart and the outside view. After each subtest, the incidents and 
observationss were discussed with the participant and a nautical expert in order to get 
informationn about the experiences of the participant. 

4.3.2.5.4.3.2.5. Design 

Thee subtests were administrated in a semi-counterbalanced order: the most easy 
'control/current'' subtest and the most complex 'combined' subtest never followed each other, 
ass was the case with the moderately complex 'traffic' and 'verbal/ambiguous' subtests. 

Participantss participated in two of the four subtest at a time. The other couple of subtests 
wass administered at least one day and sometimes a number of weeks later. 

4.3.2.6.4.3.2.6. Dependent measures 

Measuress for (primary) navigation performance were the number of times participants sailed 
outsidee the buoyage {buoyage crossing) and the total area of deviation when participants 
sailedd outside the buoyage. The deviation area was formed by the buoyage and the route 
participantss sailed outside the buoyage. The number of incident-related errors was scored as a 
measuree of quality of incident management. 

SailingSailing outside the buoyage was interpreted as a result of overview loss due to 
engagementt with an incident, and lack of understanding of the navigation situation. More 
detailedd information about the duration of overview loss was available from the deviation 
area,area, since the longer a participant would not know what was going on (i.e. where he was 
sailing),, the larger the area would become that was formed by the buoyage and the route sailed 
outsidee the buoyage. Combination of buoyage crossing rates and incident-related errors during 
thee different subtests of SIM III was an overall performance score and a second overview-
relatedd measure. 

4.3.3.. Results 

4.3.3.1.4.3.3.1. Primary task performance: navigating the ship between the buoyage 

Overr all subtests, 13 participants (41%) managed to navigate the ship between the buoyage 
thatt marked the fairway. Twelve participants (38%) sailed once outside the buoyage, 3 
participantss (9%) sailed two times, one participant (3%) three times, and three participants 
evenn four times outside the buoyage during one or more of the subtests of SIM III . 

Overr all subtests and all participants, the mean route deviation was .058 square nautical 
miless (SD =.097). 

4.3.3.2.4.3.3.2. Secondary task performance: managing incidents 

Sincee the number of incidents differed between the subtests (6 incidents in de 'combined' 
subtest,, and 3 in the other two subtest with incidents), only the mean number of incident-
relatedd errors per subtest could be analysed (Table 12). A repeated-measures ANOVA showed 
thatt in the subtests with traffic incidents (the 'traffic' and the 'combined' subtest), more errors 
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4.. Overview loss on a ship's bridge 

weree made than in the 'verbal/ambiguous' subtest (F(]> 3i }  = 42.325, p < 001; Fd^ i, = 132.941, 

p< .001). . 

TableTable 12: Mean number of errors and SD (n = 32) in the three subtest with incidents. 

SIMSIM III 

Measures s 

Participantss with error 
Error s s 

'Traffic ' ' 

29(91%) ) 
.64.64 (.32) 

Subtests s 

'Verbal / / 
ambiguous' ' 

18(56%) ) 
.20.20 (.21) 

'Combined' ' 

32(100%) ) 
.60.60 (.19) 

Total l 

32(100%) ) 
.48.48 (.24) 

4.3.3.3.4.3.3.3. Overview loss 

Thee number of buoyage crossings and the deviation area were analysed by regression analysis, 
withh subtest type and subtest order as independent factors. The more complex and unexpected 
events,, the more participants steered outside the buoyage (F(! . 126) = 4.768, p < .05; Figure 6a). 
Incidentt complexity and unexpectedness contributed to 3.6%> of the variance in buoyage 
crossing.. Familiarity with the environment decreased the occurrence of buoyage crossing (F(!. 
125)) - 4.916, p < .05), and contributed, together with unexpectedness of incidents to 7.3%> of 
thee buoyage crossing variance. 

Levell  of unexpectedness Levell  of unexpectedness 

££ 1.00 

1.25 5 

Control/current t 
CC Traffi c 

Verbal/ambiguous s 
Combined d LL .30 

FigureFigure 6a: Mean number of buoyage 
crossingscrossings and SD (n = 32) during the four 
subtestssubtests of SIM HI. 

FigureFigure 6b: Mean deviation area (in square 
nauticalnautical miles) and SD (n = 23) of the route 
sailedsailed outside the buoyage in the four SIM 
IIIIII  subtests. 

Sincee the deviation area of nine participants was not available for all subtests, analysis of 
thee deviation area was performed on the data of 23 complete cases. Only familiarity with the 
environmentt caused smaller deviation area's (F(). n6) = 6.298, p < .05; Figure 6b), and 
contributedd to 5.1%) of the variance in track deviation. 

Combiningg the number of buoyage crossings with the number of errors per subtest (errors 
weree only available of the three subtests with incidents), a total performance score was 
computedd (Figure 6c). Participants performed worse in the 'traffic' subtest compared to the 
'control/current'' subtest (F(i , 3D = 46.156, p < .001), and compared to the 'verbal/ambiguous' 
subtestt (F(i, 3D = 12.189, p < .01). In the 'verbal/ambiguous' subtest, participants performed 
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worsee than in the 'control/current' subtest (F,i, 3,, = 22.724, p < .001), but in the 'combined' 

subtest,, participants did not perform worse than in the 'traffic' subtest (F(i . 3i , = 1.459, p> .10). 

Lewii  of unexpectedness 

a a 1.0 0 

?? 1.5 

2 .0 J J 

.15 5 

.85 5 .47 7 

1.01 1 

Control/current t 

Traffic c 

11 Verbal/ambiguous 

11 Combined 

FigureFigure 6c: Total error score (n = 32) over the four subtests. 

4.3.3.4.4.3.3.4. Performance priority 

Too check whether participants who succeeded in sailing between the buoyage could manage 
navigationn as well as incidents, the differences in incident-related errors were compared 
betweenn participants who sailed between the buoyage and participants who failed to do so. 
Sincee SIM III consisted of different subtests, the difference in incident-related errors between 
welll  and poorly performing participants was not only compared on an overall level, but also 
perr subtest. 

ANOVAA showed that, overall as well as separately within each subtest, participants who 
navigatedd correctly between the buoyage did not make more incident-related errors than 
participantss who sailed at least once outside the buoyage (F( (1,31) ) 11 for all analyses; Table 13). 

TableTable 13: Incident-related errors of participants who managed to navigate between the 
buoyagebuoyage and participants who sailed outside the buoyage. The SD is between brackets. 

SIMSIM III 

Navigationn performance 

Poorr  performers 

Welll  performers 

Total l 

'Traffic ' ' 

.67.67 (.37) 
nn = 7 

.63(,3\) .63(,3\) 
nn = 25 

.644 (.32) 

Subtests s 
'Verbal / / 

ambiguous' ' 

.19.19 (.18) 
nn = 9 

.20.20 (.22) 
nn = 20 

.200 (.21) 

'Combined' ' 

.62.62 (.16) 
n = l l l 

.59.59 (.20) 
nn = 21 

.600 (.19) 

Total l 

.50(.15) ) 
n== 19 

.45.45 (.15) 
n== 13 

.488 (.24) 

4.3.4.. Discussion 

Watchh officers had a higher risk of sailing outside the buoyage when they had to manage 

complexx or unexpected events. Familiarity with the environmental characteristics reduced the 

riskk of serious navigational failures such as buoyage crossing, because operators had more 

priorr knowledge about information in their environment. Since buoyage crossing was 

interpretedd as being a result of overview loss due to preoccupation with other information, 

thesee findings are again evidence that occupation with engaging information increases the risk 
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4.. Overview loss on a ship's bridge 

off  overview loss. In the present experiment, engaging situations were complex or unexpected, 
whichh resulted in failure to attend relevant information sources in time and prevent dangerous 
situationss to develop. 

Sincee operators who managed to perform the navigation task correctly and in time did not 
makee more incident-related errors, these operators had overview and did not perform the 
primaryy navigation task at the expense of incident managing. Forty-one percent of the 
operatorss even succeeded in correct navigation in all situations. This finding may show that 
somee individuals are better at maintaining overview than others during situations that have the 
potentiall  to disturb the operator from maintaining overview. The next chapter examines this 
issue. . 

Thee finding that operators even sailed outside the buoyage when no incidents occurred, 
mayy be an effect that is related to prior bridge-simulator experiences: during previous bridge-
simulatorr sessions, which were particularly used for training purposes, participating operators 
expectedd incidents to occur. When nothing occurred, they often became suspicious, and a 
numberr of operators were engaged with finding a possible 'hidden' incident. This behaviour 
mayy have increased the risk of failure to attend their navigation situation in time and to check 
theirr position. 

Itt is not surprising that watch officers sailed a greater distance outside the buoyage when 
theyy were less familiar with the environment. Being unfamiliar with the environment, it was 
moree difficult to recognize the right sailing track if an operator had lost overview and had 
crossedd the buoyage. The relatively large deviation area in the subtests without incidents may 
bee the result of absence of cues to assess the situation and return to the right fairway. It may 
alsoo be the result of the earlier mentioned engagement with seeking information that might 
indicatee some 'hidden' incident. 

Concerningg the total amount of performance-related errors that were made during the 
differentt subtests, it appears that most errors were made during situations including traffic 
incidents.. Since the situation with traffic incidents only was judged less complex and 
ambiguouss than the situation with verbal and ambiguous incidents, less overview loss was 
expectedd during traffic incidents. This appeared to be the case for failure to attend the 
navigationn situation in time, but the (overall) amount of errors indicated that operators often 
managedd traffic incidents not very well. Since traffic incidents were visually related to the 
navigationn environment, a possible explanation is that, during managing traffic incidents, 
operatorss were better able to attend the navigation situation more or less simultaneously with 
thee traffic situation, and were better able to perform the navigation task in time. Incident 
managementt may have suffered due to more attention for the navigation task. Another 
explanationn may be that there were more opportunities during traffic incidents to make errors. 
Sincee the situations were complex and not as easy to interpret as behaviour in the 
computerisedd tests, more research is required to investigate these issues further. 

Inn conclusion, these findings show that good (journey) preparation may prevent the 
occurrencee of serious accidents due to overview loss. Well-prepared operators can rely on 
moree (detailed) knowledge when they encounter unexpected events, which has the result that 
theyy need less time to collect all relevant information. 
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4.4.. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT OVERVIEW LOSS ON A SHIP'S BRIDGE 

Thee experiments in the present chapter provided evidence that engaging information increases 
thee risk of attention narrowing and overview loss in a realistic man-machine environment, 
suchh as a ship's bridge. Watch officers showed to cross the buoyage more frequently or have 
lesss knowledge of information in their environment during managing engaging incidents and 
unfamiliarr situations. The experiments of this chapter added situation complexity, situation 
unfamiliarity,unfamiliarity, and situation unexpectedness to the engaging information characteristics that 
weree found in the experiments of the previous chapter to increase the risk of overview loss. 

Ass was outlined in a study of Wagenaar, Hudson, and Reason (1990), performance 
failuress only have serious consequences if sufficient precursors are available. This means that 
unsafee behaviour, for instance caused by overview loss, may only result in an accident if the 
situationn offers opportunities, and no buffers are available to prevent the accident from 
occurring.. Therefore, it is important to know what kind of situations are a hazard for operator 
performancee and overview loss in particular, and what kind of applications may prevent 
failuress and overview loss to have serious consequences. 

Too be able to maintain overview while managing complex, difficult, or new situations, it 
mayy be important that operators can rely on well-trained skills and well preparation of what 
theyy might expect to encounter. Such skills and preparations may decrease the tendency to 
focuss too much on details and become preoccupied with information. This may benefit 
anticipationn of future events and correct management of complex and unexpected situations. 
AA study of Damos (1978) supports this view. She found that student pilots showed an increase 
inn residual attention with training, which related positively to flight performance. 

Inn dynamic man-machine environments, such as in transportation, information 
characteristicss are hard to alter. Since increasing the number of personnel or automating 
operatorr support may not always help the operator to obtain and maintain overview, excellent 
trainingg and sufficient real-life experience seem to be necessary factors for safe operator 
performancee in a dynamic multiple-task environment. 
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5.. CONSISTENCY OF THE ABILIT Y TO MAINTAI N OVERVIE W 

Ass was outlined in chapter 2, individual differences were distinguished as a second factor that 
mightt influence ability to maintain overview in a complex environment. Since a few studies 
noticedd that some individuals are better at complex task performance than others (e.g. 
Bainbridge,, 1974; Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000), this dissertation hypothesises that some 
individualss are better than others at maintaining overview. Complex performances, such as 
'overvieww maintenance', consist of a number of different subtasks that might depend on the 
particularr environment in which the operator is performing. This might have consequences for 
thee specific requirements and the consistency of the ability to maintain overview in different 
situations. . 

Too examine these issues, this chapter examined in two experiments (Experiments VI and 
VII )) the individual consistency of overview maintenance over different situations and 
performancee contexts. Individual consistency in the specific tendency to experience attention 
narrowingg or overview loss would offer prospects for selecting personnel for complex man-
machinee systems on this feature. 

5.1.. EXPERIMEN T VI : OVERVIE W CONSISTENCY OVER PERFORMANCE CONTEXT 

AA few studies have provided evidence that some individuals are better than others at 
frequentlyy monitoring all relevant information sources in man-machine settings (Bainbridge, 
1974;; Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000). However, there is no empirical evidence of the 
consistencyy of these differences over situations, contexts, and task paradigms, and thus for 
overvieww maintenance as a specific, situation-independent ability. The sub-abilities that are 
requiredd to maintain overview may depend on the characteristics of the operator's task. If 
consistentt ability to maintain overview would exist, individuals should at least be able to 
maintainn overview to a similar extent in situations with similar task paradigms. 

Thee present experiment examined whether individuals showed consistent ability to 
maintainn overview in a particular task paradigm that was applied in different contexts. More 
specifically,, the experiment examined whether the ability to maintain overview in a lab task 
(computerisedd test) was valid for similar (simulated) real-life situations. In both contexts, 
operatorss had to attend a primary information source in time, which was sometimes 
accompaniedd by a second information source that had the potential to distract the operator 
fromm attending other relevant information sources in time. 

5.1.1.. The experiment 

Thee experiment consisted of two tests: the computerised test Space Station, and a specially 
developedd test (SIM I) on a high-fidelity bridge simulator. In both tests, operators had the task 
too frequently pay attention to a primary information source while they managed problems or 
incidentss as a secondary task. If operators would become engaged with problem management, 
theirr attention range would narrow, resulting in failure to attend the primary information 
sourcee in time. In this way, both tests made an appeal on the (supposed) ability to maintain 
overview.. The main characteristic that differed between both tests was the context of the man-
machinee setting in which the operator performed. In Space Station, operators performed in a 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

generalisedd man-machine setting, while in SIM I, operators performed in a realistic and 
complexx ship's bridge simulator. 

Thee expectation was to find a positive relation between individual's ability to maintain 
overvieww in the computerised test and the bridge-simulator test. A positive relation between 
bothh tests would be evidence that some individuals are naturally better at maintaining 
overvieww than others, at least when performance paradigms are similar. Furthermore, this 
evidencee and the finding of computerised test behaviour being valid for behaviour in a 
realisticc setting would offer prospects for selection of operators on overview maintenance 
abilityy with simple tests like Space Station. 

5.1.2.. Method 

5.1.2.1.5.1.2.1. Participants 

Thirty-twoo experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy (27 males, 5 females) 
participatedd in the experiment. Their age ranged from 23 to 33 years. All participants 
participatedd in experiments I and III . Eighteen participants were watch officer on board 
frigates,, minehunters or provision vessels. The other 14 participants had a higher function and 
weree operations officer or air defence officer, of which 12 were trainee. All operators 
participatedd voluntarily. 

5.1.2.2.5.1.2.2. Design 

Participantss performed two tests: the computerised test Space Station, and the bridge-
simulatorr test SIM I. The tests were administrated in (nearly) counterbalanced order: 14 
officerss first participated in Space Station and later in SIM I, the other 18 participated in a 
reversedd order. 

5.1.2.3.5.1.2.3. Tests: Space Station and SIM I 

Thiss experiment used the computerised Space Station test (Experiment I, Chapter 3) and the 
bridgee simulator test SIM I (Experiment III, Chapter 4). 

5.1.2.4.5.1.2.4. Apparatus 

Spacee Station was administered in a classroom equipped with PCs. Since participants had to 
performm the test individually, they wore ear protectors and were separated from their 
colleaguess by partition screens. All actions were performed with the mouse of the PC. 

SIMM I was performed on the primary bridge simulator of the Royal Netherlands Naval 
Collegee (Appendix III) . All navigation equipment was available, except for radar. 

5.1.2.5.5.1.2.5. Procedure 

Beforee Space Station started, participants practised the test. 
Beforee the start of SIM I, participants read the instructions of the test and oriented 

themselvess by using the chart of the sailing area. 
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5.1.2.6.5.1.2.6. Dependent measures 

Inn Space Station, overview loss was measured as a fuel tank explosion since this was the result 
off  failure to attend the primary information source in time due to preoccupation with 
secondaryy problem solving. A second measure of overview loss, which took performance on 
bothh tasks into account, was an integrated score of problem-solving performance and fuel tank 
explosions.explosions. Participants who caused a fuel tank explosion got a negative score that was equal 
too the number of fuel tank explosions. Participants who did not cause a fuel tank explosion got 
aa positive score that was equal to the number of problems solved. This way of scoring resulted 
inn higher scores for participants who had performed both tasks well (i.e. solved problems and 
attendd the primary information source in time) and lower scores for participants who had 
failedd to attend the primary task in time due to preoccupation with problem solving. More 
detailedd performance measures were available from the frequency of task-window alternation, 
uninterruptedd inspection duration of the secondary problem-solving window, and the 
percentagee of time one of the task windows was selected. 

Inn SIM I, overview loss was measured as buoyage crossing (steering outside the fairway, 
whichh was marked with buoys) since this was interpreted as the result of failure to attend the 
navigationn situation in time due to preoccupation with managing incidents. Combined with 
thee number of incident-related errors, a second, more integrated measure was the sum of the 
numbernumber of buoyage crossings and small incident-related errors made during managing 
incidentss on the bridge. 

5.1.3.. Results 

5.1.3.1.5.1.3.1. Performance in a computerised environment: Space Station 

Inn Space Station, 13 participants (41%) failed to attend the primary information source in time 
andd caused a fuel tank explosion during managing problems. Two of them even caused an 
explosionn twice. Another participant caused a second explosion because he did not perform 
thee test seriously. As this explosion occurred at the end of the test and the rest of his 
performancee was normal, this explosion was ignored. 

Fourr participants (13%) did not manage to solve any machine problem in the Space 
Stationn test. Of the participants who succeeded in problem solving, 7 participants (22%) 
solvedd both problems, the other 21 participants solved only one problem. 

Combiningg the performance on the primary and secondary task, 7 participants solved all 
problemss without a fuel tank explosion (score = 2); 12 others (38%) solved one problem 
withoutt a fuel tank explosion (score = 1). All participants who managed to attend the primary 
taskk in time solved at least one problem. This means that no participant got a score of 0. Ten 
participantss (32%) solved problems but had caused one explosion due to preoccupation with 
problemm solving (score = -1), 3 others (9%) even caused two explosions in this way (score = -2). 

5.1.3.2.5.1.3.2. Performance in a realistic ship's bridge environment: SIM 1 

Inn SIM I, 13 participants (41%) did not manage to sail between the buoyage. Nine of them 
steeredd outside the buoyage once, two twice, and another two even crossed the buoyage three 
times. . 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Participantss made minimal two and maximal 8 incident-related errors in SIM I (m = .52, 

SDD = .23). 

Thee combined score of incident-related errors and crossing the buoyage resulted in a 

scoree between 1 (only one error during SIM I) and 9 (the maximum amount of errors that were 

madee during SIM I) (m = .59 , SD = .27). 

5.1.3.3.5.1.3.3. Individual consistency of overview maintenance 

Basedd on the number of fuel tank explosions, Space Station correctly classified 69% of the 

participantss on ability to maintain overview (and maintain the ship between the buoyage) in 

thee realistic environment of SIM I (Table 14). Individual consistency of overview 

maintenancee ability in Space Station and SIM I was tested with x -analysis. Most participants 

showedd consistent ability to maintain overview in both tests (x2<n =3.970, p < .05). 

TableTable 14: Number and percentages of participants who caused one or more fuel tank 
explosion,explosion, or prevented an explosion from occurring in Space Station combined with the 
numbernumber and percentages of participants who crossed the buoyage once or more, or 
maintainedmaintained in the fairway in SIM I. 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Buoyagee crossings 
0 0 

1< < 
Total l 

Explosions s 
00 1< 

14(44%)14(44%) 5(16%) 
5(16%)) 8(25%) 
19(59%)) 13(41%) 

Total l 
199 (59%) 
133 (41%) 

32(100%) ) 

Theree was no relationship between the overall performance score in Space Station and the 

overalll  error score in SIM I (r = . 147 > . 10). 

5.1.3.4.5.1.3.4. Individual differences in relation to overview maintenance ability 

Too compare the SIM I performance of participants who performed well and participants who 

performedd poorly in Space Station, two groups were constructed. The poorly performing 

participantss in Space Station (n = 13) had at least caused one explosion (negative Space 

Stationn overall performance score); participants who performed well in Space Station (n = 19) 

causedd no explosion and solved at least one problem (positive Space Station overall 

performancee score). 

ANOVAA showed that participants who performed well in Space Station crossed the 

buoyagee less often in SIM I than poorly performing participants (F( i. 31 > = 8.241, p < .01; Table 

15).. Participants who performed well during Space Station showed a tendency to make more 

incident-relatedd errors in SIM I than participants who performed poorly in Space Station (F(i . 

3i)) = 3.631, p < .075; Table 15). The overall performance or error score in SIM I did not differ 

betweenn the group of well and poorly performing participants in Space Station (F(i , 30) < 1). 
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TableTable IS: Buoyage crossing, incident-related errors, and overall error score in SIM I of 
participantsparticipants who performed well during the Space Station test (no explosion and at least one 
problemproblem solved, n = 19), and poorly performing participants (at least one explosion, n = 13). 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Spacee Station performance 

Poorr performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

SIMM I performance 

Buoyagee Incident-related Overall error 
crossingg errors score 

1.088 (1.12) .43 (.20) .56 (.30) 
.266 (.45) .59 (.24) .62 (.25) 
.599 (.87) .52 (.23) .59 (.27) 

Thee two concordant groups (the groups of participants who managed or failed to maintain 

overvieww in both tests; Table 14) were compared in order to examine possible differences in 

otherr performance-related measures. ANOVA analysis revealed that participants who 

managedd to maintain overview in both tests solved more problems in Space Station (F(] , 21 > = 

9.393,, p < .01) and also had a higher overall performance score compared to the participants 

whoo performed poorly in both tests (F(] , 211
 = 150.253, p < .001; Table 16a). There were no 

differencess between the participants who maintained overview in both tests and participants 

whoo failed to do so in a) the frequency of self-initiated task-window alternation (F(i , 21) < 1), 

b)) uninterrupted problem-solving window inspection (F(i, 21) < 1), and c) the percentage of 

timee one of the task-windows was selected (F, 1,21) = 1.092, p > .10; Table 16a). 

TableTable 16a: Comparison of Space Station performance between participants who managed to 
maintainmaintain overview in both tests (n = 14) and participants who failed to maintain overview in 
bothboth tests (n = 8). 

SIMI/ SIMI/ 
SpaceSpace Station 

Concordantt groups 

Success s 
Failure e 
Total l 

Problems s 
solved d 

1.299 (.47) 
.633 (.52) 
1.055 (.58) 

Overall l 
score e 

1.299 (.47) 
-1.255 (.46) 
.36(1.33) ) 

Spacee Station 

Alternation n 
frequency y 

3.82(1.31) ) 
3.40(1.72) ) 
3.67(1.44) ) 

Durationn of 
continuous s 

problemm solving 

26.10(11.85) ) 
29.633 (8.59) 
27.38(10.70) ) 

Timee % of 
problem-solving g 

selection n 
70.6%% (8.1) 
67.0%% (7.7) 
69.3%% (8.0) 

TableTable 16b: Comparison of SIM I performance between participants who managed to maintain 
overviewoverview in both tests (n = 14) and participants who failed to maintain overview in both 
teststests (n - 8). 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Concordantt groups 

Successs in overview maintenance 
Failuree to maintain overview 

Total l 

SIMI I 

Incident-relatedd Overall error 
errorss score 

.566 (.23) .56 (.23) 

.488 (.19) .69 (.28) 

.533 (.22) .61 (.25) 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Participantss who managed to maintain overview in both tests did not make fewer 

incident-relatedd errors in SIM I than the participants who failed to maintain overview in both 

testss (F(i. 211 < 1). They also had no lower overall error score in SIM I (F(i,2i) = 1-281, p > .10; 

Tablee 16b). 

5.1.4.. Discussion 

Thiss experiment provided evidence that individuals have a consistent tendency to experience 

attentionn narrowing in different situations as long as tasks share a similar paradigm and 

requiree similar sub-abilities. In this experiment, operators had to maintain overview by 

frequentlyy monitoring a continuously available primary information source while managing 

distractingg and engaging incidents or problems. This task paradigm required operators to 

activelyy alternate their attention between the relevant information sources. Operators had not 

onlyy to alternate their attention frequently enough between the information sources, but they 

alsoo had to adjust their attention direction strategy to the dynamics of information changes in 

theirr environment. To succeed, operators had to resist the distraction of incidents and 

problemss they had to manage, and maintain overview by attending the right information 

sourcee at the right time. 

AA study of Boer and Van Schie (2000) showed a similar relationship as in the present 

experimentt between overview maintenance in a computerised and a realistic environment. 

Theyy compared operator performance in the same computerised test as was used in the present 

experimentt with selective attention in a flight simulator. In the flight simulator, operators had 

too notice particular information among a continuous stream of noise while they navigated the 

(simulated)) plane as correctly as possible. Too much preoccupation with navigation 

performance,, which was new for all operators, resulted in an increased risk to miss relevant 

informationn from the stream of noise. As in the present experiment, task paradigms were more 

orr less comparable: both testing situations consisted of a continuous primary information 

sourcee and distracting information or activities. 

Thee fact that, in the present experiment, no relationship was found between more overall 

performancee scores on both tests may be caused by the difference in construction of these 

scores.. In the realistic test, the overall performance score was a simple addition of all errors 

madee during the test. The overall performance score in the computerised test had a more 

complexx construction of performance on the primary and distracting secondary task. 

Furthermore,, there also may have been a difference in the nature and the way of managing the 

distractingg events in both testing situations. Evidence for this supposition comes from the 

findingfinding that operators who performed both tasks well in the computerised test, only performed 

betterr on the primary task of the realistic test compared to operators who performed poorly in 

thee computerised test. The well performing group, however, showed a tendency to make more 

errorss related to incident managing than the poorly performing group. 

Comparingg the operators who succeeded in maintaining overview in both testing 

situationss with the operators who failed to maintain overview in both tests, the former group 

off  operators showed to perform well at all tasks of the computerised test: they attended the 

primaryy information source in time and solved more problems in the computerised test 

comparedd to their less successful colleagues. Since there was no difference between these two 

groupss in more detailed inspection behaviour in the computerised test, a possible explanation 
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mayy be that successful operators had a better feeling for the dynamics of the tasks. Poorly 
performingg operators did not inspect the distracting secondary information window for a 
longerr time or alternated less frequently between task windows than operators who showed a 
consistentt ability to maintain overview. An explanation for consistent failure to maintain 
overvieww may be that these poor operators behaved in a more random way, which resulted in 
disorientationn in relation to the dynamics of the information changes. Operators who showed a 
consistentt tendency to maintain overview, only performed better at attending the primary 
navigationn task in time in the realistic test than the operators who showed a consistent failure 
too maintain overview. In the realistic test, no other performance differences were observed 
betweenn these groups. 

Fromm these findings, we may conclude that individuals have a consistent ability to 
maintainn overview in task situations that at least share a similar paradigm. This experiment 
alsoo provide some evidence that complex behaviour, such as overview maintenance, may only 
bee predicable with tests that are very similar in nature to the behaviour that it should predict. 
Thee following experiment examines the consistency of overview maintenance ability in 
situationss that do not explicitly share a similar task paradigm. 

5.2.. EXPERIMENT VII : OVERVIEW CONSISTENCY IN DIFFERENT TASK PARADIGMS 

Thee previous experiment showed a consistent tendency of operators to maintain overview in 
differentt performance contexts when at least task paradigm and performance measures were 
similar.. A simple computerised test was in this way able to predict overview performance in a 
realisticc ship's bridge environment. However, this prediction might be very limited when it only 
appliess to very similar task paradigms. In complex man-machine environments, such as a ship's 
bridge,, overview maintenance may require different sets of subtasks depending on the situation. 
Iff  general ability to maintain overview would exist, a simple and clear-cut computerised 
overview-testt would also be valid for more general overview maintenance in real-life. 

Subsequentt to the previous experiment, the present experiment examined whether ability 
too maintain overview is consistent over situations that do not share specific characteristics. In 
thiss experiment, not only the context of two overview-maintenance tests differed, but also 
theirr task paradigm. 

5.2.1.. The experiment 

Ass in the previous experiment, the present experiment consisted of two tests: the 
computerisedd test Space Station, and another specially developed test (SIM II) on a high-
fidelityy bridge simulator. In the present experiment, not only performance context differed 
betweenn both tests, but also the task paradigm. In Space Station, operators had to monitor a 
primaryy information source, which was sometimes accompanied by an engaging secondary 
informationn source. The secondary information source was not simultaneously visible with the 
primaryy information source and had the potential to preoccupy the operator and to cause 
overvieww loss. In SIM II, operators had no clearly defined tasks but navigated an indicated 
routee while they monitored relevant information. Since the route consisted of three defined 
tracks,, operators had to change their heading at some times, which changed their view of and 
familiarityy with the situation and available information. 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Iff  ability to maintain overview would be consistent in a broad sense, some operators 
wouldd have a wider range of attention and would be better be able to maintain overview than 
otherss in both test situations. 

Thee experiment also examined performance-related differences between operators who 
performedd well and operators who performed poorly in the tests. 

5.2.2.. Method 

5.2.2.1.5.2.2.1. Participants 

Thirtyy experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy participated in this second 

experimentt (25 males, 5 females). None of them had participated in the previous experiment. 

Thee participants were between 23 and 34 years of age. Al l participants participated in 

experimentss I and IV. Eighteen participants were watch officer on board frigates, 2 were 

navigationn officer, and the other 10 were trainee for air defence officer or operations officer. 

5.2.2.2.5.2.2.2. Design 

Participantss performed two tests, each one on a different day: the computerised test Space 
Station,, and the bridge-simulator test SIM II . Eighteen participants first participated in Space 
Station,, 12 first participated in SIM II . 

5.2.2.3.5.2.2.3. Tests: Space Station and SIM II 

Thiss experiment used the computerised test Space Station (Experiment I, Chapter 3) and the 
bridgee simulator test SIM II (Experiment IV, Chapter 4). 

5.2.2.4.5.2.2.4. Apparatus 

Spacee Station was administrated as in the previous experiment. 

SIMM II was performed on the primary high-fidelity bridge simulator of the Royal 

Netherlandss Naval College. Al l navigation equipment was available, except for radar. 

5.2.2.5.5.2.2.5. Procedure 

Thee Space Station procedure was identical to the previous experiment. 

Beforee the start of SIM II , participants read the test instructions, and oriented themselves 
byy using a chart of the sailing area. 

5.2.2.6.5.2.2.6. Dependent measures 

Ass in the previous experiment, the number of fuel tank explosions was a measure for overview 

losss in Space Station. Combined with the number of problems solved, the number fuel tank 

explosionss formed an overall overview performance measure. Participants who had no 

explosion,, got an overall performance score equal to the number of problems solved (0, 1 or 

2).. Participants who caused fuel tank explosions got a negative overall performance score 

whichh was equal to the number of fuel tank explosions (-1 or -2). For a more detailed analysis, 

informationn was also available of the frequency of task window alternation, uninterrupted 
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inspectionn duration of the secondary problem-solving window, and the percentage of time one 
off  the task windows was selected in the Space Station test. 

Inn SIM II, attention range scores were used, which were based on scored questionnaire 
answerss that were weighted with the percentage of more or less correctly answered questions 
(seee Experiment IV, Chapter 4, and Appendix Vb). This scoring method favoured operators 
whoo had broad knowledge of information sources over operators who had very accurate and 
detailedd knowledge of only a few information sources. 

5.2.3.. Results 

5.2.3.1.5.2.3.1. Performance in a computerised environment: Space Station 

Tenn participants (33%) caused an explosion in Space Station due to failure to perform the 
primaryy task in time. One of the participants who caused an explosion even failed to check the 
primaryy task twice. Two participants caused an explosion in the beginning of the test because 
theyy had not understood how to perform the primary task. Since their performance was normal 
afterr explanation, these first explosions were excluded from analysis. 

Sixx participants (20%) did not manage to solve any machine problem. Twelve 
participantss (40%) solved one of the problems during the test, and the other 12 solved both 
problems. . 

Tenn participants (33%) solved both problems without causing a fuel tank explosion, 
whichh was equal to an overall Space Station performance score of 2. Six others (20%) solved 
onlyy one of the problems without causing an explosion (score = 1). Four (13%) participants 
whoo attended the fuel tanks in time but did not succeed in solving any problem got a score of 
0.. Of the participants who failed to attend the primary information window in time, nine 
participantss (30%) caused one explosion (score = -1), and one participant (3%) caused two 
explosionss (score = -2). 

5.2.3.2.5.2.3.2. Performance in a realistic ship's bridge environment: SIMII 

Participantss had a mean attention-range score of .34 (SD = .13) during familiar orientations 
(FO),, and a mean score of .25 (SD = .09) during new orientations (NO). The mean difference 
betweenn their attention range during familiar and new orientations was .10 (SD = .09), and the 
meann overall attention-range score was .29 (SD = .10). 

Participantss who had a higher attention-range score during familiar orientations, often 
alsoo had a higher attention-range score during new orientations (r<30) = .706, p < .001). 

5.2.3.3.5.2.3.3. Individual consistency in overview maintenance 

Thee attention-range scores during familiar (FO) and new orientations (NO), the difference 
betweenn these scores, and the overall attention range scores were correlated with the number 
off  fuel tank explosions, the overall performance score, the number of task window 
alternations,, the duration of problem-solving inspection, and the percentage of time one of the 
taskk windows was selected in the Space Station test. 

Noo relationship was found between the attention-range scores in SIM II, and the 
explosionn rates and overall performance score in Space Station (Table 17). However, 
participantss who had higher attention range scores and a smaller difference between attention-
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

rangee scores during familiar and new orientations in SIM II alternated more frequently 
betweenn task windows in the Space Station test (Table 17). Participants who inspected the 
problem-solvingg window in Space Station for a shorter time, generally had higher attention-
rangee scores during familiar orientations and a smaller difference between attention-range 
scoress during familiar and new orientations in SIM II than participants who inspected the 
problem-solvingg window in Space Station for a longer period of time. There was no 
relationshipp between continuous problem-solving window inspection in Space Station and the 
otherr attention-range scores (Table 17). Participants who attended the problem-solving 
windoww in Space Station for a shorter percentage of time showed a tendency to have higher 
attention-rangee scores during familiar orientations and overall attention-range scores than 
participantss who attended the problem-solving window in Space Station for a longer 
percentagepercentage of time. There was no relationship with the other attention-range scores (Table 17). 

TableTable 17: Correlations (n = 30) between attention-range scores in SIM II (FO = familiar 
orientation;orientation; NO = new orientation), and different performance measures of Space Station. 
One-tailedOne-tailed significance indications are between brackets. 

SpaceSpace Station/SIM II 

Spacee Station 

Numberr of explosions 

Overalll  performance 
score e 

Alternationn frequency 

Durationn of continuous 
problemm solving 

Timee % of problem 
solvingg selection 

SIM1 1 

FOO attention- NO attention-
rangee scores range scores 

-.0822 .004 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

.2522 .126 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

.582.582 .415 
(p(p < .001) (p < .05) 

-.410-.410 -.064 
(p<.05)(p<.05) (p>.10) 

-.2855 -.221 
(p<.075)) (p>.10) 

I I 

FO-NOO Overall 
differencee attention-

rangee score 

.1199 -.050 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

-.2355 .217 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

-.422-.422 .555 
(p<.05)(p<.05) (p<.01) 

.517.517 -.291 
(p<.01)(p<.01) (p>.10) 

.1900 -.280 
(p>.10)) (p<.075) 

5.2.3.4.5.2.3.4. Individual differences in relation to overview maintenance ability 

Too compare realistic test performance of participants who performed well with participants 
whoo performed poorly in Space Station, two groups were constructed: well performers (n = 
10;; overall score = 2) caused no explosion in Space Station and solved all problems. Poor 
performerss caused at least one explosion (n = 10; overall score < 0). Differences in the 
attention-rangee in SIM II between the well and poor performers in Space Station were 
analyzedd by t-tests. 

Participantss who performed well in Space Station had no higher attention-range scores 
duringg familiar orientations (F(i, 19) = 1.483, p > .10) and new orientations (F(i, i9) < 1) than 
poorlyy performing participants (Table 18). Well performing participants in Space Station also 
hadd no higher overall attention-range score (F<i, |9) = 1.277, p > .10), and also showed no 
smallerr difference in attention-range score between familiar and new orientations (F<i, 19) = 
1.096,, p >. 10). 
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TableTable 18: Comparison of attention-range scores between participants who performed well in 
SpaceSpace Station (all problems solved, n = 10) and participants who performed poorly in Space 
StationStation (at least one explosion, n = 10). 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Spacee Station 
performance e 

Poorr  performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

SIMM  II  performance 

FOO attention- NO attention- FO-NO Overall attention-
rangee scores range scores difference range score 

.33.33 (.05) .25 (.06) .08 (.07) .29 (.04) 

.40.40 (.17) .28 (.10) .11 (.09) .34 (.13) 

.366 (.13) .27 (.08) .10 (.08) .31 (.10) 

5.2.4.. Discussion 

Inn contrast to what was found in the previous experiment, no relationship could be established 
betweenn the individual tendency to experience overview loss due to attention narrowing in a 
clear-cutt lab test, and the general attention range underlying overview maintenance in a 
realisticc ship's bridge setting with less clear-defined information sources to monitor. This 
findingg does not support overview maintenance as a specific, situation-independent ability, 
andd thus as an ability on which operators may be selected easily. 

However,, a relationship was found between detailed attention direction strategies in a 
computerisedd test and attention-range scores in a realistic ship's bridge test. This finding may 
indicatee that operators had a consistent tendency to direct their attention and monitor 
informationn sources in a particular way. Some operators may have preferred to scan their 
environmentt in all kinds of situations, without focusing too much on details, while others may 
havee had the reverse tendency, and may have preferred to focus more on details before 
monitoringg other relevant information. 

Concerningg the measures used, a few points have to be discussed that could have made 
thee first mentioned finding somewhat ambiguous. First, the knowledge-verbalisation method 
inn the realistic test could have been a boundary for visuo-spatial knowledge elicitation. This 
pointt may however not have been a real problem on a relative level since the realistic test 
discriminatedd well between participants and situations (see also Experiment IV, Chapter 4). 
Furthermore,, there was a relationship between the attention-range scores and more closely 
relatedd performance measures in the computerised test, which shows that the knowledge 
elicitationn method may have been a good indication for the attention range of the operator. 

AA second point is that both tests used different dimensions to measure situation overview 
(i.e.. behavioural data in the computerised test, and questionnaire data in the realistic test). 
Thiss could have been a more serious problem than the first mentioned issue, but it was hard to 
overcomee without altering the natural watch keeping tasks too much. The behavioural data in 
thee computerised test was objective, but did not provide very detailed information: overview 
losss was primarily observed when operators failed to check the primary information window 
inn time. The knowledge-elicitation method in the realistic test provided more fine-grained data 
off  the attention range, but this data was probably more prone to measurement artefacts. 
Questionss may, for instance, have had a biasing effect in subsequent information collection, or 
mayy have 'overwritten' information in working memory. 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Thee relationship between the attention-range scores based on questionnaire data and the 
attentionn direction information of the computerised test however showed that not the 
measurementmeasurement method was very important for finding a consistent relationship in performance 
butt rather the similarity between the specific behaviour that was measured. This conclusion 
impliess that overview maintenance is a complex combination of a number of different sub-
tasks,, which are determined by the environmental requirements. This conclusion is in 
agreementt with findings of other researchers who examined individual consistency of other 
complexx or 'higher-order' cognitive abilities {e.g. Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Wickens, 
Mountfordd & Schreiner, 1981). Jennings and Chiles, for instance, examined the existence of a 
generall  time-sharing ability, but found that only very similar (monitoring) tasks showed a 
relationship.. Wickens et al. also examined individual consistency in time-sharing ability, and 
foundd that individual performance consistency was based on the similarity of task-
characteristicss underlying the time-sharing task. Hawkins, Rodriguez and Reicher (1979, in 
Wickenss et al., 1981) found a consistent ability of complex task performance when tasks were 
similarr on dimensions such as 'difficulty' and 'modality', but not when tasks differed on these 
dimensions. . 

Sincee no consistent relationship was found between ability to inspect information sources 
inn time and a more general attention range, it was not surprising to find that operators who 
performedd well on all tasks in the computerised test showed no differences in attention-range 
scoress in the realistic test compared to poorly performing operators in the computerised test. 

5.3.. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE ABILIT Y TO MAINTAI N OVERVIEW 

Thee two experiments in this chapter provided evidence that individuals have a consistent 
tendencyy to experience attention narrowing, which may offer prospects for selection. 
However,, the experiments in this chapter also showed that consistency and predictability of 
overvieww maintenance ability depends very much on similarity between underlying subtasks 
andd performance measures. 

Thee main conclusion from these experiments is that maintenance of overview is not a 
specificc ability, but is rather a combination of abilities to perform particular (sub-)tasks, This 
conclusionn is supported by a number of other studies into individual consistency of complex 
performancee (e.g. Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Hawkins, Rodriguez and Reicher, 1979; Wickens, 
Mountfordd & Schreiner, 1981). Although the tests in the present experiments were not 
matchedd on characteristics as 'task difficulty' or 'stimulus modality', similar task paradigms 
appearedd to be important for a consistent ability to maintain overview. Since overview 
maintenancee ability apparently depends on performance abilities of underlying sub-tasks, 
selectionn prospects may particularly lie in specific individual capacities required for a 
particularr job or particular situations (see also Gopher & Kahneman, 1971; Kahneman, Ben-
Ishaii  & Lotan, 1973). More research is needed to reveal the possibilities and limits of 
selectingg future operators on particular complex performance abilities such as overview 
maintenance. . 
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6.. PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE AND OVERVIEW MAINTENANCE 

AA third factor that was outlined in chapter 2 to influence ability to maintain overview is the 
situationn dependent state of the operator. Motivation and tiredness were mentioned as relevant 
exampless of psychological states. Since motivation might increase ability and willingness to 
putt effort in task performance, this dissertation hypothesises that motivation to perform all 
taskss well (i.e. monitor all tasks in time) increases ability to maintain overview. The opposite 
effectt is hypothesised to occur with tiredness: due to decreased willingness to put effort in 
taskk performance (cf. Drew, 1940), tiredness is hypothesised to increase the risk of attention 
narrowingg and overview loss. 

Thee present chapter examines the effects of these two psychological states in three 
experiments.. The first experiment (Experiment VIII ) examines the effects of motivation and 
efforteffort investment on ability to maintain overview. The last two experiments (Experiment IX 
andd X) investigate whether tiredness increases the risk of overview loss. 

6.1.. EXPERIMENT VIII : MOTIVATIO N AND EFFORT INVESTMENT 

Sincee motivation is generally believed to enhance performance, motivation to perform an 
ensemblee of tasks well (i.e. monitor all relevant information sources in time) may increase 
abilityy to maintain overview. Previous motivation studies however, have particularly 
examinedd the effect of motivation to perform one task well. Bahrick, Fitss and Rankin (1952) 
forr instance, found that motivation to perform well on a central task resulted in preoccupation 
withh this task and decreased sensitivity for changes in the environment of the operator. One of 
thee aims of the present study was to examine whether overview maintenance was enhanced 
whenn operators were more generally motivated to perform all tasks well and monitor all 
informationn sources in time. 

Sincee people have the tendency to avoid losses (e.g. Tversky & Kahneman, 1981), 
punishmentss may be the best incentives to enforce particular behaviour. There are, however, 
moree studies that point in the direction of rewards as the best enforcer of task performance 
(e.g.. in Baron, 1988; Schmidt, 1998). The second aim of the present experiment was to 
investigatee whether costs or rewards related to performance of a distracting secondary task 
increasedd preoccupation with this task, and thus resulted in failure to attend a primary 
informationn source in time. 

Sincee people prefer to invest least possible effort (e.g. Johnston & Heinz, 1978), the 
requiredd level of effort investment may also affect motivation to perform tasks well. 
Particularlyy during activities that require intense processing, for instance when information is 
hardd to understand or difficult to manage, operators do not tend to switch from one activity to 
another.. They have to interrupt the current reasoning process, switch to another task, and pick 
upp the reasoning process again when returning to the interrupted task (e.g. Garavan, 1998). A 
thirdd objective of the present experiment was to investigate whether increased effort costs to 
alternatee attention between information sources would increase the tendency to lose overview. 

6.1.1.. The experiment 

Thee present experiment used the Master Mines test in which operators had to monitor an 
alwayss available primary information source, and also had to solve problems, which were 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

basedd on the game of Master Mind . The problem-solving task was not simultaneously visible 
withh the primary information source and had the potential to distract operators from 
monitoringg the primary task in time. To manipulate effort investment in attention alternation 
betweenn the task windows, the problem-solving task had two switching-cost conditions. In 
onee condition, preliminary switching from the problem-solving window to the primary radar 
windoww resulted in a loss if operators had not finished their current trial first. In the other 
condition,, operators could alternate freely between both task windows. Operators were in one 
off  these conditions. The expectation was that the absence of external switching costs would 
resultt in fewer failures to attend the primary information source in time due to more free 
switchingg behaviour, which would be less dependent of the dynamics of the information 
sourcee in the focus of attention. 

Motivationn to perform well was manipulated by means of incentives on all tasks of the 
test:: poor monitoring of the primary information source always resulted in a relatively large 
punishmentt in order to represent the serious consequences that would be the result of failing 
too attend such an important information source in time in a realistic man-machine setting. 
Secondaryy problem solving performance was motivated in two conditions: in the 'punishment 
condition',condition', operators were punished if they did not succeed in problem solving within the 
indicatedd time. In the 'reward condition', success in problem solving within the indicated 
timee resulted in a reward. Operators were in one of these conditions. The expectation was that 
rewardss would motivate operators somewhat better to be involved in a task than would 
punishments.. Therefore, the expectation was that rewards would increase preoccupation with 
thee problem-solving task somewhat more than would punishments. 

Furthermore,, the overall effect of incentives on overview maintenance was compared to 
a)) the results of a previous experiment without incentives, and b) with the results of a 
subsequentt experiment performed with intrinsically motivated operators. The expectation was 
thatt incentives for good performance of the task ensemble and intrinsic motivation to perform 
alll  tasks well would result in better ability to maintain overview than when operators were not 
motivatedd in a particular way. 

6.1.2.. Method 

6.1.2.1.6.1.2.1. Participants 

Thee participants in the present experiment were 36 undergraduate psychology students of the 
Universityy of Amsterdam (5 male, 31 female), aged between 18 and 40. Besides test-earnings, 
theyy received course credits for participation. Eight participants did not know the game of 
Masterr Mind, the other 28 participants had played the game before. 

6.1.2.2.6.1.2.2. Test: Master Mines with incentives 

Inn this experiment, the computerised Master Mines test was used (Experiment II, Chapter 3). 
Switchingg from the (primary) radar window to the (secondary) Master Mind window was 
alwaysalways possible. However, in the condition with switching-costs, preliminary switching from 
thee Master Mind window to the radar window without first finishing the current trial (the 
currentt range of slots) resulted in the loss of the unfinished trial. Previous trials always 
remainedd available until the colour pattern was discovered. 
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Dependingg on the incentive condition, participants received a fixed amount of money at 
thee beginning of the test (Table 19), which was visible in the corner of the information source 
windows.. In the primary information source, each exploded mine resulted in a loss of 2 euro. 
Operatorss could prevent mines from exploding by clicking the mine. The time until the 
participantt discovered the explosion was transformed in an additional loss (one second 
correspondedd with a loss of one eurocent). Since participants could steer their ship, running 
downn a buoy resulted in a loss of 20 eurocents. Additionally, each second the ship of the 
participantt sailed outside the buoyage was punished with a loss of one eurocent. 

Duringg the one-hour test, the secondary Master Mind problem-solving task was presented 
inn 3 periods of 18.5 minutes. In each period, Master Mind had a different difficulty level 
(patternn length consisting of the number of pegs), which could either be 'easy' (3 pegs), 
'moderatelyy difficult' (4 pegs), or 'difficult' (7 pegs). Master Mind performance was 
motivatedd in either of two ways. In the 'reward condition', participants received a small 
amountt of money when they succeeded in pattern discovery within the indicated time. In the 
'punishmentt condition', participants lost some money if they failed to discover the pattern 
withinn the indicated time (Table 19). The incentives were taken from or added to the money 
thee participants had received prior to test administration. The mean solution-time for each 
patternn was based on the mean solution duration of problems with similar difficulty level in 
previouss Master Mines experiments. The solution time was shown when participants started 
problemm solving for the first time in each problem-solving period. In order to withdraw each 
possiblee time cue from the secondary task, participants were only informed about wins or 
lossess after they had discovered the right pattern. 

TableTable 19: Incentives used in the primary and secondary task of Master Mines. In the reward 
condition,condition, pattern discovery within time resulted in the indicated win. In the punishment 
condition,condition, failure to discover the pattern in time resulted in the indicated loss. The expected 
numbernumber of solutions, solution-times, and utilities per problem-solving difficulty level are 
basedbased on means of previous experiments. 

MasterMaster Mines 

PrimaryPrimary  task 

Startt  amount 
Expectedd losses 

Secondaryy task (per 
difficult yy level) 

Easyy (3) 
Moderatee (4) 
Difficul tt  (7) 

Total l 

Expectedd earning 

Solutionn time 
perr  pattern 

.888 min. 
2.500 min. 
18.000 min. 

3**  18.5 min. 

Gain n 
Winn Loss 

-- € 2.00 

€0.022 -€0.01 
€0.066 -€0.03 
€0.433 -€0.21 

Expected d 
numberr  of 

actions s 

22 explosions 

222 solutions 
88 solutions 
11 solution 

Utilit y y 
Rewardd Punishment 

conditionn condition 

€€ 6.00 € 8.00 
.. € 4.00 - € 4.00 

€€ 0.44 - € 0.22 
€€ 0.48 - € 0.24 
€0.433 -€0.21 
€1.355 -€0.65 

€€ 3.35 € 3.35 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

6.1.2.3.6.1.2.3. Design 

Halff  of the participants could switch between the problem-solving window and the primary 
radarr window without any consequence. The other half lost the unfinished trial when they 
switchedd preliminary from the problem-solving window to the primary radar window. Within 
thesee conditions, half of the participants were in the 'punishment' condition, the other half 
wass in the 'reward' condition. The order of problem-solving difficulty was counterbalanced 
overr participants and test conditions. 

6.1.2.4.6.1.2.4. Apparatus 

Thee test was administrated on a PC. All actions were performed with the mouse. 

6.1.2.5.6.1.2.5. Procedure 

Afterr reading the test instruction, participants practised the test until they understood the 
details.. After the test finished, participants received their earnings with a minimum of €1, -. 

6.1.2.6.6.1.2.6. Dependent measures 

Thee measure of primary radar task performance was the number of mines the participant failed 
toto prevent from exploding. Additionally, information was also available of the number of 
timess participants had sailed outside the buoyage or had run down a buoy. Secondary task 
performancee was measured as the number of problems solved. 

Sincee preoccupation with the problem-solving task would result in failure to attend the 
radarr window in time, the number of exploded mines in relation to problem solving conditions 
wass a primary measure for attention narrowing and overview loss. More detailed information 
off  preoccupation behaviour was available from the frequency of task window alternation, the 
durationduration of uninterrupted problem solving, and the percentage of time one of the task 
windowswindows was selected during the test. 

6.1.3.. Results 

6.1.3.1.6.1.3.1. Primary task performance: mine-hunting 

Inn the present experiment, thirty-two participants (88%) caused at least one mine explosion. 
Onee participant, who had caused 12 explosions, was the only person who had crossed the 
buoyagee and had ran six times down a buoy. This participant, however, did not differ from the 
otherr participants on characteristics such as age or extreme low a-priori motivation, and was 
thereforee not excluded from analysis. 

6.1.3.2.6.1.3.2. Secondary task performance: Master Mind problem solving 

Inn the present experiment, operators managed to solve at least 7 and at most 66 colour patterns 
duringg the easy problem-solving condition. During the moderately difficult problem-solving 
condition,, they solved at least 7 and at most 48 problems. During the most difficult problem-
solvingg condition, 20 participants (56%) did not manage to solve a problem in the available 
time.. Of the other participants, 12 (33%) solved one problem, three participants (8%) solved 2 
problemss and one participant (3%) solved 3 difficult problems. 
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Problemm solving performance over the three difficulty levels was analysed by repeated-
measuress ANOVA. In general, participants solved fewer difficult problems than easy 
problemss (Fu,35> = 315.000, p < .001; Table 20a/b). 

Thee relevant manipulations of this experiment (switching-costs and motivation) were 
analysedd by a repeated-measures ANOVA with problem-solving difficulty as within-subjects 
factorr and switching-cost or motivation condition as between-subjects factor. Participants who 
lostt a trial when they switched preliminary from the problem-solving window to the primary 
radarr window did not solve more problems than their colleagues who could alternate freely 
betweenn task windows (F(i, 34) < 1; Table 20a). There was also no interaction between 
problem-solvingg difficulty and switching-cost condition (F(i, 34) < 1). 

TableTable 20a: Mean number of problems solved and SD during the three different problem-
solvingsolving difficulty levels for participants who could alternate between task windows without 
externalexternal switching costs (n = 18), and participants who lost a trial when they alternated 
preliminarypreliminary from the problem-solving window to the radar window (n = 18). 

MasterMaster Mines 

Switching-costt condition 

Noo external costs 
Withh external costs 

Total l 

Problemm solving difficulty level 

Easyy Moderate Difficul t 
(33 pegs) (4 pegs) (7 pegs) 

28.7828.78 (9.89) 10.17 (5.79) .89 (.90) 
26.3926.39 (8.91) 9.28 (4.38) .28 (.46) 
27.5827.58 (9.36) 9.72 (5.08) .58 (.77) 

Total l 

39.8339.83 (14.59) 
35.9435.94 (11.77) 
37.8937.89 (13.22) 

Participantss who were rewarded for success in problem solving did not solve more 
problemss than participants who were punished for failure to solve problems in time (F(i, 34) < 1; 
Tablee 20b). There was also no interaction between the number of problems solved during more 
difficultt conditions and reward or punishment for problem solving performance (F(i, 34) < 1). 

TableTable 20b: Mean number of problems solved and SD during the three different problem-
solvingsolving difficulty levels for participants who were rewarded for success in problem solving 
(n(n = 18), and participants who were punished for failure to solve problems in time (n = 18). 

MasterMaster Mines 

Motivationn condition 

Reward d 
Punishment t 

Total l 

Problemm solving difficulty level 

Easyy Moderate Difficul t 
(33 pegs) (4 pegs) (7 pegs) 

27.2827.28 (10.86) 10.11 (6.08) .67 (.91) 
27.8927.89 (7.87) 9.33 (3.99) .50 (.62) 
27.5827.58 (9.36) 9.72 (5.08) .58 (.77) 

Total l 

37.7237.72 (9.88) 
38.0638.06 (16.18) 
37.8937.89 (13.22) 

6.1.3.3.6.1.3.3. Attention switching costs and attention narrowing 

AA number of task performance measures were compared between participants who could 
alternatee their attention freely between the information windows, and participants who lost a 
problem-solvingg trial when they switched preliminary from the problem-solving window to 
thee primary radar window. Task performance measures were: a) the number of explosions, b) 
thee duration of uninterrupted problem solving, c) the window alternation frequency, and d) the 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

percentagee of time one of the task windows was selected. They were analysed by repeated-

measuress ANOVA with problem-solving difficulty as within-subjects factor and switching-

costt condition as between-subjects factor. 

Participantss in the condition with preliminary switching costs caused more explosions than 

participantss in the condition without external switching costs (F(i,34) = 4.311, p< .05; Figure 7a). 

Thee increase in number of explosions over more difficult problems was not larger in the 

conditionn with switching-costs compared to the condition without switching-costs (F(i, 34) < 1). 

Snitchingg costs 
freefree switching erase unfinished trial 

Easy y 

Moderate e 

Difficul t t 

Switchingg costs 
freefree switching erase unfinished trial 

FigureFigure 7a: Mean number of explosions and SD 
(n(n = 36) during three levels of problem-
solvingsolving difficulty with and without 
preliminarypreliminary task-switching costs. 

FigureFigure 7b: Mean inspection duration of the 
problem-solvingproblem-solving task and SD (n = 36) 
duringduring three levels of problem-solving 
difficultydifficulty in the conditions with and without 
preliminarypreliminary switching costs. 

Participantss in the condition without preliminary switching costs inspected the problem-
solvingg window for a shorter time period than participants in the condition with preliminary 
switchingg costs (F(i , 34) = 4.637, p < .05; Figure 7b). No evidence was found that the increase 
inn inspection duration over more difficult problems was less in the condition without 
preliminaryy task-switching costs (F,i,34) = 1.528, p > .10). 

Thee attention alternation frequency was higher for participants who could alternate freely 
betweenn information windows than for participants who lost a trial if they switched to the 
primaryy radar window before finishing a problem-solving trial first (F(i . 34) = 5.483, p < .05; 
Figuree 7c). There was also a tendency of participants in the condition with preliminary 
switchingg costs to alternate less frequently during more difficult problems in comparison to 
participantss in the condition without preliminary switching costs (Fn, 34) = 4.058, p < .075). 

Participantss who could freely alternate between information windows, showed a tendency 
too spend more time with the problem-solving task than participants who lost a trial if they 
switchedd preliminary from the problem-solving window to the radar window (F(|, 34) = 3.624, 
pp < . 075; Figure 7d). There was no interaction between switching-cost condition and 
problem-solvingg difficulty (F(i i34) = 1.388, p > .10). 
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Easy y 

Moderate e 

Difficult t 

Switchingg costs 
freefree switching erase unfinished trial 

freefree switching erase unfinished trial 

Switchingg costs 

FigureFigure 7c: Window alternation frequency and 
SDSD (n = 36) during three levels of problem-
solvingsolving difficulty with and without 
preliminarypreliminary task-switching costs. 

ZZ55oXoX 83% 82% 79%79%79% 100% % 

FigureFigure 7d: Percentage of time participants 
attendedattended the problem-solving window and 
SDSD (n = 36) during three levels of problem-
solvingsolving difficulty in the conditions with and 
withoutwithout preliminary switching costs 

6.1.3.4.6.1.3.4. Secondary-task incentives and attention narrowing 

Withinn the present experiment with incentives, the effects of reward and punishment on a) the 
numberr of explosions, b) uninterrupted problem solving duration, c) window alternation 
frequency,, and d) percentage of time that one of the task windows was selected were analysed. 
Analysiss was performed by repeated-measures ANOVA with problem-solving task-difficulty 
ass within-subjects factor and motivation condition as between-subjects factor. 

Noo difference was observed in explosion rates between the participants who were 
rewardedd or punished for problem-solving performance (F(i, 34) = 2.425, p > .10; Figure 8a). 
Thee increase in explosion rate with more difficul t problems was similar for participants who 
weree rewarded for success in problem solving and participants who were punished for failure 
too solve problems in time (F(i,34) = 3.157, p > .075). 

Incentive e 
punishmentt reward 

Incentiw w 
punishmentt reward 

FigureFigure 8a: Number of mine explosions and SD 
(n(n = 36) in the reward and punishment 
conditioncondition during different levels of problem-
solvingsolving difficulty. 

FigureFigure 8b: Inspection duration of the problem-
solvingsolving task and SD (n =36) in the reward 
andand punishment condition during different 
levelslevels of problem-solving difficulty. 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

Theree was no difference in inspection duration of the problem-solving window between 

thee punishment and reward condition (F( l i 34) < 1; Figure 8b), and no interaction was observed 

betweenn motivation condition and problem-solving difficulty (F(] i 34) < 1). 

Ass with the explosion rate and duration of continuous problem solving, there was also no 

differencee in task window alternation frequency between participants in the reward and 

punishmentt condition (Fn, 34) < 1; Figure 8c). No interaction was observed between 

motivationn condition and problem-solving difficulty (F(i )34) = 1.375, p > .10). 

Switchingg costs 
freefree switching erase unfinished trial 

freefree switching erase unfinished trial 

Switchingg costs 

FigureFigure 8c: Task alternations per minute and 
SDSD (n = 36) in the reward and punishment 
conditioncondition during different levels of problem-
solvingsolving difficulty. 

85% % 100% % 

FigureFigure 8d: Percentage of time participants 
attendedattended the problem solving window and 
SDSD (n = 36) in the reward and punishment 
conditioncondition during different levels of problem-
solvingsolving difficulty. 

Participantss who were rewarded for success in problem solving did not spent more time 

withh the problem solving task than their colleagues who were punished for failure to solve 
problemss in time (F( 1,, 34) 1;; Figure 8d). There was also no interaction between problem-
solvingg difficulty and motivation condition (F(,, 34) = 1.200, p > . 10). 

6.1.3.5.6.1.3.5. Overall motivation and attention narrowing 

Thee effects of different kinds of motivation were analysed by comparing test performance in 
thee present incentives experiment with a previous experiment without motivation 
manipulationss (Experiment II ; performance of half the total group of participants), and a 
subsequentt experiment with intrinsic motivated watch officers (Experiment LX). Since 
experimentt II and FX used preliminary switching-costs, from the present experiment only 
participantt performance in the switching-cost condition were taken in order to increase 
comparability.. Differences in test performance between the mentioned three experiments were 
analysedd by independent t-tests, and consisted of: a) the time-corrected explosion rate, b) the 
numberr of problems solved per minute, c) the alternation frequency, d) the continuous 
inspectionn duration of the problem solving window, and e) the percentage of time one of the 
taskk windows was selected. 

Inn the present experiment with incentives, participants did cause more explosions than 
participantss in experiment II without incentives (t(52) = .553, p > . 10), but caused more 
explosionss than intrinsically motivated operators in experiment IX (t(48) = 2.041, p < .05; 
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Tablee 21a). There was no difference in explosion rate between participants in experiment II 

withoutt motivation manipulations and intrinsically motivated operators in experiment IX (t(66> 

-- 1.229, p > . 10). 

TableTable 21a: Number of participants per experiment, total duration that both the primary and 
secondarysecondary task were available, number of explosions, and time-corrected explosion rate 
duringduring three comparable experiments with different motivation conditions. The SD of the 
explosionexplosion rate is between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Motivatio nn condition (Exp.) 

Noo particular  motivation (II ) 
Motivatio nn via incentives (VIII ) 

Intrinsi cc motivation (IX ) 
Total l 

Numberr  of Total duration Number  of Explosion/ 
participant ss of problem- explosions man hour 

solvingg task 

nn = 36 45 min. 78 2.89 (3.58) 
n== 18 55.5 min. 57 3.42 (2.81) 
nn = 32 45 min. 48 2.00 (2.09) 
nn = 86 48.5 min. 183 2.67(2.96) 

Externallyy motivated participants in the present experiment solved more problems than 

participantss who were not motivated in a particular way (t<52) = 2.296, p < .05) and participants 

whoo were intrinsically motivated (t{4g> = 2.575, p < .05; Table 21b). There was no difference 

inn the number of problems solved per minute between non-motivated and intrinsically 

motivatedd participants (t(66> = 1.743, p > .075). 

TableTable 21b: Number of problems solved, window alternation frequency, duration of 
uninterrupteduninterrupted problem solving, and percentage of time the problem-solving window was 
selectedselected during the three comparable experiments (Experiment II, VII and IX) with different 
motivationmotivation conditions. The SD is between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Motivatio nn condition 
Noo particular  motivation 
Motivatio nn via incentives 

Intrinsi cc motivation 
Total l 

Numberr  of Alternation Continuous Time % of 
problemss frequency problem-solving problem-solving 

solved/minn duration window selection 
.511 (.21) 2.28/min(1.05) 25.76 min (10.81) 79.2% (13.5) 
.655 (.21) 2.54/min (.95) 22.52 min (7.47) 84.9% (10.3) 
.377 (.43) 2.38/min(1.02) 20.81 min (8.19) 71.5% (12.0) 
.488 (.33) 2.37/min(1.01) 23.24 min (9.42) 77.5% (13.3) 

Theree were no differences between externally motivated participants in the present 

experimentt and non motivated participants in experiment II in information window alternation 

frequencyy (t(52) = .904, p > .10), duration of continuous problem solving (t(52) = 1.140, p > 

.10),, and percentage of time that one of the information windows was selected (t(s2j = 1.513, p 

>> .10; Table 21b). There were also no differences between externally and intrinsically 

motivatedd participants in window alternation frequency and duration of continuous problem 

solvingg (t<4g) < 1, p > .10 for both analyses; Table 20b). Externally motivated participants, 

however,, spent more time with the problem solving window than intrinsically motivated 

participantss (t<48, = 3.887, p < .001). Intrinsically motivated participants did not alternate more 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

frequentlyy between information windows than non-motivated participants (t<66}  < 1, p > .10), 
butt inspected the problem-solving window for a shorter time period (t(66) = 2.108, p < .05) 
andd a lower percentage of time (t(66) = 2.482, p < .05; Table 21b). 

6.1.4.. Discussion 

Inn contrast to what was expected, operators who were motivated by incentives to perform all 
taskss well did not manage to maintain overview as well as intrinsically motivated operators. 
Externallyy motivated operators even experienced more preoccupation with distracting 
problemm solving than operators who were not motivated in a particular way. Although failure 
too attend the primary information source in time was punished far more severely than success 
inn secondary problem solving could yield them, operators who were externally motivated 
showedd the irrational preference to focus on problem solving. As a result, they solved more 
problemss than other operators, but also failed more frequently to attend the primary 
informationn source in time. This finding indicates that incentives on separate tasks within the 
ensemblee of information sources did not result in overall motivation to attend and perform all 
taskss well. 

AA possible explanation might be that operators estimated the utility of well (secondary) 
problem-solvingg performance to be higher than well performance of the primary task. The 
utilitiess of separate tasks were, however, so much in favour of the primary information source, 
thatt it is more likely that operators who were involved in problem solving were so much 
focusedd on success within this task, that they 'forgot' the far more serious consequences of 
failuree to attend the primary task in time. Externally motivated operators indeed spent more 
timee with the problem-solving window than intrinsically motivated operators, but there were 
noo differences in inspection duration and frequency of window alternation between externally 
motivatedd operators and other operators. These findings may indicate that externally 
motivatedd operators were so much focused on problem solving that they did not specifically 
forgett to attend the primary information source in time, but rather lost the feelings for the 
dynamicss of the tasks. 

Onn a broad level, these findings are in accordance with a study of Bahrick, Fitts, and 
Rankinn (1952), who found that incentives on a task in focus of the attention decreases 
sensitivityy for more peripheral information. However, it remains extraordinary that the 
relativelyy large costs of failure to perform the primary task in time in the present experiment 
didd not compensate the motivation to be involved with (secondary) problem solving, which 
wass promoted by small incentives. This is not in accordance with the theory of Tversky and 
Kahnemann (1981) that people prefer to avoid losses rather than have a chance to win 
something.. Apparently, the incentives in the present experiment did not sufficiently motivate 
thee operators to perform well on the task-ensemble. To get a more complete picture of the role 
off  incentives on overview maintenance, more research is required, for instance into 
manipulationss of primary task incentives. 

Inn the present experiment, operators who were rewarded for success in problem solving 
didd not experience more attention narrowing due to preoccupation with this task than 
operatorss who were punished for poor problem solving. There were also no other performance 
differencess between the rewarded and punished operators. This finding is not in agreement 
withh findings reported by Baron (1988) and Schmidt (1998) that rewards motivate better than 
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punishments.. Lack of motivation in spite of incentives may have been a possible cause for 
failuree to find what was expected. This explanation is however not very likely, since 
comparisonn with similar experiments without incentives showed that incentives increased 
motivationn to perform the task well8. Another possibility is that the wins and losses were too 
smalll  to really make a difference in the performance results of the operators. 

AA third, and more behaviour-related cost-effect on attention narrowing was the presence 
off  external attention switching costs. As was expected, external switching costs caused a 
higherr rate of attention narrowing compared to conditions without external switching costs. 
Withh 'free' task-switching opportunities, operators applied shorter uninterrupted inspections 
off  the problem-solving window than did operators that could only switch without costs on 
particularr moments. Furthermore, window alternation frequency decreased more during 
difficultt problems in operators who could not switch without external costs at every moment 
thann in operators who could switch freely at every moment. This might indicate that external 
costss that are linked to attention alternation in particular conditions, increase the tendency of 
operatorss to follow the dynamics of the information in the focus of attention. When no 
externall  costs are linked to attention alternation, operators have an increased tendency to 
determinee their alternation behaviour more independently from the task dynamics. Since 
operatorss who could only switch without external costs at predefined moments tended to 
spendd less time with problem solving, this might indicate that they were well aware of their 
limitations,, which they compensated by attending the primary task somewhat longer (i.e. until 
thee next mine appeared). However, in spite of the absence of external attention alternation 
costs,, operators still experienced attention narrowing with the result of failure to attend the 
primaryy information window in time. This may indicate that internal switching costs were also 
ann important factor in the decision of operators to switch their attention from one information-
windoww to another. Furthermore, operators with free task-switching opportunities still 
inspectedd the difficult problems longer than the easy problems. We may conclude that 
operatorss were intrinsically motivated to finish a line of thought first before they switched to 
thee primary task (cf. Moray & Rotenberg, 1989). Decreased motivation to invest effort in 
attentionn alternation is also a main point during the development of fatigue, which is 
examinedd in the next experiments. 

6.2.. EXPERIMENT IX: INCREASING TIREDNESS 

Too maintain overview in a complex man-machine environment, operators have to alternate 
theirr attention among the relevant and available information sources in time. However, 
attentionn alternation costs effort and, as the previous and other experiments have shown (e.g. 
Johnstonn & Heinz, 1978), individuals tend to reduce effort investment. Due to this tendency, 
operatorss may easily lose overview. Since operators who become tired9 have an even greater 
tendencyy to prevent effort investment (e.g. Krueger, 1991) tiredness may be a hazardous 
psychologicall  state for ability to maintain overview. An early study of Drew (1940) showed 
thatt pilots became rigid and started to neglect peripheral information when they became tired. 

88 Performance improvement due to incentives was at least found for problem-solving performance. 
99 In this dissertation, no explicit distinction is made between tiredness due to time on task (fatigue), tiredness due 
too sleep-deprivation, or tiredness due to fluctuations in the circadian rhythm (sleepiness or reduced alertness). 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

Thee present experiment examined whether operators experienced more attention 
narrowingg and overview loss when they become more tired. 

6.2.1.. The experiment 

Ass in the previous experiment, also this experiment used the Master Mines test. Operators had 
thee primary task to prevent mines from exploding, which were visible on a radar screen. In the 
meann time, they also had to solve problems, which were based on the game of Master Mind®. 
Thee secondary problem-solving task had the potential to engage the operator, with the result that 
hee would fail to attend the primary information window in time. Both task windows were not 
simultaneouslyy visible, but operators could switch between the windows whenever they wanted. 

Thee experiment started late in the evening and continued during the night. Operators had 
workedd a whole day long before they started test performance. To examine whether 
increasingg tiredness would increase the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss, the 
experimentt was divided into four time periods of equal length. Operators were not allowed to 
sleepp during the night, but had a short brake between the testing periods. The expectation was 
thatt increasing tiredness would result in an increasing risk of attention narrowing and 
overvieww loss, since tiredness would increase behavioural rigidity (cf. Drew, 1940) and 
decreasee the motivation to invest effort in attention alternation (cf. Krueger, 1991). 

Sincee some individuals may be better able to cope with littl e sleep and long periods of 
work,, overview performance during the last test session was also linked to subjective ratings 
off  mental fitness after a whole day and a half night of working. The expectation was that 
operatorss who rated themselves as very tired, would experience more attention narrowing than 
theirr colleagues who rated themselves as relatively fit. 

6.2.2.. Method 

6.2.2.1.6.2.2.1. Participants 

Thirty-twoo experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy participated in the 
experimentt (30 males, 2 females). They were between 22 and 37 years of age. Thirty of them 
alsoo participated in experiment V. 

6.2.2.2.6.2.2.2. Test: Master Mines 

Ass in the previous experiments, the Master Mines test was used (Experiment II, Chapter 3). 
Thee test was administrated in four equal sessions of 50 minutes. In each session, the 
difficultyy level of the secondary Master Mind problem-solving task differed: the length of the 
colourr pattern that the participant had to discover could either be 3, 4, 6 or 9 pegs. 

Eachh bin started with 5 minutes in which only the primary radar window was available. 
Thee other 45 minutes, participants performed both the primary and secondary task as well as 
possible. . 

6.2.2.3.6.2.2.3. Apparatus 

Thee test was administrated on a PC. All actions were performed with the mouse. 
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6.2.2.4.6.2.2.4. Procedure 

Participantss entered at 11.00 PM, after a whole day of normal working. First, they were 
informedd about the schedule of the experiment during the night. When participants had read 
thee instructions and understood all details, the test started. The test was administrated 
individuallyy in four sessions of 50 minutes during the night (Table 22). Between each test 
session,, there was a short break in order to give participants some physical activity, drink, and 
food.. The participant was not allowed to sleep during the night. 

Afterr the last test session was finished, participants rated their mental fitness on a 9-point 
scalee (1 = exhausted, 9 = very fit). 

TableTable 22: Starting and finishing times of the four test sessions. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Testt session 

Firstt session 
Secondd session 
Thirdd session 
Fourthh session 

Startingg time 

11.300 PM 
00.355 AM 
01.500 AM 
02.555 AM 

Finishingg time 

00.200 AM 
01.255 AM 
02.400 AM 
03.455 AM 

6.2.2.5.6.2.2.5. Design 

Thee four difficulty levels of the Master Mind problem-solving task were counterbalanced over 
thee four test bins during the night. This was realised by starting the fixed order of the 
difficultyy levels (pattern length: 3-6-4-9) at another point of the range for one quarter of the 
groupp participants. 

6.2.2.6.6.2.2.6. Dependent measures 

Measuress of primary task performance were the number of exploded mines in each test 
session.. Additional information was available from the number of buoys participants had run 
downdown with their ship, and the amount of time they had sailed outside the indicated fairway. 
Secondaryy problem-solving performance was measured as the number of problems solved. 

Sincee the problem-solving task was engaging and had the potential to preoccupy the 
participantt so much that he would fail to attend the primary information window in time and 
preventt mines from exploding, the number of exploded mines during problem solving was a 
measuree for attention narrowing and overview loss. Additional information related to 
performancee strategies was available from a) the window alternation frequency, b) the 
durationduration of uninterrupted problem-solving window selection, and c) the percentage of time 
oneone of the information windows was selected. 

6.2.3.. Results 

6.2.3.1.6.2.3.1. Primary task performance: mine hunting 

Duringg the night, only one participant (3%) succeeded to prevent mines from exploding. One 
participantt caused a maximum of 16 explosions and one participant caused 8 explosions. The 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

otherr participants caused 1 to 7 explosions during the night: six participants (19%) caused one 

explosion,, another six caused two explosions, and again another six participants caused three 

explosions.. A total number of four explosions were caused by seven participants (22%), and 

sixx and seven explosions were each caused by two participants (6%). Since the participant 

withh the most extreme number of explosions did not differ on other characteristics from the 

otherr participants, his performance was not left out of the analyses. Al l explosions occurred 

duringg engagement with problem solving. 

Noo participant ran down a buoy or sailed outside the indicated fairway in one of the test 

sessionss during the night. 

6.2.3.2.6.2.3.2. Secondary task performance: Master Mind problem solving 

Problem-solvingg performance was analysed by repeated-measures ANOVA. As in previous 

experiments,, operators solved fewer difficult than easy problems (F(1,28) = 173.932, p < .001). 

Generally,, operators solved fewer problems during the first session than during the second 

sessionn (F(i . 28) = 8.499, p < .01), but there was no difference in number of problems solved 

betweenn later subsequent sessions (F(i. 28> < 1 for all analyses; Table 23). There was no 

interactionn between level of problem-solving difficulty and session (F^^si  = 1.655, p > .10). 

TableTable 23: Number of problems solved during the four different levels of problem-solving 
difficultydifficulty and the four subsequent sessions during the night. The number of participants per 
cellcell is 8. The SD is between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Problem-solvingg difficulty 
(patternn length) 

Easyy (3 pegs) 

Moderatee (4 pegs) 

Difficul tt (6 pegs) 

Veryy difficult (9 pegs) 

Total l 

First t 
session n 

44.88 44.88 
(15.39) ) 
16.50 16.50 
(6.85) ) 
4.00 4.00 

(3.02) ) 

.63 .63 
(.74) ) 
16.50 16.50 

(19.48) ) 

Subsequent t 

Second d 
session n 

78.25 78.25 
(38.37) ) 
24.63 24.63 

(11.67) ) 
5.50 5.50 

(3.89) ) 

.88 .88 
(.99) ) 
27.31 27.31 

(36.62) ) 

sessions s 

Third d 
Session n 

63.25 63.25 
(16.92) ) 
25.75 25.75 
(7.91) ) 
8.63 8.63 

(3.66) ) 

1.75 1.75 
(1-58) ) 
24.84 24.84 

(25.86) ) 

Fourth h 
session n 

68.50 68.50 
(33.01) ) 
33.38 33.38 

(14.91) ) 
7.50 7.50 

(5.29) ) 
1.50 1.50 

(1.41) ) 
27.72 27.72 

(31.99) ) 

Total l 

63.72 63.72 
(29.13) ) 
25.06 25.06 

(11.94) ) 
6.41 6.41 

(4.26) ) 
1.19 1.19 

(1.26) ) 
96.37 96.37 

(41.93) ) 

6.2.3.3.6.2.3.3. Attention narrowing over increasing tiredness 

Thee number of explosions, the mean uninterrupted inspection duration, the window 

alternationn frequency, and the percentage of time one of the task windows was selected were 

analysedd by repeated-measures ANOVA with subsequent test session as within-subjects factor 

withh repeated contrasts. 

Inn contrast to what was expected, the number of mine explosions decreased in the second 

testt session compared to the first session (F(i , 31) = 6.099, p < .05), and remained nearly 

constantt in later test sessions (resp.: F( I , 3D= 1.390, p > .10; ¥(\,3D < 1; Figure 9a). 
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Timee lapse Timee lapse 

Firstt period 

II  Second period 

II  Third period 

ll  Fourth period 

FigureFigure 9a: Mean number of exploded mines 
andand SD (n = 32) during the four test 
sessions. sessions. 

FigureFigure 9b: Mean uninterrupted inspection 
durationduration of the problem-solving window and 
SDSD (n = 32) during the four test sessions. 

Inn the second session, participants inspected the problem-solving window for a shorter time 

periodd than in the first session ( F Q, 31) = 6.379, p < .05). No differences in inspection duration 

weree observed between subsequent test sessions (F(i,3i) < 1 for all analyses; Figure 9b). 

Thee alternation frequency increased in the second test session compared to the first test 

sessionn (Fo, 31) = 7.144, p < .05), but remained constant in later test sessions (resp.: F(i, 31) = 

3.016,, p > .075; F( i , 3 1) < 1; Figure 9c). 

Timee lapse 

Firstt period 

II  Second period 

11 Third period 

II  Fourth period 

Timee lapse 

FigureFigure 9c: Window alternation frequency per 
minuteminute and SD (n = 32) over the four test 
sessions. sessions. 

100% % 

FigureFigure 9d: Percentage of time the problem-
solvingsolving window was selected and SD (n = 
32)32) over the four test sessions. 

Inn contrast to the other measures, there was no difference in the percentage of t ime one of 

thee information windows was selected during the four test sessions (F(i, 31) < 1 for all analyses, 

Figuree 9d). 

6.2.3.4.6.2.3.4. Attention narrowing and subjective tiredness 

Afterr the last test session was finished, 9 participants (28%) rated themselves as ' t i red' (score 

== 3), 11 (34%) rated themselves as ' l itt l e t ired' (score = 4), and 4 participants (13%) rated 

themselvess as 'normal' (score = 5). The other 6 participants (19%) rated themselves as ' l i t t l e 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

fit'fit'  or 'moderately fit ' (score = 6 or 7). Two participants did not rate their mental fitness. 
Performancee of the participants who rated themselves as 'tired' {n = 9) was compared to the 
performancee of the participants who rated themselves as 'normal' or fitter (n = 10). 

Firstt of all, there was no difference in the difficulty level of the problem-solving task in 
thee last test session of participants who rated themselves as tired compared to participants who 
ratedd themselves as relatively fit  (F(i, is, < 1). Tired participants did not solve fewer problems 
inn the last test session than relatively fit  participants (F(!, i8) < 1; Table 24). Thus, differences 
inn problem-solving difficulty could not be the cause of differences in testing performance 
duringg this last session. 

Participantss who rated themselves as tired did, however, not cause more mine explosions 
thann relatively fit  participants (F()i i8) = 1.051, p > .10; Table 24). There were also no 
differencess between tired and relatively fit  participants in window alternation frequency, 
uninterruptedd problem-solving window inspection, and percentage of time that one of the task 
windowss was selected (F([. jg, < 1 for all analyses; Table 24). 

TableTable 24: Number of problems solved, number of mine explosions, the frequency of task 
windowwindow alternation, the duration of uninterrupted problem-solving, and percentage of time 
participantsparticipants had the problem-solving window selected during the last test session of 
participantsparticipants who rated themselves as 'tired' (n = 9), and participants who felt themselves 
'normal''normal' or even fitter ( n = 10). The SD is placed between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Subjective e 
tiredness s 

Tiredd participants 

Fitt participants 

Total l 

Numberr of 
problems s 

solved d 

23.67 23.67 
(20.65) ) 
35.70 35.70 

(45.37) ) 
30.00 30.00 

(35.45) ) 

Numberr of 
mine e 

explosions s 

1.44 1.44 
(1.74) ) 

.80 .80 
(.92) ) 
1.11 1.11 

(1.37) ) 

Alternation n 
frequency y 

5.39/min. 5.39/min. 
(2.11) ) 

5.57/min. 5.57/min. 
(1.61) ) 

5.485.48 min. 
(1.81) ) 

Durationn of 
continuous s 

problem m 
solving g 

15.9615.96 sec. 
(6.66) ) 

15.2015.20 sec. 
(5.31) ) 

15.5615.56 sec. 
(5.83) ) 

Timee % of 
problem--
solving g 

selection n 

63.3% 63.3% 
(17.1) ) 
65.2% 65.2% 

(11.4) ) 
64.3% 64.3% 
(14.0) ) 

6.2.4.. Discussion 

Noo increased attention narrowing was observed in watch officers who had worked the whole 
dayy and performed during the night without getting sleep or significant rest. Beside an 
improvementt of performance at the beginning of the test, problem-solving performance as 
welll  as general overview maintenance remained stable of time and did not deteriorate as was 
expected.. There was even no difference in overview maintenance and problem-solving 
performancee during the last test session between operators who rated themselves as tired 
comparedd to operators who were relatively fit. It may be possible that tired operators were not 
tiredtired enough to seriously affect performance. 

Thee improvement in general test performance at the beginning of the test in combination 
withh the fact that operators did not spent more time with one of the information windows over 
thee night, is a clear indication of a learning effect. Although the operators had practised the 
testt prior to the first session, they apparently learned how to manage and attend the different 
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informationn sources. Indeed, some operators spontaneously mentioned that they had found a 
systematicc way to solve the problems after one or two test sessions. From this remark we may 
concludee that problem solving switched from a knowledge-based level to a rule-based level 
(cf.. Rasmussen, 1983). As a result, problem solving became less engaging and operators did 
nott need to focus as much on problem solving as in the beginning of the night. The learning-
effectt resulted in fewer failures to attend the primary information window in time, shorter 
uninterruptedd inspections of the problem-solving window, and an increased window 
alternationn frequency. Performance remained constant after the initial improvement at the 
beginningg of the night. It may be possible that the learning effect masked the expected 
tirednesss effects during later test sessions. Even the increasing experience with the test could 
nott prevent most operators to experience attention narrowing. 

6.3.. EXPERIMENT X: TIREDNESS ON A SHIP'S BRIDGE 

Watchh keepers on board ships can easily suffer from tiredness for several reasons. First, they 
performm in 24-hours shifts and, as a result, they cannot always rest at normal periods or for a 
sufficientt amount of time during the night. Secondly, on board a ship, they are never really 
separatedd from their working environment, and are always surrounded by environmental 
stressors,, such as noise, vibrations, and rolling. Due to the combination of these facts, watch 
officerss suffer from tiredness, but have to go on until the ship has reached the next harbour. 

Besidess these continuous causes of tiredness, there are also some time periods that human 
alertnesss is low, which is caused by the circadian rhythm of the body. During these periods, 
whichh are in the afternoon and early morning, operators have a harder time to remain alert and 
performm well, particularly when they are also tired for other reasons.. A number of studies indeed 
havee shown that, particularly during the early morning, performance suffers and accidents are 
moree likely to occur (e.g. Colquhoun, Blake & Edwards, 1986a; 1986b; Dinges, 1995). 

Althoughh the previous experiment did not find increased attention narrowing as a result of 
increasingg tiredness during the night, the present experiment examined again whether 
tirednesss reduces the range of attention and increases the risk of overview loss due to 
increasedd rigidity and information neglect (cf. Drew, 1940). This time, operators performed on 
aa (simulated) ship's bridge during the early morning after a whole day and night of working, 
withoutt getting sleep during the night. 

6.3.1.. The experiment 

Thee present experiment used the SIM III bridge simulator test. Participants had to navigate in 
aa channel, and meanwhile they had to manage a number of events. The events had the 
potentiall  to engage the operator. This increased the risk of attention narrowing, which could 
resultt in failure to perform the primary navigation task in time. 

Inn order to investigate whether tiredness increased the risk of overview loss, operators 
performedd SIM III in a 'tired' and 'rested' condition. Tiredness was induced by several 
factors:: first, operators had worked normally during the day and joined the previous 
experimentt during the night, without getting sleep. Secondly, the time that operators 
participatedd in SIM III (i.e. the early morning) is notorious for performance deterioration due 
too a decreased alertness and increased sleepiness. During the rested session, operators had 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

sleptt normally, and had not yet performed any work. This session was administrated later in 
thee morning, during normal working time. 

Thee general expectation was that tiredness would increase attention narrowing and the 
riskrisk of overview loss. This expectation was based on findings of tired operators to show an 
increasedd behavioural rigidity and neglect of peripheral information sources (Drew, 1940). 
Tiredd operators were also found to have decreased motivation to invest effort in task 
performancee (Krueger, 1991). To maintain overview, operators have to alternate their 
attentionn among the relevant information. Since attention alternation costs effort, tiredness 
mayy increase focus behaviour and so increase the risk of overview loss. Increased rigidity (cf. 
Drew,, 1940) may also cause longer delays before operators will respond on incidents. Finally, 
tirednesss was hypothesised to increase risk-taking behaviour as a result of decreased self-
assessment. . 

Sincee SIM II I  consisted of four subtests that had the same sailing environment in 
common,, operators could show a learning effect over subsequent subtests. As increasing 
familiarityy with a particular situation or environment has been shown to decrease the risk of 
attentionn narrowing and overview loss (e.g. Experiment IV and IX), learning effects were also 
examinedd separately. The expectation was that attention narrowing and overview loss would 
occurr less frequently as a result of tiredness if operators would be more familiar with the 
sailingg area. 

6.3.2.. Method 

6.3.2.1.6.3.2.1. Participants 

Inn this experiment, 32 experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy participated 
(300 males, 2 females). They were between 22 and 45 years of age. Twenty-two participants 
weree watch officer on board frigates or minehunters. Eight participants were operations officer 
orr air defence officer on board frigates, one person was captain of a ship, and one person was 
aa colonel, recently placed on a shore-function. All participants also participated in 
experimentss V and DC. 

6.3.2.2.6.3.2.2. Test: SIM III 

Inn this experiment, SIM II I  was used (Experiment V, Chapter 4). 

6.3.2.3.6.3.2.3. Apparatus 

SIMM  II I  was performed on a high-fidelity bridge simulator. All equipment was available 
exceptt for radar. 

6.3.2.4.6.3.2.4. Procedure 

Forr the 'tired' session, participants worked normally during the day, and arrived at 11.00 PM 
withoutt taking a nap. First, they joined in experiment DC. At 4.00 AM, the 'tired' session on 
thee bridge simulator started, and lasted until 5.30 AM. For the 'rested' session, participants 
sleptt normally during the night before test administration, and arrived at 7.30 AM. The 
'rested'' session started immediately after arrival, and ended at 9.00 AM. 
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Beforee each test session, participants read the test instruction and answered questions 

aboutt the number of hours they were without rest. They also rated their physical and mental 

fitnesss on a 9-point scale, which ranged from very exhausted (1) to very fit  (9). 

Beforee the start of each subtest of SIM III , they had some time available to orient 

themselvess using a chart and outside view. During the test, they thought aloud, and 

commentedd on information intake and performed actions (see also Experiment V, Chapter 4). 

6.3.2.5.6.3.2.5. Design 

Halff  of the participants first joined the 'tired' session and later joined the 'rested' session. The 

otherr half joined in the sessions in reverse order. Each session consisted of two SIM in subtests, 

whichh were administrated in semi-counterbalanced order (see Experiment V, Chapter 4). 

6.3.2.6.6.3.2.6. Dependent measures 

Measuress of primary navigation task performance were the number of times participants 

crossedcrossed the buoyage that indicated the fairway, and was supplemented by the deviation area, 

whichh was formed by the buoyage and the route participants eventually sailed outside the 

fairway.. Measures for secondary incident managing were the number of incident-related 

errorserrors made. 

Ass the navigation task was not very difficult , failure to maintain in the fairway and the 

deviationdeviation area of the route that was sailed outside the buoyage were taken as measures that 

indicatedd serious consequences of overview loss due to preoccupation with incidents or other 

activities.. The greater the deviation area, the longer participants were supposed to have lost 

overview,, since they were so disoriented that they had apparently no idea were they were 

sailing.. A more integrated measure of overall performance was the sum of buoyage crossings 

andand incident-related errors that were made. 

Thee delay before participants reacted on incidents, and the rate of incident-managing 

interruptionsinterruptions were measures of behavioural rigidity and preoccupation tendencies. In the 

subtestss with shipping incidents, the closest point of approach (CPA) with relevant shipping 

trafficc was another measure for reaction delay and incident managing, which also reflected 

riskrisk taking behaviour. 

6.3.3.. Results 

6.3.3.1.6.3.3.1. Primary task performance: keeping the ship between the buoys 

Overr all SIM III sessions, 13 participants (41%) managed so maintain within the fairway. The 

otherr 19 participants sailed at least once and at most four times outside the buoyage (see also 

Experimentt V, Chapter 4). 

Thee mean route deviation over all sessions was .058 square nautical miles (SD = .097). 

6.3.3.2.6.3.3.2. Secondary task performance: managing incidents 

Overr all sessions, participants made 1.43 incident-related errors (SD = .45). There was no 

differencee in the amount of incident-related errors during the 'tired' and the 'rested' session 

(F( i ,3 i ,< l ;; Table 25). 
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TableTable 25: Number of incident-related errors (n = 32) during the 'tired' and the 'rested' session 
ofof the SIM III  bridge-simulator test. 

SIMSIM III 

Session n 

Tired d 
Rested d 
Total l 

Incident-relatedd errors 

Meann SD 

.711 .52 

.722 .44 
1.433 .45 

6.3.3.3.6.3.3.3. Tiredness 

Whenn the 'tired' session started, participants were on average 21.4 hours without rest, during 

whichh they worked 8.9 hours on average. Against the instructions, five of them had taken a 

shortt nap, but they were not excluded from analyses because they did not differ on general 

characteristicss with others who had not taken a rest. In the 'rested' session, participants were 

onn average 1.2 hours out of bed. 

Subjectivee tiredness-ratings were analysed by repeated-measures ANOVA. Participants 

ratedd themselves physically and mentally fitter during the 'rested' session compared to the 

'tired'' session (physical fitness: F(] , 29) =45.739, p < .001; mental fitness: F(i,29) = 49.627, p < 

.001;; Table 26). 

TableTable 26: Subjective ratings of physical and mental tiredness before the start of the 'tired' and 
thethe 'rested' session. Ratings were on a 9-point scale (1 = exhausted to 9 = very fit). The SD 
isis between brackets. 

TirednessTiredness ratings 

Session n 

Tired d 
Rested d 

Physicall  Mental 
fitnesss fitness 

4.23(1.48)) 4.40(1.40) 
6.00(1.41)) 6.20(1.42) 

6.3.3.4.6.3.3.4. Loss of overview, tiredness, and familiarity 

Thee number of buoyage crossings, the deviation area, and overall performance score were 

analysedd by repeated-measures ANOVA with tiredness session as within-subjects factor, and 

sessionn order as between-subjects factors. 

Participantss did not cross the buoyage more frequently when they were tired than when 

theyy were rested (F<i, 3o> = < 1; Figure 10a). They also did not cross the buoyage more often in 

thee first session than in the second session (F(i , 30) - 2.872, p > .075). No interaction was 

observedd between test order and tiredness condition (F(i , 30) = . 181, p > . 10). 

Inn contrast to what was expected, participants did not sail a larger distance outside the 

fairwayy when they were tired than when they were rested (F(i , 29) = 1.201, p >. 10; Figure 10b). 

Thee deviation area showed a trend to be larger in the first test session than in the second 

sessionn (F(i , 29) = 4.116, p < .075). There was no interaction between test order and tiredness 

conditionn (F(i,29) = .271, p > .10). 
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Session n 
firstfirst second 

.44]] -31 

Session n 
firstfirst second 

oo 1.0 -

--
7. 7. 

1.55 J 

.63 3 .69 9 

11 .076 

Rested d 

11 Tired 

.080 0 

.058 8 

.017 7 
-055 S? 

.10 0 

.155 » 

.200 3 

.25 5 

FigureFigure 10a: Mean number of buoyage 
crossingscrossings and SD (n = 32) in the 'tired' and 
'rested''rested' condition, and in the first and 
secondsecond test session. 

FigureFigure 10b: Deviation area and SD in the 
'tired''tired' and 'rested' condition, and in the 

firstfirst and second test session (n = 31). 

Thee number of overall performance errors showed a similar pattern as the number of 

buoyagee crossings in the different conditions: no differences were observed in the total 

numberr of performance errors in the 'tired' and 'rested' condition, and between the first en 

secondd session; there was also no interaction between session order and tiredness condition 

(F(i,, 29) < 1 for all analyses; Figure 10c). 

Session n 
firstfirst second 

1.0 0 
E E FTT T 

•• - p J 1.03 
126126 , T U5 

1.46 6 

2.00 -

3.0 0 

Rested d 

II  Tired 

FigureFigure 10c: Overall performance errors and SD (n 
thethe first and second test session. 

32)32) in the 'tired' and 'rested' condition, and in 

Sincee participants may not have been equally tired after 21 hours without rest, the relation 
betweenn subjective tiredness-ratings, buoyage crossing, deviation area, and overall 
performancee scores were established by Pearson correlations. 

However,, also subjective tiredness ratings showed no relationship with buoyage crossing, 
deviationn area, and overall performance errors (Table 27). 
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TableTable 27: Correlations of mental and physical tiredness ratings before the start of the 'tired' 
andand 'rested' session with buoyage crossing, deviation area, and overall performance errors. 

SIMSIM III/ 
TirednessTiredness ratings 

Session n 

Buyoagee crossing 

Deviationn area 

Overalll  error s 

'Rested''  session 

Physicall  fitness Mental fitness 

-.1055 .033 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 
nn = 32 n = 32 
-.2100 -.036 

(p>.10)) (p>.10) 
nn = 32 n = 32 
-.0633 .059 

(p>.10)) (p>.10) 
nn = 32 n = 32 

'Tired ''  session 

Physicall  fitness Mental fitness 

.0511 .036 
(P>.10)) (p>-10) 
nn = 30 n = 30 
-.1088 -.230 

(P>> .10) (p>.10) 
nn = 29 n = 29 
.0333 -.024 

(P>.10)) (P>-10) 
nn = 30 n = 30 

6.3.3.5.6.3.3.5. Behavioural rigidity and risk-taking 

Thee latency of reactions on incidents, the number of task-managing interruptions, and passage 

distancess to other traffic were analysed by repeated-measures ANOVA with tiredness 

conditionn as within-subjects factor. Note that, due to counterbalancing of the SIM III subtests 

(whichh not all contained traffic incidents), only half of the participants encountered traffic in 

bothh the rested and the tired session. Therefore, only the data of these participants could be 

usedd for a within-subjects comparison of tiredness effects and risk-taking behaviour. 

Thee latency of reactions on incidents was not larger when participants were tired than 

whenn they were rested (F(i , 31, < 1; Table 28). Participants did also not interrupt event 

managingg less frequently when they were tired than when they were rested (F(] , 3 ]) < 1; Table 

28).. However, in contrast to what was expected, participants passed other traffic less closely 

whenn they were tired than when they were rested (F(i , 15, = 6.032, p < .05; Table 28). 

TableTable 28: Reaction latency, number of task interruptions (both n = 32), and passage distance 
withwith other traffic (n = 16) during the 'rested' and 'tired' condition. The last colon shows the 
expectedexpected difference between the 'rested' (R) and 'tired' (T) condition. 

SIMSIM HI 

Actions s 
Reactionn latency (sec.) 

Numberr  of task interruption s 
Closestt  point of approach (nm) 

Restedd condition 
mean n 

123.85 5 
1.88 8 
.175 5 

SD SD 

97.35 5 
1.23 3 
.06 6 

Tiredd condition 
mean n 

142.30 0 
2.10 0 
.225 5 

SD D 

118.56 6 
1.63 3 
.05 5 

Expected d 
difference e 

R <T T 
R >T T 
R >T T 

Ass with the direct measures for overview maintenance, the relationship of subjective 

tirednesss ratings with reaction latency, number of task interruptions, and the closest point of 

approachh were analysed by Pearson correlations. 

Noo relationship was found between subjective tiredness ratings and the delay before 

participantss reacted on incidents (Table 29). There was also no relationship between 
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subjectivee tiredness ratings and the number of performance interruptions while managing 
incidentss during the 'rested' session. There was, however, a positive relationship between 
subjectivee tiredness ratings and the number of task interruptions during the 'tired' session. 
Thiss means that participants who rated themselves as relatively tired, interrupted their 
activitiess during the 'tired' session less frequently (Table 29). As with the other measures, no 
relationshipp was found between subjective tiredness ratings and the closest passage distance 
withh other ships in the SIM III subtests with shipping incidents (Table 29). 

TableTable 29: Correlations of mental and physical tiredness ratings before the start of the 'tired' 
andand 'rested' session with reaction latency, number of task interruptions, and closest point of 
approach. approach. 

SIMSIM III/ 
FitnessFitness ratings 

Session n 

Reactionn latency 

Numberr  of task 
interruption s s 

Closestt  point of 
approach h 

'Rested''  session 

Physicall  fitness Mental fitness 

.1277 .173 
(p>.10)) (p>-10) 
nn = 32 n = 32 
.0855 .101 

(p>.10)) (p>.10) 
nn = 32 n = 32 
-.1133 -.032 

(p>.10)) (p>.10) 
nn = 24 n = 24 

'Tired ''  session 

Physicall  fitness Mental fitness 

.2088 .215 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 
nn = 30 n = 30 
.402.402 .433 

(p<M5)(p<M5) (p<.05) 
n=30n=30 n=30 
.3022 -.343 

(p>.10)) (p>.10) 
nn = 22 n = 22 

6.3.4.. Discussion 

Watchh officers on a simulated ship's bridge did not lose overview more easily when they were 
211 hours without rest than when they were rested, but there were a few indications that their 
performancee started to deteriorate: watch officers passed other shipping traffic at a larger 
distancee when they were tired than when they were rested. This tendency was in the opposite 
directionn as was expected, but may be an indication of risk homeostasis (cf. Wilde, 1982) or 
riskrisk compensation (e.g. O'Neill, 1977; Peltzman, 1975), which means that the tired operators 
adaptedd their safety margins because they noticed that they were more vulnerable to making 
errors.. Apparently, they were not tired enough to lose their sense of risk. 

AA relationship was also observed between subjective tiredness after 21 hours without rest 
andd the number of performance interruptions during incident managing: operators who felt 
tiredd after one day and half a night of task performance, interrupted their actions during 
incidentt management less frequently to check other information sources than operators who 
feltt relatively fit. Although there were no direct indications of an increased risk of overview 
losss as a result of tiredness, the finding that attention alternation started to decrease in the 
mostt tired operators is evidence that their overview performance started to deteriorate. Since 
attentionn alternation costs effort, this finding is also in accordance with Krueger (1991), who 
mentionedd that tired operators showed a decreased motivation to invest effort in task 
performance. . 
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6.. Psychological state and overview maintenance 

Inn sum, there were a few indications that operator performance started to suffer from 

tiredness.. However, the performance deterioration was not as serious as expected. This may 

havee several reasons. First of all, the time period without rest may not have been long enough 

too observe an increased risk of overview loss. In advance, the period without rest in 

combinationn with the 'tiredness' sessions taking place in the early morning (notorious for 

performancee deterioration due to a dip in alertness) seemed enough to observe tiredness 

effects.. However, as a number of watch officers mentioned during the night, one day without 

sleepp did not approach the tiredness in two weeks of keeping watch at sea. This means that, to 

betterr establish the effect of tiredness on overview loss, operators have to be longer without 

rest.. They may also be exposed to the typical 'shipping-stressors' (e.g. Colquhoun, 1985; 

Krueger,, 1991) to reveal the real dangers of tiredness on the bridge. 

AA second point that may have obscured tiredness effects was that the tests were relatively 

short.. A number of researchers have mentioned that frequent change of activities does not 

helpp to reduce tiredness, but offer timely relief from dips in alertness and performance (e.g. 

Kecklundd & Ackerstedt, 1993; Rosekind, Smith, Miller , Co, Gregory, Webbon, Gander & 

Lebacqz,, 1995). 

AA third point that could have contributed to a better contrast between a tired and rested 
conditionn is the scheduling of the 'rested' session on a later time in the morning. Although 
groggynesss has only been found to persist for 30 minutes (Haslam, 1982), some watch officers 
stilll  were not really fit for performance when they arrived at 7.30 AM for the 'rested' session, 
moree than Vi hour after awaking. For logistic reasons, later administration of the 'rested' 
sessionn was not possible. 

AA last point that has to be mentioned from more general observations is that there were 
largee differences among watch officers in the way they reacted on tiredness: some watch 
officerss were easily irritated, others could not maintain overview when sailing in a strange 
area,, and some became inaccurate and risky. In the absence of events, reactions were even 
moree diverse: some watch officers became alert and suspicious (it had never been the case 
beforee that nothing occurred during a bridge simulator session), while others had a hard time 
inn remaining awake in the dull environment without alerting events. 

Inn conclusion, to examine whether tiredness really increases the risk of overview loss in 
man-machinee environments such as the ship's bridge, more extreme conditions are required. 
Thiss may particularly be the case when operators are used to shift work and littl e rest. They 
mayy at least have developed performance strategies to remain awake and perform at a 
sufficientt level. 

6.4.. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES 

Thee experiments in the present chapter examined the effects of two opposite psychological 

statess on attention narrowing and overview loss. These psychological states, which were 

motivationmotivation and tiredness, influence the amount of effort operators are willin g or able to invest 

inn task performance. Since overview maintenance requires frequent monitoring of all relevant 

informationn sources, which is a process that requires effort, these psychological states were 

hypothesisedd to affect the risk of overview loss. 

Thee first experiment of this chapter showed that overall motivation, which was induced 

byy financial incentives on separate tasks, mobilised effort investment in task performance, but 
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didd not result in an increased ability to perform all tasks well and maintain overview. Despite 
relativelyy large losses for failure to attend the primary information source, operators showed 
ann increased tendency to be preoccupied with secondary problem solving and lose the feeling 
forr the overall dynamics of the task-ensemble compared to operators who were intrinsically 
motivatedd to perform all tasks well. Operators were apparently enforced by the incentives of 
thee task that was in the focus of attention (cf. Bahrick, Fitts & Rankin, 1952), which was 
particularlyy the task that was most engaging. Only intrinsically motivated operators showed 
fewerr preoccupation behaviour and better ability to maintain overview. 

Thee first experiment also showed that there was no difference in the direction of problem-
solvingg incentives: rewards as well as punishments showed to have a similar effect on 
preoccupationn behaviour of operators. This finding was not in accordance with theories 
mentionedd by Baron (1988) and Schmidt (1998) that individuals are better motivated by 
rewardss than by punishments. However, punishments that were associated with increased 
efforteffort costs showed to increase the risk of attention narrowing. That is: when operators could 
nott switch to another information source at every moment without losing the results of 
previouslyy invested effort, they showed a greater tendency to stick with the task in focus of 
attention.. Higher effort costs increased the preference to finish a line of thought first before 
switchingg to another information source. This finding is also evidence for the tendency of 
individualss to avoid (unnecessary) effort investment (cf. Johnston & Heinz, 1978). 

Thee second and third experiment of this chapter examined whether tiredness increased 
thee risk of attention narrowing and overview loss. As previous studies showed, tired operators 
havee an increased tendency to become rigid and to start neglecting peripheral information 
(Drew,, 1940). They also show a reduced tendency to invest effort in task performance 
(Krueger,, 1991). However, in the present experiments, no increased risk of losing overview 
wass observed in tired operators. Direct evidence for an increased tendency of overview loss 
wass even not observed after 21 hours without rest, in which the operators had worked for most 
off  the time, and during a time period that is notorious for performance deterioration due to 
dipss in alertness. 

Theree were, however, a few indications that the operators started to suffer from tiredness. 
Theyy showed to apply larger safety margins, possibly as a result of risk homeostasis (cf. 
Wilde,, 1982) or risk compensation (e.g. O'Neill, 1977; Peltzman, 1975) because they felt they 
weree more prone to making errors. Furthermore, the most tired operators also showed to 
interruptt incident managing less frequently to attend other information sources than relatively 
fitterr colleagues. Since attention alternation is crucial for maintaining overview, this may be 
ann indication that the most tired operators started to develop an increased risk of losing 
overview.. Future research of tiredness effects should apply longer time periods without rest in 
orderr to observe effects on attention narrowing and overview maintenance. 
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PARTT III : FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

Combiningg the theoretical background and empirical evidence discussed so far, chapter 7 
concludess with a summary, and reaches to the final conclusions of this dissertation. 





7.. SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSIONS 

Thee main aim of this dissertation was to shed light on overview maintenance, which is crucial 
forr operating in complex man-machine environments. Inspired by studies from related fields, 
aa number of factors were examined that were hypothesised to influence overview maintenance 
inn general man-machine settings, and the ship's bridge in particular. 

Thiss chapter summarises and discusses the results of the research into these factors, and 
providess starting points for future research and applications in the field. 

7.1.. BACKGROUND 

Thee ship's bridge is a good example of a man-machine environment in which overview 
maintenancee is crucial, and in which operators may lose overview. Therefore, the ship's 
bridgee formed the starting-point of this dissertation. Having set the scene, and having 
familiarisedd this man-machine environment and it's hazards, definitions were formulated of 
overvieww maintenance and overview loss. Since 'having overview' is not discussed in 
literaturee as such, the formulated definitions were used to seek links with related fields of 
research.. Particularly the research into 'attention narrowing' provided starting-points for 
factorss that might increase the risk of overview loss. 

7.1.1.. The importance of overview maintenance on a ship's bridge 

Thee ship's bridge is an example of a complex and dynamic man-machine system in which 
overvieww maintenance is crucial. This dissertation distinguished three main tasks of watch 
officerss on a bridge: 1) navigation, 2) guarantee of safety, and 3) general interaction. These 
taskss consist of many subtasks among which the watch officer has to divide his attention. In 
moree detail, the watch officer has to plan and execute appropriate actions, adjust plans, 
anticipatee events, communicate with internal and external parties, and delegate tasks to other 
creww members if mental workload becomes too high. Above all, the watch officer has to 
maintainn overview. However, the setting of a ship's bridge contains too much information to 
overseee at a glance. Therefore, the watch keeper has to alternate his attention among all the 
relevantt information sources and tasks. Engaging information may preoccupy the watch 
officer,, with the result that he may fail to monitor other relevant information sources, and 
losess overview. 

7.1.2.. Maintenance and loss of overview: theoretical background 

Inn common sense, having overview means 'knowing what is going on'. Since this definition is 
howeverr not clear enough for research, this dissertation defines having overview as 'an 
understandingunderstanding of the integrated state of all relevant information sources in the environment'. 
Thiss definition is based on three stages: 1) frequently monitoring of all the relevant 
information,, 2) integration of the information that is collected, and 3) understanding what the 
integratedd information means. Understanding is based on a matching process between 
perceivedd information and relevant knowledge frameworks in long-term memory. The 
matchingg process is mediated by attention and takes place in working memory. 
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7,, Conclusions 

Thiss dissertation particularly focused on failures in the first stage, which are failures to 
attendd all relevant information sources in time due to preoccupation with one source of 
information.. This phenomenon is also known as 'attention narrowing' and is defined as 
'overattending'overattending some information sources at the expense of others'. Attention narrowing can 
bee very dangerous if operators fail to notice important changes in an unattended part of the 
environment.. For this reason, it is important to know what (kind of) factors increase the risk 
off  attention narrowing and overview loss. 

Too find factors that could be a hazard for overview maintenance, first a literature search 
wass performed. However, since 'having overview' is not a commonly used term, literature of 
moree commonly used related topics, such as 'mental models' and 'situation awareness' (SA), 
wass examined. Both concepts refer to 'knowing what is going on' but did not offer many 
usefull  links to 'overview loss' as defined in this dissertation. It appeared that the concept of a 
'mentall  picture' is particularly used in a descriptive sense, and does not necessarily include 
knowledgee or understanding of the whole situation, which is important to 'having overview'. 
'SA',, which was the second concept that was examined, appeared to refer to knowledge of the 
wholee situation and thus includes the range of attention, although, not explicitly. However, 
theree appeared to be not much consensus about a definition of 'SA', and no research was 
foundd of factors that may increase the risk of overview loss as defined in this dissertation. 
Onlyy a number of studies into the phenomenon of 'attention narrowing' offered some links to 
factorss that could cause overview loss. 

7.1.2.1.7.1.2.1. Factors that may affect ability to maintain overview: research topics 

Thee factors that were examined in this dissertation in relation to overview maintenance were 
alll  inspired by previous research into or related to attention narrowing10. 

Thee earliest studies into attention narrowing found the phenomenon particularly in 
relationn to high activation levels, induced by stress (e.g. Baddeley, 1972; Callaway & Dembo, 
1958;; Wachtel, 1968) or high (biological) interest (e.g. Hernandez-Peón, 1964). The findings 
raisedd the question whether operators would also suffer from attention narrowing and 
overvieww loss if they would experience high cognitive activation levels, for instance induced 
byy processing complex, difficult, or unfamiliar information. This hypothesis was illustrated by 
thee metaphor of a spot-light or zoom lens (e.g. Eriksen & St. James, 1986; Hernandez-Peón, 
1964;; McCormick & Klein, 1990): the more attention is focused on information, the narrower 
thee range of attention, with the result of overview loss. 

Fromm more recent studies that also found attention narrowing during problem solving in 
man-machinee environments (e.g. Moray & Rotenberg, 1989), the idea raised that some 
individualss are better at maintaining overview than others (e.g. Boer & Van Schie, 2000; 
Kerstholtt & Passenier, 2000). However, overview maintenance is a complex higher-order 
processs that consists of a number of subactivities that may depend on the situation or 
performancee context. This raised the question how consistent such an ability to maintain 
overvieww would be over situations and performance contexts. There was evidence from a 

100 Particularly more recent studies use other labels for a specific kind of attention narrowing that is related to the 
formulationn of hypotheses about a fault. Examples are: 'cognitive narrowing' (Sheridan, 1981), 'cognitive tunnel 
vision'' (Moray, 1981), and 'cognitive lock-up' (Moray & Rotenberg, 1989). Thesee terms are for instance used in 
researchh of Boer, and Kerstholt and Passenier. 
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numberr of studies that individual ability in higher-order processes is only consistent over 
situationss when subtasks are very similar (e.g. Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Wickens, Mountford 
&Scheiner,, 1981). 

Too maintain overview, operators have to monitor the whole environment and alternate 
theirr attention among all relevant information sources, which is a process that costs effort. 
Individualss however, have a strong tendency to reduce effort investment (e.g. Johnston & 
Heinz,, 1978). This raised the question whether psychological states, which act on the 
willingnesss or ability to invest effort in task performance, affect the ability to maintain 
overview.. Relevant psychological states that were examined were tiredness and motivation. 
Indeed,, tired operators showed a decreased tendency to monitor their environment (Drew, 
1940)) and a reduced willingness to invest effort in task performance (Krueger, 1991). From 
literaturee of attention narrowing in relation to motivation, it appeared that studies had focused 
inn particular on the effects of motivation to perform one task well, which increased the 
tendencyy of attention narrowing (e.g. Bahrick, Fitts and Rankin, 1952). This dissertation 
however,, hypothesised that overall motivation would increase ability to maintain overview. 
Operatorss who are motivated to perform all tasks well may invest more effort in alternating 
theirr attention among all relevant information sources, making them better able to maintain 
overview. . 

7.2.. EMPIRICA L  FINDINGS 

Thiss dissertation examined three main factors in relation to overview maintenance and 
overvieww loss: 1) the engaging properties of (components of) information sources or tasks, 2) 
individuall  and relatively stable cognitive abilities of the operator, and 3) the variable 
psychologicall  state of the operator that results from task- and personality properties. These 
factorss were examined in two kinds of studies: general factors affecting overview maintenance 
weree investigated by means of a generalised man-machine laboratory test. Factors that could 
specificallyy affect overview maintenance on a ship's bridge were investigated by means of 
high-fidelityy bridge-simulator tests, using nautical experts as participants. 

Alll  tests consisted of a number of information sources that operators had to monitor. The 
informationn sources, however, were not all simultaneously visible, and operators had to 
alternatee their attention frequently between these sources to maintain overview. In order to 
givee operators a reason to attend the information sources, each source was linked to a task. In 
general,, the tests consisted of a primary information source/task that had to be monitored and 
performedd in time. Additionally, operators were distracted by secondary tasks, which 
consistedd of problems to solve or incidents to manage. These secondary tasks were engaging 
andd had potential to preoccupy the operator so much that he would lose overview. 

7.2.1.. General applicable results 

Thee first question of this dissertation was whether engaging tasks and information that 
requiress knowledge-based processing (cf. Rasmussen, 1983) increases the risk of overview 
loss.. The second question was whether overview maintenance is a general ability on which 
individualss differ or a task- and situation dependent ability. The third question concerned the 
influencee of the operator's psychological state on overview maintenance. Psychological states 
thatt increase willingness to invest effort in task performance, such as motivation, were 
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7.. Conclusions 

hypothesisedd to enhance overview maintenance. Psychological states that reduce the 

willingnesss to put effort in task performance, such as fatigue, were hypothesised to have the 

reversee effect and increase the risk of overview loss. 

7.2.1.1.7.2.1.1. Engaging information and overview maintenance 

Thee main hypothesis was that engaging information increases the risk of attention narrowing 

andd overview loss. The experiments in this dissertation indeed provided evidence that 

engagingg activities, such as problem solving and managing unexpected situations, 

preoccupiedd participants to such an extent that they failed to monitor their primary 

informationn source in time. If information is difficult, operators are even at a greater risk to 

becomee preoccupied and lose overview. Instead, familiarity with particular information 

decreasedd the tendency to be preoccupied since operators knew how to manage the situation. 

Increasedd mental workload during solving difficult problems was highly associated with 

attentionn narrowing, as was also found in other studies (e.g. Baddeley, 1972; Callaway & 

Dembo,, 1958). Although operators had the choice to shift their task-performance priorities 

towardss the more important primary information source, they often failed to do so. Overview 

maintenancee was enhanced when operators applied frequent attention alternation between the 

informationn sources. There were also indications that random alternation strategies were 

relatedd to an increased risk of overview loss, since operators performed without any sense for 

thee dynamics of the system. 

Knowledgee of information characteristics that are a hazard for overview maintenance may 

increasee alertness and affect measures in man-machine environments. To prevent overview 

loss,, it is important that operators of man-machine systems, such as a ship's bridge, can 

delegatee tasks if they encounter too engaging information and their mental workload becomes 

tooo high. Intelligent and automatic operator support that provides information in appropriate 

andd clear chunks that are adapted to human information processing limits may also contribute 

too safer operation. However, such measures require that operators recognise hazardous 

situationss that may provoke overview loss. Training may be important to become familiar 

withh all kinds of hazards as might occur in the system. Familiarity with many problems may 

reducee the number of situations that have to be managed at a knowledge-based level. 

Overvieww maintenance may benefit from skill-based or rule-based information processing (cf. 

Rasmussen,, 1983), which relies on training. Emphasis on task delegation and clear 

communicationn may also enhance safety and reduce the demand on operators. These measures 

requiree discipline in continuous critical self-monitoring of the operator on duty, and well 

adjustmentt of operator performance to the dynamics of the system and its environment. Even 

explicitt training of attention allocation may offer prospects for improving overview 

maintenancee in complex man-machine environments (e.g. Gopher, 1993). More research is 

requiredd to establish the findings of this dissertation in more detail, and to focus on the 

usabilityy of applications. 

7.2.1.2.7.2.1.2. Individual differences in the ability to maintain overview 

Twoo experiments in this dissertation provided evidence that operators have a consistent ability 

too maintain overview over different task contexts (i.e. a lab context versus a more realistic 

shippingg context) as long as subtasks and processing requirements are very similar in the 
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situationss that are compared. From this finding, we may conclude that overview maintenance 
iss not a specific ability. It is rather a construction of abilities related to performance of basic 
taskss that underlie the task-ensemble over which the operator has to maintain overview. This 
conclusionn is in agreement with evidence of studies into other higher-order skills (e.g. 
Jenningss & Chiles, 1977; Wickens, Mountford & Schreiner, 1981). 

Thee findings in this dissertation do only offer prospects for selecting future operators on a 
generall  ability to maintain overview if the testing situation and the realistic environment 
wheree the operator is going to perform are very similar in task paradigm and also in 
performancee measures that are used. These points may be difficult to realise, since realistic 
situationss are not always identical, and thus may require a large amount of abilities to manage 
eachh kind of situation. As a result, it may be questionable whether clear-cut lab tests are able 
too select operators on all kinds of abilities they need to manage realistic situations. To increase 
thee match between performance requirements and operator ability, more research is required 
intoo the specific underlying task characteristics that are typical for the system environment 
wheree the operator is going to perform (see also Gopher & Kahneman, 1971; Kahneman, Ben-
Ishaii  & Lotan, 1973). If specific subtask-abilities that form the basis of overview maintenance 
withinn a particular system environment can be detected, the reliability of a selection test is a 
secondd point that has to be examined. 

7.2.1.3.7.2.1.3. Psychological states and overview maintenance 

Twoo psychological states were examined that act differently on the willingness to invest effort 
inn task performance: motivation and tiredness. Overall motivation was hypothesised to 
increasee ability to maintain overview because of increased willingness to invest effort in 
monitoringg and well performance of all tasks. However, this dissertation provided evidence 
thatt operators who were externally motivated by incentives to perform all tasks well, showed 
moree preoccupation with problems than intrinsically motivated operators. Even relatively 
largelarge punishments for failure to attend the primary information source in time, could not 
preventt that operators were more focused on performing a secondary task that yielded much 
less.. Apparently, operators adapted their own (non-rational) priority standards if performance 
off  separate tasks was motivated by means of incentives. This resulted in increased 
preoccupationn with the task that required most attention. Although in this dissertation 
incentivess on all tasks were used, the findings are similar to those of a study of Bahrick, Fitss 
andd Rankin (1952), who found increased attention narrowing as a result of incentives on one 
centrall  task. 

Thiss dissertation also examined whether operators were better motivated by rewards or 
byy punishments. Other studies reported contradicting results. On the one hand, avoidance of 
punishmentt was reported to motivate individuals best to perform in a particular way (e.g. 
Tverskyy & Kahneman, 1981). On the other hand, rewards were reported to have the most 
motivatingg effect on performance (e.g. in Baron, 1988; Schmidt, 1998). The experiment in 
thiss dissertation did not find evidence for one of the two theories. Although more research is 
requiredd to better establish the effects of motivation on overview maintenance, financial 
rewardss or punishments on separate tasks may not benefit overview maintenance as does 
intrinsicc general motivation. Intrinsic general motivation may be better obtained by other 
means.. Operators who understand the importance of their task priorities, may be better able to 
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7.. Conclusions 

maintainn overview compared to financially motivated operators who are not really motivated 

too perform their tasks well, but rather to earn as much money as possible. 

HighHigh effort costs to switch the focus of attention increased vulnerability to lose overview. 

Operatorss alternated less frequently between information sources when alternation behaviour 

was,, at particular moments, related to increased effort costs. Since other studies reported 

tirednesss to increase the aversion against effort-investment even more than in normal 

situationss (Drew, 1940; Krueger, 1991), tiredness was hypothesised to be a psychological 

statee that reduces the attention range and increases the risk of overview loss. In contrast to 

whatt was expected, even after 21 hours without rest experienced watch officers did not show 

too be at higher risk to overview loss than when they were rested. However, they were tired 

enoughh to increase their safety margins, possibly to compensate their perception of increased 

riskrisk to make more errors due to tiredness. This phenomenon is also known as risk homeostasis 

(cf.. Wilde, 1982) or risk compensation (e.g. O'Neill, 1977; Peltzman, 1975), and concerns the 

adaptationn of risky behaviour on the perceived risk. Furthermore, the most tired operators 

startedd to interrupt their current task performance less frequently, which may be the beginning 

off  an increased risk of overview loss. It is very likely that operators who are more than 21 

hourss without rest and are tested during time periods that are notorious for dips in alertness, 

losee awareness of increased risk levels as a result of tiredness, and stop adapting risk 

behaviour.. This may have consequences for overview maintenance. To investigate these 

issuess further, future research into tiredness effects requires longer periods without rest. To 

establishh the effects of tiredness on a ship, future research may also include realistic stressors 

andd long periods of shift-induced fatigue to find more realistic results. 

7.2.2.. Results of applied studies 

Ass the focus of this dissertation was on maintenance and loss of overview on the ship's 

bridge,, a number of experiments were performed on a high-fidelity bridge simulator. On the 

onee hand, experimenting in such a realistic environment has the disadvantage that 

unambiguouss and easy interpretable data are hard to obtain. On the other hand, the simulated 

environmentt better approaches the complexity of a realistic ship's bridge environment. 

Thee results of the bridge-simulator experiments supported the general findings of this 

dissertation.. Managing complex, ambiguous, or unfamiliar information increased the risk to 

losee overview. A visual relationship between the main task and distracting information could 

nott reduce the occurrence of overview loss. This may be evidence that, if overview is lost, the 

attentionn range is very narrow. It supports the conclusions of Moray and Rotenberg (1989), 

whoo found preoccupation with a problem, which resulted in neglect of other problems that 

weree visible on the same display. 

InformationInformation close to the operator, both in space and in time, appeared to be better 

representedd in the operator's view of the situation than more distant information. This may 

indicatee that the range of attention is not focused on a main task, but is self-centred and 

surroundss the location and activities of the operator. If an operator applies unjust task-

performancee priorities, his attention range may not be equal to the range that is required for 

goodd performance of the total task-ensemble. 

Sufficientt internal motivation, training, and operator support may help an operator to 

performm his tasks safely. This dissertation may be a starting point for more research into 
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factorss that increase the risk of overview loss by reducing the range of attention, in general 
andd in applied settings such as a ship's bridge. More research is required to better establish the 
factorss that influence situation overview in dynamic man-machine environments, and to 
elaboratee possible solutions for safety improvement. 

7.3.. FINAL COMMENTS 

Sincee the topic of overview maintenance has not been discussed in the literature as such, the 
studiess in this dissertation form a starting point to the examination of factors that can affect 
overvieww maintenance. Certainly within the shipping sector, human factors research and 
researchh into overview maintenance in particular, deserves more attention. It is remarkable 
thatt research within the shipping sector particularly concerns technical and legal questions, 
whilee human factors are not as much a topic under investigation. 

'Impossible'' accidents (cf. Wagenaar & Groeneweg, 1987) still occur, and accident 
analysess often conclude that human components were involved. Human factors research and 
applicationss in many man-machine environments may contribute to a reduction of accidents, 
andd so improve safety. Although many research results that derived from aviation studies also 
applyy to other dynamic man-machine environments, there are still a number of factors that are 
uniquee for each system environment. These unique factors deserve and should receive more 
attentionn in order to get a better understanding of specific problems, and to find suitable 
solutions. . 
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NEDERLANDSEE SAMENVATTING 

Dee doelstelling van dit promotieproject was een aantal factoren te achterhalen die een rol 
spelenn bij het behouden en verliezen van overzicht in een complexe mens-machine omgeving. 
Opp basis van studies naar onderwerpen die aan 'overzicht hebben' gerelateerd zijn, zijn in dit 
proefschriftt uiteindelijk drie hoofdfactoren onderscheiden die mogelijk het overzicht kunnen 
aantasten.. De invloed van deze factoren op het behouden van overzicht is in dit proefschrift 
zowell  onderzocht in een algemene mens-machine omgeving, alsmede in de specifieke situatie 
vann een scheepsbrug. Hieronder volgt een samenvatting van de verhandelingen en resultaten 
vann dit proefschrift. 

ACHTERGROND D 

Dee scheepsbrug is een goed voorbeeld van een mens-machine omgeving waar het behouden 
vann overzicht cruciaal is, maar waar overzichtsverlies wel gemakkelijk op kan treden. De 
situatiee op de scheepsbrug vormt dan ook de achtergrond en inspiratiebron van dit 
proefschrift.. Teneinde de lezer enig inzicht te verschaffen in deze werkomgeving, is als eerste 
dee situatie op de scheepsbrug beschreven en zijn daarbij de mogelijke gevaren voor 
overzichtsverliess aangegeven. Daar 'overzicht hebben' niet als zodanig in de literatuur 
voorkomt,, is er aan de hand van een zelfgeformuleerde definitie van het concept, gezocht naar 
aanknopingspuntenn in gerelateerde literatuur. Uiteindelijk bleek onderzoek naar een fenomeen 
datt in het algemeen met 'aandachtsvernauwing' wordt aangeduid, de beste aanknopingspunten 
opp te leveren voor factoren die het overzicht zouden kunnen aantasten. 

Hett  belang van overzicht houden op de scheepsbrug 

Naa de scheepsbrug als werkomgeving te hebben geschetst, zijn de taken van de operator op de 
scheepsbrugg (de wachtsofficier) onder de loep genomen. Grofweg zijn de taken van een 
wachtsofficierr onder te verdelen in: 1) navigatie, 2) waarborging van de veiligheid en 3) 
interactiee met derden. Deze hoofdtaken bestaan weer uit vele subtaken waartussen de 
wachtsofficierr zijn aandacht moet verdelen. Zo dient hij de juiste acties te plannen en uit te 
voeren,, plannen eventueel aan te passen aan gewijzigde omstandigheden en te anticiperen op 
toekomstigee gebeurtenissen. Tevens dient de wachtsofficier er een goede communicatie op na 
tee houden met relevante partijen binnen en buiten het schip en taken te delegeren indien de 
werkdrukk te hoog wordt. 

Dee wachtsofficier moet te allen tijden het overzicht behouden, maar vaak is er te veel 
informatiee om in één keer te overzien. Om toch zo goed mogelijk van alles op de hoogte te 
blijvenn moet de wachtsofficier daarom zijn aandacht tussen alle relevante informatiebronnen 
verdelenn en de verkregen informatie integreren tot één overzichtelijk en correct geheel. Indien 
err dingen gebeuren die meer aandacht vragen, kan er gemakkelijk preoccupatie met dergelijke 
informatiee ontstaan. Dit ondermijnt het overzicht. 

Overzichtt  behouden of verliezen: theoretische achtergrond 

Inn het algemeen wordt onder 'overzicht hebben' globaal verstaan dat men 'weet wat er gaande 
is'.. Dit is echter een veel te vage definitie om te gebruiken voor onderzoek. Daarom is in dit 
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proefschriftt 'overzicht behouden' geformuleerd als: het hebben van geïntegreerde kennis van 
dede toestand van alle relevante informatiebronnen in de omgeving'. Deze definitie is gebaseerd 
opp drie stadia: 1) frequent monitoren van alle relevante informatiebronnen, 2) integreren van 
dee verzamelde informatie en 3) begrijpen wat deze geïntegreerde informatie betekent. 
Informatiee wordt begrepen wanneer waargenomen informatie wordt gekoppeld aan 
geactiveerdee kennis in het lange-termijn geheugen. Dit koppelingsproces wordt gemediëerd 
doorr aandacht en vindt plaats in het werkgeheugen. 

Ditt proefschrift heeft zich vooral gericht op fouten die in het eerste stadium kunnen 
optreden.. Dergelijke fouten bestaan voornamelijk uit het falen om tijdig aandacht te schenken 
aann alle relevante informatiebronnen. Dit fenomeen staat ook wel bekend als 
'aandachtsvernauwing',, en is in dit proefschrift gedefinieerd als 'overmatig veel aandacht 
schenkenschenken aan bepaalde informatiebronnen ten koste van andere relevante 
informatiebronnen'.informatiebronnen'. Aandachtsvernauwing kan erg gevaarlijk zijn omdat veranderingen in de 
omgevingg onopgemerkt kunnen blijven. Daarom is het van groot belang te weten welke 
factorenn het risico op overzichtsverlies door aandachtsvernauwing vergroten. 

Omm dergelijke factoren te achterhalen, is eerst gezocht naar relevante literatuur. Het bleek 
echterr dat 'overzicht behouden' geen gangbare term is, en dus is er uitgeweken naar literatuur 
overr onderwerpen die nauw gerelateerd zijn aan het concept 'overzicht hebben'. Voorbeelden 
hiervann zijn: 'mentaal plaatje' en 'situatie bewustzijn' (de laatste is beter bekend onder de 
Engelsee term 'situation awareness', of kortweg: SA). Beide concepten betekenen globaal 
weliswaarr 'weten wat er gaande is', maar leveren niet veel aanknopingspunten op voor 
'overzichtt hebben' zoals dat in dit proefschrift is gedefinieerd. Zo bleek het hebben van een 
'mentaall  plaatje' vooral beschrijvend te worden gebruikt en nauwelijks als een serieus 
onderwerpp van onderzoek. Bovendien heeft het concept niet perse betrekking op kennis van 
dee gehele situatie, iets dat bij het hebben van overzicht van wezenlijk belang is. Het concept 
'situatiee bewustzijn' impliceert wel een 'overzicht' van de situatie, maar refereert hier niet 
expliciett aan. Bovendien is er weinig consensus over een uniforme definitie van dit begrip en 
bleekk ook onderzoek naar 'situatie bewustzijn' weinig aanknopingspunten op te leveren voor 
factorenn die het overzicht mogelijk kunnen bedreigen. Uiteindelijk leverde een aantal studies 
naarr 'aandachtsvernauwing' nog de beste aanknopingspunten op. Deze zullen in de volgende 
paragraaff  worden besproken. 

FactorenFactoren die invloed hebben op het behouden van overzicht: de onderzoeksonderwerpen 

Dee factoren die in dit proefschrift onderzocht zijn, zijn merendeels gebaseerd op bevindingen 
uitt onderzoek naar, of gerelateerd aan 'aandachtsvernauwing' (dat in latere studies ook wel 
onderr andere benamingen opduikt). 

Dee eerste studies naar aandachtsvernauwing stelden het fenomeen vooral vast in situaties 
waarinn personen een hoog activatieniveau vertoonden door bijvoorbeeld stress (b.v. Baddeley, 
1972;; Callaway & Dembo, 1958; Wachtel, 1968), maar ook door een grote (biologisch 
gefundeerde)) interesse voor bepaalde informatie (b.v. Hernandez-Peón, 1964). Hierdoor 
ontstondd de vraag of hetzelfde zich zou voordoen indien personen een hoog cognitief 
activatieniveauu zouden hebben. Een hoog cognitief activatieniveau zou bijvoorbeeld bereikt 
kunnenn worden door personen complexe, moeilijke of onbekende informatie te laten 
verwerken.. Omdat dergelijke informatie meer aandacht zou vragen, was de verwachting dat 
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operatorenn tijdens het verwerken van dergelijke engagerende informatie meer risico zouden 
lopenn om het overzicht te verliezen. Dit is geïllustreerd aan de hand van een spotlicht- of 
lensmetafoorr (b.v. Eriksen & St. James, 1986; Hernandez-Peón, 1964; McCormick & Klein, 
1990):: hoe meer de aandacht gefocust is op een bepaalde informatiebron, des te kleiner het 
aandachtsveld,, met als gevolg het verlies van overzicht. 

Vanuitt recenter onderzoek, waarbij het fenomeen van aandachtsvernauwing optrad als 
gevolgg van preoccupatie met het diagnosticeren van een probleem in een mens-machine 
omgevingg (b.v. Moray & Roatenberg, 1989), kwam het idee naar voren dat sommigen 
individuenn beter zijn in het behouden van overzicht dan anderen (b.v. Boer & Van Schie, 
2000;; Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000). Omdat overzicht behouden een complex hogere-orde 
process is, was het echter wel de vraag in hoeverre dergelijke individuele verschillen consistent 
zoudenn zijn over verschillende situaties en uitvoeringscontexten. Er bleek namelijk evidentie 
vanuitt andere studies dat individuele verschillen in het uitvoeren van hogere-orde processen 
enkell  consistent zijn voor zover taken ook op een lager uitvoeringsniveau sterk op elkaar 
gelijkenn (b.v. Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Wickens, Mountford & Scheiner, 1981). 

Omm overzicht te kunnen behouden, moeten operatoren hun aandacht telkens verleggen 
teneindee van de toestand van het gehele systeem op de hoogte te zijn. Het verleggen van 
aandachtt kost echter moeite, en dit zullen mensen altijd zo veel mogelijk proberen te 
vermijdenn (b.v. Johnston & Heinz, 1978). Uit deze feiten kwam het idee naar boven dat de 
psychologischee toestand, die invloed heeft op de hoeveelheid moeite die mensen bereid zijn 
omm in hun acties te stoppen, het behoud van overzicht zou kunnen beïnvloeden. Relevante 
psychologischee toestanden die in dit verband zijn onderzocht betreffen motivatie en 
vermoeidheid.vermoeidheid. Uit studies bleek inderdaad dat vermoeide operatoren een verminderde tendens 
vertonenn om hun omgeving te bemonsteren (Drew, 1940), en een verminderd enthousiasme 
omm moeite in het uitvoeren van taken te investeren (Krueger, 1991). Uit de literatuur 
betreffendee motivatie in combinatie met aandachtsvernauwing bleek dat hierbij vooral 
gekekenn was naar de effecten van motivatie voor het uitvoeren van één centrale taak. Dit 
bleekk juist tot meer aandachtsvernauwing te leiden (b.v. Bahrick, Fitts & Rankin, 1952). In dit 
proefschriftt werd echter verondersteld dat algemene motivatie om alle taken goed uit te 
voerenn zou leiden tot een beter vermogen om overzicht te behouden. De gedachte hierachter 
wass dat algemeen gemotiveerde operatoren meer moeite zouden doen om al hun taken goed 
uitt te voeren en zo goed op de hoogte zouden zijn van de toestand van het gehele systeem. 

EMPIRISCHEE BEVINDINGEN 

Inn dit proefschrift zijn drie categorieën factoren onderzocht waarvan de verwachting was dat 
zee invloed zouden hebben op het kunnen behouden van overzicht. Deze factoren betroffen: 1) 
dee preoccuperende karakteristieken van taken, 2) de individuele en relatief stabiele cognitieve 
eigenschappenn van operatoren, en 3) de variabele psychologische toestand van mensen. Het 
onderzoekk naar deze factoren is uitgevoerd in twee soorten studies. Aan de hand van 
laboratoriumtestss zijn algemeen geldende factoren onderzocht die het overzicht kunnen 
ondermijnen.. Aan de hand van tests op een realistische brugsimulator waarin experts 
participeerdenn zijn daarnaast factoren onderzocht die specifiek het overzicht op de 
scheepsbrugscheepsbrug zouden kunnen aantasten. 
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Inn alle tests waren meerdere informatiebronnen en taken aanwezig waarover de operator 
zijnn aandacht moest verdelen. Niet alle informatie was echter tegelijkertijd zichtbaar, zodat de 
operatorenn actief en frequent hun aandacht tussen informatiebronnen moesten verdelen. Om 
henn een reden te geven ook daadwerkelijk alle informatiebronnen te monitoren, was er aan 
iederee bron een taak verbonden. 

Inn het algemeen bestonden de meeste tests uit een primaire informatiebron/taak die de 
operatorr ten alle tijden goed in de gaten moest houden. Daarnaast had de operator ook nog 
secundairee taken die bestonden uit het oplossen van problemen of het afhandelen van 
incidenten.. Deze secundaire taken hadden als belangrijk kenmerk dat ze de potentie hadden 
omm de operator af te leiden van zijn andere taak en zo tot overzichtsverlies konden leiden. 

Algemenee resultaten 

Dee eerste onderzoeksvraag was of informatie die diepere verwerking uitlokt overzichtsverlies 
inn de hand kan werken. De tweede onderzoeksvraag was of het kunnen behouden van 
overzichtt een algemene eigenschap is waarin individuen van elkaar verschillen, of dat de 
vaardigheidd hierin veel meer afhangt van de vaardigheden op onderliggende taken. De derde 
onderzoeksvraag,, tenslotte, richtte zich op de invloed van de psychologische toestand van de 
operatorr op het kunnen houden van overzicht. Een psychologische toestand zoals motivatie, 
zouu door het investeren van meer moeite in taakuitvoering, tot een verminderd risico op 
overzichtsverliess kunnen leiden. Vermoeidheid daarentegen, zou door een verminderde 
investeringg van moeite in taakuitvoering juist het risico van overzichtsverlies vergroten. 

DeDe invloed van engagerende activiteiten op het behoud van overzicht 

Eenn van de belangrijkste veronderstellingen van dit proefschrift was dat de kans op 
overzichtsverliess vergroot kan worden doordat mensen gepreoccupeerd raken met informatie 
diee geconcentreerde verwerking uitlokt. Inderdaad bleek in dit proefschrift evidentie dat 
informatiee die een geconcentreerde verwerking vergde, vaak dusdanig tot preoccupatie te 
leiden,, dat operatoren andere (veel belangrijkere) informatie uit het oog verloren. Dit werd 
bewerkstelligdd door operatoren problemen op te laten lossen, of ze nieuwe of onverwachte 
situatiess te laten afhandelen. Het bleek dat, hoe moeilijker de taak, hoe groter de kans op 
overzichtsverlies.. Bekendheid met bepaalde informatie daarentegen, leidde juist tot een 
reductiee van de kans op overzichtsverlies omdat mensen wisten hoe ze de informatie moesten 
verwerken.. Hierdoor raakten ze minder snel gepreoccupeerd met dergelijke informatie. 
Verhoogdee mentale werkbelasting tijdens het oplossen van moeilijke problemen bleek samen 
tee hangen met het verliezen van overzicht. Dit is in overeenstemming met eerdere studies die 
eenn verband vonden tussen hoge activatie en aandachtsvernauwing (b.v. Baddeley, 1972; 
Callawayy & Dembo, 1958). Ondanks dat operatoren de keuze hadden hoe ze hun aandacht 
overr de taken zouden verdelen, bleken ze een sterke voorkeur te vertonen om met de 
moeilijkee en afleidende secundaire taken bezig te zijn. Omdat ze hierdoor vergaten tijdig 
aandachtt te schenken aan hun primaire taak die ze frequent moesten monitoren, verloren ze 
gemakkelijkk het overzicht. Operatoren bleken beter in staat het overzicht te behouden indien 
zee frequent hun aandacht van de ene informatiebron naar de andere verlegde. Er is in dit 
proefschriftt echter ook evidentie gevonden dat een verhoogd risico op overzichtsverlies 
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samenhangtt met willekeurige aandachtsstrategieën, waarbij men waarschijnlijk het gevoel 
voorr de dynamiek van het systeem verliest. 

Dee wetenschap dat informatie die een geconcentreerde verwerking vergt gemakkelijk tot 
overzichtsverliess kan leiden, kan een belangrijk uitgangspunt vormen voor maatregelen tegen 
overzichtsverlies.. Indien operatoren met dergelijke informatie te maken krijgen, zouden ze 
takenn moeten kunnen delegeren om hun aandacht voor bepaalde informatie niet ten koste te 
latenn gaan van het overzicht. Hierbij zouden intelligente ondersteuningssystemen ook een 
steentjee kunnen bijdragen door informatie in 'hapklare brokken' aan te bieden, in 
hoeveelhedenn die aangepast zijn aan de menselijke informatieverwerkingslimieten. Dergelijke 
maatregelenn vragen echter wel om een correcte inschatting van potentieel gevaarlijke situaties. 
Bekendheidd met dergelijke situaties zou kunnen worden vergroot door middel van trainingen. 
Daarmeee wordt naar verwachting tevens bereikt dat dergelijke situaties minder aandacht in 
beslagg nemen omdat ze kunnen worden afgehandeld op basis van eerder geleerde 
vaardighedenn en regels (zie b.v. Rasmussen, 1983). Het delegeren van taken en een goede 
communicatiee tussen operatoren vereist echter ook een continue en kritische zelf-monitoring 
enn een voortdurende aanpassing aan veranderingen in de omgeving. Alleen zo kan het risico 
wordenn verminderd dat men het overzicht verliest en onverhoeds in gevaarlijke situaties 
verzeildd raakt zonder tijdig maatregelen te hebben genomen. Misschien is het zelfs mogelijk 
operatorenn van complexe en dynamische mens-machinesystemen te trainen in het verdelen 
vann hun aandacht om beter overzicht te kunnen behouden (zie Gopher, 1993). Verder 
onderzoekk is echter noodzakelijk om meer te weten te komen over taakfactoren die 
overzichtsverliess in de hand kunnen werken en maatregelen die daadwerkelijk 
overzichtsverliess kunnen tegengaan. 

IndividueleIndividuele verschillen in het behouden van overzicht 

Inn twee experimenten van dit proefschrift is evidentie gevonden dat het behouden van 
overzichtt een individuele eigenschap is die consistent is over verschillende 
uitvoeringscontexten,, zolang de basale karakteristieken van de taken tussen de verschillende 
situatiess maar overeenkomen. Hieruit kunnen we opmaken dat het behouden van overzicht 
geenn specifieke vaste eigenschap is, maar veel meer afhangt van de individuele vaardighen 
waarmeee de specifieke onderliggende taken kunnen worden uitgevoerd. Deze conclusie is in 
overeenstemmingg met studies naar de basis van individuele variatie in het uitvoeren van 
anderee hogere-orde processen (b.v. Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Wickens, Mountford & 
Schreiner,, 1981). 

Dezee bevindingen bieden slechts perspectief voor selectie indien de selectietests specifiek 
uitgaann van de taakkarakteristieken waar de toekomstige operator daadwerkelijk mee te 
makenn krijgt. Ook is het van belang dat er overeenkomst is tussen prestatiematen van de 
selectietestt en de uiteindelijke realistische situatie. Deze zaken kunnen echter lastig te 
verwezenlijkenn zijn omdat realistische situaties in dynamisch systemen niet altijd hetzelfde 
zijnn en dus niet altijd dezelfde vaardigheden vergen. Gezien het grote scala aan specifieke 
vaardighedenn dat voor het behouden van overzicht in al deze verschillende situaties nodig 
kunnenn zijn, is het maar de vraag in hoeverre een relatief eenvoudige test in staat is tot het 
selecterenn van de juiste operatoren. Om beter vast te kunnen stellen of operatoren aan de 
gevraagdee eigenschappen voldoen, is meer onderzoek nodig naar de specifieke 
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taakkarakteristiekenn van het systeem waarvoor de operator geselecteerd wordt (zie b.v. 
Gopherr & Kahneman, 1971; Kahneman, Ben-Ishai & Lotan, 1973). Indien zulke 
karakteristiekenn kunnen worden vastgesteld, is de betrouwbaarheid van een selectietest een 
tweedee punt dat onderzocht moet worden voordat het daadwerkelijk voor selectiedoeleinden 
kann worden ingezet. 

HetHet effect van de psychologische toestand op het behoud van overzicht 

Alss laatste zijn in dit proefschrift de effecten onderzocht van twee verschillende en relevante 
psychologischee toestanden op het kunnen behouden van overzicht. Het betreft hier motivatie 
enn vermoeidheid. Algemene motivatie werd verondersteld tot een beter overzichtsbehoud te 
leidenn omdat gemotiveerde operatoren meer moeite zouden doen om alle relevante 
informatiebronnenn en taken tijdig te monitoren en uit te voeren. Uit het onderzoek in dit 
proefschriftt bleek echter dat operatoren die middels externe (financiële) middelen 
gemotiveerdd werden om al hun taken goed uit te voeren en zo het overzicht te bewaren, juist 
meermeer preoccupatie vertoonden met taken die veel aandacht vergden. Operatoren die intrinsiek 
gemotiveerdd waren om al hun taken goed uit te voeren, bleken wel beter in staat het overzicht 
tee behouden. Zelfs relatief hoge straffen voor het niet tijdig monitoren en uitvoeren van de 
primairee taak, kon niet verhinderen dat de extrinsiek gemotiveerde operatoren toch vooral hun 
aandachtt focusten op het oplossen van problemen, ook al leverde hen dit per saldo minder op. 
Uitt deze observaties bleek dat operatoren een sterke neiging vertoonden om hun taken volgens 
eenn eigen (niet-rationele) prioriteitenvolgorde af te handelen, indien operatoren middels 
externee middelen werden gemotiveerd. Dit resulteerde in ieder geval in een verhoogde 
preoccupatiee met die taken en/of informatiebronnen die de meeste aandacht vergden. 
Alhoewell  in dit proefschrift algemene externe motivatie werd bewerkstelligd door uitvoering 
vann alle individuele taken te bekrachtigen, zijn de resultaten in overeenstemming met 
bevindingenn van Bahrick, Fitss en Rankin (1952), waarbij enkel de uitvoering van een 
centralecentrale taak gemotiveerd werd. Beide situaties leidden tot meer preoccupatiegedrag. 

Omm operatoren middels externe middelen te motiveren, zijn in dit proefschrift (voor wat 
betreftt het uitvoeren van de afleidende taken) twee methoden gebruikt: goede prestaties 
werdenn beloond, of slechte prestaties werden bestraft. Het doel was om uit te zoeken welke 
vann de twee motivatiemiddelen het preoccupatiegedrag met betrekking tot afleidende 
informatiee zou vergroten en zo het overzicht in grotere mate zou ondermijnen. Uit andere 
studiess kwamen namelijk tegengestelde verwachtingen. Aan de ene kant werd gerapporteerd 
datt mensen proberen om verliezen te vermijden (b.v. Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Op grond 
vann deze bevinding zou bestraffing van slechte prestaties operatoren het beste motiveren een 
taakk goed uit te voeren. Aan de andere kant is ook gerapporteerd dat beloningen veel beter 
motiverenn dan bestraffingen (b.v. Baron, 1988; Schmidt, 1998). Er werden in dit proefschrift 
echterr geen verschillen in preoccupatiegedrag gevonden tussen het belonen van goede 
prestatiess op een afleidende taak, en het bestraffen van slechte prestaties op deze taak. Om 
beterr uit te zoeken wat de rol van verschillende typen motivatie is, is meer onderzoek nodig. 
Ditt proefschrift geeft echter wel een indicatie dat financiële bekrachtigers van afzonderlijke 
takenn het behoud van overzicht niet ten goede komt maar eerder een averechts effect hebben. 
Uitt de experimenten van dit proefschrift is evidentie gevonden dat overzicht het meest gebaat 
iss bij een algemene intrinsieke motivatie om alle relevante taken goed en tijdig uit te voeren. 
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Ditt kan beter op een andere manier dan via financiële middelen worden bereikt: operatoren 
diee begrijpen waarom het zo belangrijk is bepaalde taken (tijdig) uit te voeren en 
informatiebronnenn in de gaten te houden, opereren waarschijnlijk veel meer met het oog op 
hett algemene belang van hun totale takenpakket. Externe bekrachtigers hebben daarentegen 
langg niet altijd het gewenste resultaat omdat ze niet direct motiveren voor een goede 
taakuitvoering,, maar veel meer motiveren om zo veel mogelijk te verdienen of zo weinig 
mogelijkk te verliezen. 

Dee kans op overzichtsver]ies bleek te worden verhoogd indien operatoren meer moeite 
moestenn investeren in het actief verleggen van hun aandacht tussen alle relevante taken. Zo 
blekenn operatoren minder snel van aandachtsfocus te wisselen indien dit slechts op bepaalde 
momentenn zonder het verlies van reeds geïnvesteerde moeite mogelijk was. Omdat in een 
aantall  studies werd gerapporteerd dat vermoeidheid de wil om moeite in taakuitvoering te 
investeerdee nog verder reduceert (b.v. Drew, 1940; Krueger, 1991), werd in dit proefschrift 
verondersteldd dat vermoeidheid ook het vermogen tot het behouden van overzicht aantast. 
Echter,, zelfs na 21 uur zonder slaap bleken ervaren wachtsofficieren niet minder goed 
overzichtt te kunnen behouden dan wanneer ze uitgerust waren. Wel werd er evidentie 
gevondenn dat ze vermoeid genoeg waren om aan te voelen dat ze door hun vermoeidheid 
mogelijkk meer fouten konden maken. In ieder geval vergrootten de operator in vermoeide 
toestandd de veiligheidsmarges bij het passeren van andere schepen. Dit fenomeen van 
gedragsaanpassingg aan de gepercipieerde risico's, staat in de literatuur ook wel bekend als 
risicorisico homeostase (Wilde, 1982) of risico compensatie (e.g. O'Neill, 1977; Peltzman, 1975). 
Daarnaastt bleken de wachtsofficieren die na 21 uur zonder slaap het meest vermoeid waren, 
minderr vaak het afhandelen van incidenten te onderbreken om andere informatiebronnen te 
monitoren.. Dit gedrag zou het begin kunnen zijn van een verhoogde kans op het verliezen van 
overzicht;; immers, voor het behoud van overzicht is het zeer van belang dat men te alle tijden 
allee relevante informatiebronnen in de gaten houdt. De verwachting is dan ook dat een 
verhoogdee kans op overzichtsverlies wel waargenomen kan worden indien ervaren operatoren 
voorr een langere periode van slaap verschoond blijven en bovendien getest worden op 
tijdstippenn die berucht zijn om het optreden van een alertheidsdip. Operatoren worden dan 
waarschijnlijkk zo moe dat ze niet meer in staat zijn hun toegenomen risico op het maken van 
foutenn te compenseren, waardoor risicovol gedrag onbewust toeneemt. Om de werkelijkheid 
aann boord van schepen meer te benaderen, zou toekomstig onderzoek naar 
vermoeidheidseffectenn op de scheepsbrug tevens gebaat zijn bij het meenemen van 
scheepsstressoren,, zoals lawaai en trillingen, en langdurige invloeden van wachtsystemen 
zoalss die aan boord worden gehanteerd. 

Overzichtt  houden op de scheepsbrug 

Daarr het vertrekpunt van dit proefschrift het overzichtsbehoud op de scheepsbrug was, werden 
eenn aantal experimenten in de toegepaste omgeving van een gesimuleerde scheepsbrug 
uitgevoerd.. Aan de ene kant was het soms moeilijk eenduidige gegevens uit deze realistische, 
enn daarmee complexe omgeving te verkrijgen die eenvoudig geïnterpreteerd konden worden. 
Aann de andere kant bood deze realistische nabootsing van de werkelijkheid wel de 
complexiteitt waar wachtsofficieren in hun dagelijks werk mee te maken hebben. 
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Dee bevinding uit de experimenten op de brugsimulator ondersteunden de algemene 
bevindingenn van dit proefschrift. Het afhandelen van complexe, ambigue, of onbekende 
informatiee bleek het risico op overzichtsverlies te vergroten. Het aandachtsveld bleek soms 
dusdanigg te worden vernauwd door preoccupatie met een incident, dat een visuele relatie 
tussenn de hoofdtaak en bijtaken niet kon voorkomen dat wachtsoffïcieren het overzicht 
verloren.. Deze bevinding is in overeenstemming met eerdere laboratoriumexperimenten, 
waarbijj  operatoren soms dusdanig aandachtsvernauwing vertoonden tijdens het afhandelen 
vann een probleem, dat ze zelfs niet eens andere problemen opmerkten die op hetzelfde 
beeldschermm zichtbaar waren (Moray and Rotenberg, 1989). 

Informatiee die dichter bij de operator is, zowel in tijd als in ruimte, bleek beter 
gerepresenteerdd te zijn in het beeld van de situatie dan verder weg gelegen informatie. Dit zou 
eropp duiden dat overzicht niet is opgebouwd rondom een taak (de hoofdstaak), maar veel meer 
gecentreerdd is rondom de acties en locatie van de operator zelf. Indien een operator er een 
incorrectee taakprioriteit op nahoudt, kan dit daarom gemakkelijk leiden tot het verlies van 
overzicht.. Het aandachtsveld van de operator spoort dan immers niet met het aandachtsveld 
datt voor een goed overzicht benodigd is. 

Voldoendee intrinsieke motivatie, training en taakondersteuning kunnen van zeer groot 
belangg zijn bij het scheppen van betere condities voor het behoud van overzicht. Dit 
proefschriftt is een aanzet tot het verkrijgen van meer kennis over het behouden en verliezen 
vann overzicht, en dan met name in een toegepaste mens-machine-omgeving zoals de 
scheepsbrug.. Teneinde deze kennis verder uit te breiden en meer te weten te komen over 
maatregelenn die overzichtsverlies kunnen tegengaan, is meer onderzoek noodzakelijk. 

TOTT  SLOT 

Omdatt er geen andere literatuur voorhanden is over het behoud van overzicht als zodanig, 
vormenn de studies in dit proefschrift een beginpunt voor meer onderzoek naar het behouden 
vann overzicht. Vooral in de scheepvaartsector verdient het onderzoek naar cognitieve factoren, 
enn overzichtsbehoud in het bijzonder, meer aandacht. Het is opmerkelijk dat onderzoek in 
dezee sector zich met name beperkt tot technische en juridische aspecten, terwijl menselijke 
factorenn relatief weinig aandacht krijgen. 

Err gebeuren nog steeds 'onmogelijke' ongevallen (zie Wagenaar & Groeneweg, 1987), en 
steedss wordt achteraf geconstateerd dat er cruciale menselijke factoren in het spel waren. 
Meerr onderzoek naar de bijdrage van deze factoren bij het ontstaan van ongevallen zou bij 
kunnenn dragen aan een verhoging van de algemene veiligheid. Ondanks dat veel van dergelijk 
onderzoekk uit de luchtvaartsector toe te passen is in andere dynamische mens-
machinesystemen,, heeft ieder systeem unieke componenten die meer aandacht verdienen. 
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APPENDIXX IA 

Primaryy information window (temperature task) of Space Station 

ff empeiatuie 

199 I 

II 50 I 

2jjfi£^i»~~ ~^^S 

199 1 

Fuel:: 31399 

APPENDIXX IB 

Secondaryy information window (problem-solving task) of Space Station 
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APPENDIXX II A 

Primaryy information window (mine-hunting task) of Master Mines 

Radartaak k 

! ! 

APPENDIXX I I B 

Secondaryy information window (problem-solving task) of Master Mines 
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APPENDIXX II I 

Vieww of the bridge simulator used in the nautical experiments 
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APPENDIXX IV A 

Chartt of the sailing area in SIM I (Humber, United Kingdom). 
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APPENDIXX IV B 

Incidentss in SIM I: 

1.. The ferry 'NedLloyd Hollandia' on the port side of the 'Amsterdam' called to inform the 
watchh officer about his intentions to lif t anchor and sail behind the 'Amsterdam' in the 
directionn of the Immingham oil station. Since the ferry was going to sail directly behind the 
'Amsterdam',, the watch officer had to reckon this ship if he would reduce speed. 

2.. The waiting pilot called to confirm the appointment and to give additional details. The 
watchh officer had to pay attention to the new information. 

3.. The captain asked via the intercom for a situation report. If the watch officer would give 
littl ee information, the captain would press for details. Meanwhile, the watch officer has to 
navigatee the ship along the 'Spurn Head', which is a spit of land that curves the fairway. 

4.. A fishing vessel approached from port side on a collision course. Although the fishing 
vessell  had to give way to the 'Amsterdam' according to traffic rules, the watch officer had 
too pay attention to the fishing vessel and eventually take action to avoid a collision, 

5.. The meeting ferry 'Nor Star' called for a passage appointment to avoid a collision: both 
shipss had to pass a dredger working on the starboard side of the channel. This forced the 
'Amsterdamm to sail on the port side of the channel where the ferry was allowed to sail. If 
thee watch officer would decide to stay at the starboard side, he would sail out of the 
buoyage. . 

6.. The captain asked again for a situation report. Immediately after the report a loud unknown 
alarmm sounded for a few seconds. If the watch officer called for technical assistance, he 
wouldd get information about the cause of the alarm: the temperature of the exhaust gasses 
off  one of the cylinders had become too high, but this had no consequences for the speed. 

7.. Passage of the huge meeting vessel 'Mardi Gras'. The watch officer had to pass at 
sufficientt distance because of suction between the vessels. 

8.. Out of sight, the meeting naval vessel 'HNLMS Rotterdam' called for a passage 
appointment.. In the mean time, the strange alarm sounded again, but now longer. The 
technicall  service imposed a speed limitation. After this incident, SIM I finished. 

Classificationn of event complexity/difficult y 

II  Very low complexity: incidents 4 and 7 (easy navigation situation, dealing with other traffic 
inn the vicinity of the navigation area, movements of traffic are not ambiguous) 

III  Low complexity: incidents 2 and 8 (easy navigation situation, listening to information) 
IIII  Moderate complexity: incidents 6 and 1 (easy navigation situation, events require several 

activitiess that have no or littl e relationship with navigation) 
IVV  High complexity: incidents 3 and 5 (difficult navigation situation, event requires active 

processing) ) 
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APPENDIXX V A 

Chartt of the sailing area in SIM II (Dunkirk, Belgium). 
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APPENDIXX V B 

Questionss used in SIM II (translated from Dutch) 

Question n 

NOl l 

1.. Character of the Nieuwpoort buoy (first port 
buoy). . 

2.. Heading. 
3.. Encountering within 15 minutes. 
4.. Under Keel Clearance (UKC). 
5.. Relative wind direction. 
6.. VHF channel of own ship. 
7.. Adjusted rate of propeller revolution. 
8.. Next buoy on port side. 
9.. Heading of ship with bearing 284. 
10.. Minutes lasting up to turn to the next track. 

FOl l 

1.. Course over the ground. 
2.. Passage distance of fishing vessel on port side. 
3.. Number of ships on next track. 
4.. What is the flashing light on port side? 
5.. Type of ship on starboard. 
6.. Passage distance with first buoy on port. 
7.. Passage distance with ship on Red 30 after the 

turn. . 
8.. How are you on track? 

9.. Next heading from the map. 
10.. Number of ships for the harbour of Dunkirk. 

N02 2 

1.. Heading of ship on Green (starboard) 100. 
2.. Character of next port buoy. 
3.. The turn was too early, in time or too late. 

4.. Character of jetties. 
5.. Heading. 
6.. Character of next starboard buoy. 
7.. Relative direction of the current. 
8.. Type of ship on Red 80. 
9.. Passage distance with meeting vessel on past 

track. . 
10.. Number of ships on port side. 

Scoring g 

(0(0 to n)/n -> 1 point per feature 

66V(3(/V(3(/K6K6-/AS/°--/AS/°-6>6>/30 /30 
(0(0 to n)/n -> I point per object 
1-1- (AS/S) 
0S0SV(90°-V(90°-88-/ASr/90 -/ASr/90 
OorOor I 
I-I-  (AS/S) 
(0(0 to n)/n -> I point per feature 
''JJV(90V(90!J!J-/AS/'-/AS/'3>3>/90 /90 
I-I-  (AS/S) 

00W(9(f-"-/ASr'/90 W(9(f-"-/ASr'/90 
1-1- (AS/S) 
OorOor J 
(0-n)/n(0-n)/n -> I point per feature 
OorOor I 
1-1- (AS/S) 
I-I-  (AS/S) 

(0-2J/2(0-2J/2 -> I point less per dividing 
direction direction 
OorOor J 
OorOor J 

IJIJV(90V(90UU - /AS/'J>/90 
(0-n)/n(0-n)/n -> I point per feature 
(0-2)/2(0-2)/2 -> I point less per deviation 
fromfrom the right relative time 
(0-n)/n(0-n)/n -> I point per feature 
00"V(30"V(3000"-/ASr"-/ASr>> /30/30 ' 
(0-n)/n(0-n)/n -  ̂ 1 point per feature 
™J(9&-™J(9&-HH-\óSr/9Q -\óSr/9Q 
OorOor I 
1-1- (AS/S) 

(0-n)/n(0-n)/n -> 1 point per item 

Meann weighted 
scoree (0-1) 

.130 0 

.387 7 

.146 6 

.217 7 

.108 8 

.138 8 

.555 5 

.158 8 

.187 7 

.292 2 

.470 0 

.151 1 

.088 8 

.210 0 

.209 9 

.238 8 

.144 4 

.375 5 

.382 2 

.244 4 

.268 8 

.335 5 

.461 1 

.077 7 

.540 0 

.174 4 

.358 8 

.297 7 

.438 8 

.268 8 

125 5 
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Question n 

F02 2 

l.UK C C 
2.. Type of the ship on Red 15 
3.. Character of starboard buoy on next track. 
4.. Distance to shallowness as indicated in the 

map. . 
5.. Left of, right of, or on track. 

6.. Distance to the coast. 
7.. Number of degrees to starboard for turn to next 

track. . 
8.. Heading of ship on Green 15. 
9.. Bearing of the blind buoy. 
10.. Speed trough the water. 

N03 3 

1.. Passage side of meeting vessel. 
2.. UKC during the passage of the shallowness. 
3.. Time to go to the jetties. 
4.. Character of the first port buoy. 
5.. Viewing angle of ship on Red 20. 
6.. Number of ships sailing out of the harbour. 
7.. Depth north of the starboard buoy. 
8.. Bearing of the mine-hunting. 
9.. Heading of ship on starboard. 
10.. Number of ships on starboard. 
F03 3 

1.. Drift angle. 
2.. Opening of the jetties (degrees). 
3.. Character of starboard buoy. 
4.. Left of, right of, or on track. 

5.. Character of navigation buoy. 
6.. Bearing of ship on Green 120 when the run 

started. . 
7.. Distance to the jetties. 
8.. Closesed Point of Approach <CPA) with the 

shipp most nearby on starboard. 
9.. UKC. 
10.. Steering course. 

Scoring g 

/-- (AS/S) 
0or] 0or] 
(0-n)/n(0-n)/n -> 1 point per feature 
1-1- (AS/S) 

(0-2)/2(0-2)/2 -> 1 point less per dividing 
direction direction 
1-1- (AS/S) 
"-W(90"-W(900S0S - ?ASr>/90 

 W(90!3 - jASj'J'/90 
IJIJV(90V(901313 - /AS/i3'/90 
1-1- (AS/S) 

Oorl Oorl 
I-I-  (AS/S) 
1-1- (AS/S) 
(0-n)M(0-n)M -> 1 point per feature 
UUV(90V(90UU - !AS/L3'/90 
Oorl Oorl 
1-1- (AS/S) 
'W(90'W(90,J,J - /AS/IJ'/90 

 W(90IJ - /AS/i3'/90 
(0-n)/n (0-n)/n 

°W(90"°W(90"HH - jASr/90 
l3l3V(90V(90,3,3-/AS/-/AS/IJ>IJ> /90 /90 
(0-n)n(0-n)n -> 1 point per feature 
(0-2)2(0-2)2 -> 1 point less per deviation 
fromfrom the right direction 
(0-n)n(0-n)n -> I point per feature 

!3!3-/AS/'-/AS/'JJ'/90 '/90 

1-1- (AS/S) 
I-I-  (AS/S) 

I-I-  (AS/S) 
66yy//(30'(30'K6K6-/ASr-/ASr>> /30 /30 

Meann weighted 
scoree (0-1) 

.212 2 
0 0 

.313 3 

.287 7 

.573 3 

.375 5 

.563 3 

.290 0 

.287 7 

.573 3 

.316 6 

.124 4 

.375 5 

.173 3 

.143 3 

.016 6 

.044 4 

.021 1 

.335 5 

.249 9 

.543 3 

.399 9 

.230 0 

.464 4 

.342 2 

.293 3 

.501 1 

.261 1 

.469 9 

.511 1 

126 6 



Attentionn range scores over the summarised question topics of the SIM II lists 

Topic c 

Speed d 
Time e 
Relativee directions 
Headings// courses 
Relativee positions 
Distances s 
Characterss of buoys 
Depth h 
Naming g 
Numberr of objects 

Attention n 
rangee score 

.564 4 

.376 6 

.375 5 

.374 4 

.336 6 

.308 8 

.215 5 

.213 3 

.200 0 

.173 3 

SD D 

158 8 
156 6 
138 8 
129 9 
155 5 
151 1 
145 5 
128 8 
108 8 
097 7 

Numberr  of 
questions s 

2 2 
2 2 
7 7 
9 9 
6 6 
9 9 
9 9 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 

127 7 
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APPENDIXX VI A 

Chartt of the sailing area in SIM III (Terneuzen, the Netherlands). 
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APPENDIXX  VI B 

Detailss of the SIM II I  subtests 

Runn A: basic run. 
Background:: wind, current, irrelevant ships. 
Incidents:: no incidents. 

Runn B: traffic distractors. 
Background:: as in A 
Incidents: : 

1.. Ship enters fairway from starboard harbour 
2.. Ship from port (restricted manoeuvrable) enters fairway 
3.. Fishing vessel from port enters fairway 

Runn C: verbal and ambiguous distracters. 
Background:: as in A with irrelevant VHF noise. 
Incidents: : 

1.. Calls of the captain (situation report and other information exchanges) 
2.. Incorrect call of port authority 
3.. NavTex message 

Runn D: combination of verbal/ambiguous and traffic distracters. 
Background:: as in B 
Incidents: : 

1.. Incorrect call of ship ahead that will enter starboard harbour 
2.. Ship enters starboard harbour 
3.. Ship from littl e starboard harbour enters the fairway 
4.. Distracting call of cook 
5.. Giro (compass) failure 
6.. Ship from port enters fairway 
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SLOTBESCHOUWINGG EN DANKWOORD 

Zoalss ieder AlO-project zijn moeilijkheden heeft, zo liep ook mijn AIO-project, waaraan dit 
proefschriftt ten grondslag ligt, geenszins over een geplaveide weg. Op meerdere fronten 
moestenn het pad dan ook nog worden aangelegd. Dat was aan de ene kant een hele uitdaging 
(ikk houd niet zo van 'kant-en-klaar'), aan de andere kant was dat zeker ook niet altijd 
gemakkelijk.. Als gedetacheerd AIO reisde ik heen en weer tussen diverse instituten (ik heb 
hiervoorr de term 'nomaio' bedacht, ook al was de kameel vervangen door een trein, bus of 
fiets).. Ik was vooral op zoek naar een plaats waar ik, buiten het uitvoeren van mijn onderzoek, 
ookk persoonlijk een stimulerende voedingsbodem zou vinden. De steun die ik daarbij de 
afgelopenn jaren heb gekregen, in welke vorm dan ook, heb ik zeer gewaardeerd. Daarom wil 
ikk bij deze eenieder bedanken die, direct of indirect, een bijdrage heeft geleverd aan het 
welslagenn van dit project. Een aantal van deze personen wil ik hier nader noemen. 

Eenn eerste woord van dank wil ik richten tot de mensen die dit project officieel begeleid 
hebben:: Jeroen Raaijmakers wil ik bedanken voor het optreden als promotor, het meestal 
snellee commentaar en het continu van een afstand bezien van de grote lijnen en feiten. Wouter 
Schmidtt ben ik zeer dankbaar voor de moed halverwege de rit als begeleider in dit AIO-
projectt te stappen en voor het vrijmaken van niet-beschikbare tijd om mijn stukken nauwgezet 
enn detaillistisch van commentaar te voorzien. Louis Boer wil ik bedanken voor zijn 
enthousiastee aandeel aan de opzet en rapportage van de experimenten met de Space Station 
test.. Jan Extra ben ik erkentelijk voer het op poten zetten van dit AIO-project en het 
verschaffenn van een eerste netwerk van relevante onderzoekers. Uiteraard ben ik ook de 
leescommissiee zeer erkentelijk voor de moeite die zij zich heeft getroost dit proefschrift te 
beoordelenn en deel te nemen aan de oppositie. 

Daarnaastt zijn er een aantal personen die mij bijzonder hebben geholpen bij de uitvoering 
vann de experimenten of de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. Dat geldt op meerdere fronten 
voorr het personeel van de brugsimulator van het Koninklijk Instituut voor de Marine (KIM) . 
Ondankss dat ik een vreemde eend in de bijt was als psycholoog tussen al die 'zeebonken', heb 
ikk het op het KIM nergens zo naar mijn zin gehad als bij de brugsimulator. Ik heb erg genoten 
vann de interessante en informatieve gesprekken, de spannende reisverhalen, en de humor. 
Daarbijj  was Jim Vink zeer hulpvaardig en inventief in het professioneel vertalen van de 
theoretischee ideeën naar de nautische praktijk. Ook heb ik erg genoten van het aanstekelijke 
enthousiasmee en de nieuwsgierigheid naar nieuwe ontwikkelingen binnen de scheepvaart- en 
simulatorwereldd waar wij geregeld interessante discussies over voerden. Daarnaast wil ik 
Michiell  Vader, Eggo de Roode, Maurice van Wel, Dennis Glandorf en Rik van Kampen heel 
ergg bedanken voor hun hulp bij het afnemen van de brugsimulatorexperimenten. Op hen kon 
ikk altijd rekenen, zelfs als we noodgedwongen buiten de reguliere werktijden om moesten 
testen.. Vooral Michiel Vader en Eggo de Roode verdienen hierom veel lof, daar ze heel wat 
uurtjess nachtrust hebben opgeofferd om de nachtexperimenten mee te draaien. Bij deze wil ik 
ookk hun partners bedanken voor de vele nachtelijke uren dat zij hen hierdoor hebben moeten 
missen.. Ook 'gouden' schipper Henk Le Mair verdient een speciaal woord van dank voor zijn 
praktischee hulpvaardigheid. Als we iets nodig hadden, had Henk daarop vaak al geanticipeerd 
enn dit op creatieve wijze geregeld. Hij dacht altijd aan de kleine maar toch belangrijke details 
diee wij soms over het hoofd zagen. Bram Dienaar was behulpzaam als het technische 
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problemenn betrof. Raymondo Hordijk ben ik zeer dankbaar voor de tijd die hij heeft willen 
stekenn in het snel programmeren van een hulpmiddel om de data van het derde 
brugsimulatorexperimentt te kunnen analyseren. Dankzij zijn inspanningen was dit programma 
snell  een feit en heb ik, door de heldere toelichtingen, nader kennis kunnen maken met Matlab. 

Eenn groep mensen die ik eveneens bijzonder erkentelijk ben, zijn de officieren van de 
Koninklijkee Marine die hun medewerking hebben verleend aan één of meerdere 
experimenten.. Ondanks dat alle gegevens anoniem bleven, hadden deze mensen toch maar het 
leff  om in de brugsimulator of een computertest hun kunnen te tonen. Zonder hun vrijwillig e 
deelnamee zou dit proefschrift dan ook nooit een feit zijn geworden. 

Mett name de experimenten waaraan marineofficieren hebben deelgenomen zouden niet 
mogelijkk zijn geweest zonder de hulp van enkele mensen die coördinerende functies 
vervuldenn op diverse locaties binnen de Koninklijke Marine. Bij deze wil ik dan ook de heren 
Schoonhofff  en Trimpe-Burger bedanken voor hun hulp bij het enthousiasmeren en vinden van 
participantenn onder de commandocentrale- en luchtverdedigingsofficieren in opleiding. Van 
CZMM wil ik Edwin Battels zeer bedanken voor het promoten van ons 
vermoeidheidsonderzoekk bij de officieren van de vloot. Hij gaf diverse mensen net even dat 
duwtjee in de rug dat ze soms nodig hadden om mee te doen. 

Bijj  mijn verkenning van 'de wereld die Marine heet', heb ik een aantal dagen en nachten 
aann boord van diverse marineschepen doorgebracht. Bij deze wil ik vooral commandant van 
Oordd van opleidingszeilschip 'Urania', en commandante Morang en officier te Pas van de 
mijnenjagerr HRMS 'Alkmaar' erg bedanken voor hun gastvrijheid. De heb veel opgestoken 
vann de rondleidingen, de observatie-uren op de brug en natuurlijk het leven aan boord: veel 
mensenn op een kluitje, weinig privacy, en altijd beweging en rumoer. 

Pennyy Huisman wil ik ontzettend bedanken voor het geheel op vrijwillig e basis nakijken 
vann grote delen van mijn proefschrift. De heb qua Engels nergens zo veel van geleerd als van 
haarr nauwgezette aantekeningen en aanwijzingen, die altijd zo veel mogelijk de 
oorspronkelijkee tekst intact lieten. Art van Scheppingen en Caspar Claassen waren erg 
behulpzaamm bij het tot stand brengen van de kaft van dit proefschrift. 

Naastt mijn aanvankelijke plaatsing op het KIM, heb ik uiteindelijk ook heel wat uren 
doorgebrachtt op de Universiteit van Amsterdam. Martin van Leerdam wil ik hierbij bedanken 
voorr het delen van zijn werkplek en het beschikbaar stellen van zijn computer. Björn Dekker, 
Jessee Jansen, Pauline Spaan, Ingrid Christoffels, Verena Schmittmann, Susanne Borgwaldt en 
Emökee Jakab en vele anderen stonden als collega en/of kamergenoot garant voor informatieve 
gesprekkenn en gezelligheid. Susanne wil ik daarnaast nog bedanken voor het lenen van haar 
computerr terwijl zij in Australië zat. Ook het psychonomie-secretariaat wil ik bedanken voor 
dee nimmer aflatende hulpvaardigheid. 

Enn dan ten laatste maar zeker niet ten leste mijn familie en vrienden. Zij zorgden op z'n 
tijdd voor de nodige verstrooiing en, ook al waren zij niet altijd even bekend met het 
onderzoekswereldje,, zij waren er altijd met een luisterend oor of goede raad waar het 
randvoorwaardelijkee problemen betrof. Bedankt voor julli e onvoorwaardelijke steun. Mede 
dankzijj  julli e is dit proefschrift nu een feit. 
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